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I always wanted to be… (not a fireman… nor a policeman…)

I always wanted to be…
a simple

Water Sprinkler
or

[ I was once a ‘45 a day’ Chain Smoking, Alcoholic –   but then I met Mother ]  

By… NirmalaAnanda Shiva-Shakti ki Vahana (a western Sahaja Yogi),
a son, one of many, of our own very dear and much beloved and revered Mother…

Her Holiness Shri Adi Shakti Mataji Sakshat Shri Nirmala Devi
(  preamble  )  

 RTI
As a small boy, as far back as I can remember… I always had

the dream, if that is the right word for it… this feeling of a sort of a
destiny calling me onwards… to an ultimate oneness or identity with…
to a feeling that I was this wonderful thing… a simple water sprink-
ler… somehow sitting on a great expanse of lawn… with the waters of
life flowing from on high along the garden hose that disappeared up
into the heavens above, & that was the vessel feeding the sprinkler
mechanism, itself driven by the same nourishing Divine waters of life,
& being gently spread around to nurture all within the compass of the
gently falling drops of clear glistening waters, as they fell to earth to
quench the thirst of those around in need of those life-sustaining
qualities, so important to all living things. To see the blossoming green
foliage all around was its own reward. This dream was with me con-
stantly as I grew through my formative years, which were, to say the
least, not happy years.    

As I grew into manhood, this same dream stayed with me - not
for me was the humdrum of the usual round of daily life, earning the
ritual living, the so-called ‘9 to 5' existence that dictates our daily
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lives all around the world today. Now, as I reach the latter part of my
life, with all the very great blessings that have been showered upon
me & mine, I realize that now is the time to recount for posterity, for
all those who like me are vaguely dissatisfied with their daily hum-
drum lives of boring routine existence, the miraculous events that
have  reshaped  this  otherwise  very  ordinary  life,  &  turned  it  into
something that to me at least seems something rather special & so
full of the Blessings of She who made us all, & who continues to guide
& protect us & to see to it that we are not forgotten nor forsaken.

This  is  my  story  that  sees  the  coming  to  fruition  of  that
dream of my childhood… with the blossoming of a true ‘New Age' phe-
nomenon, that has reshaped the lives of so so many around the world
today. This short account will show how, in this every day world in
which we all live today, there is something afoot in every country the
world over which is transforming the lives of all who would return to
the very basic fundamentals of a healthy dharmic lifestyle, in an oth-
erwise topsy-turvy,  misguided world where everything seems to be
standing on its head, where old values are abandoned in favour of no
scruples at all. This is a return to the old values of happiness, of joy,
of contentment, of giving & sharing… to that feeling of well-being &
satisfaction… leading to the bliss of oneness with one’s higher self. It
is not a pipe dream… it is actual fact… I have experienced it… & so
can you… just read on. At the end of this story… you will be the judge
as to whether this dream has really come true… & you will be able to
test for yourself all that is written here… to see it happen in your life
too… with all the marvel & wonder along the way that I myself experi-
enced.

Note: This story is divided into three parts. 
Index A is for Part ONE, ‘Finding our Mother     Sakshat Shri Adi Shakti

Sakshat Shri Mataji Shri Nirmala Devi Namoh Namaha
Index B is for Part TWO,‘L  earning about Sahaj Yoga  , &  
Index C is for Part THREE, ‘Giving it to the World  ’  .
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Index   A   F  inding our Mother    NavPanel

Preamble 1

Ch 1.1 Getting my Realisation 8

Ch 1.2 Early   boyhood  10

Ch 1.3 Africa   & Borneo  11

Ch 1.4 Dawlish 13

Ch 1.5 Birmingham 18

Ch 1.6 London 22

Ch 1.7 Pond Street 30

Ch 1.8.1 Some of the many miracles 34

Ch 1.8.2-4 So  me Notable Miracles, Cures & Lessons  36

Ch 1.9.1 Some of the other things (the Obstacles) 37

Ch 1.9.2 So  me Divine Protection   (T  he End  , with apol  ogies  , of   this intro  )  38

Next   will be  :   Index     B –      Learning about Sahaja Yoga     

It seems that this story is NOT YET complete, but that we have much more to add. Nick
gets guidance from dreams or at those same times, & so he gets up & writes down notes for
later before they are forgotten. Next day he then types it all up (at least that is the theory) &
so this story will continue just as long as there is the inspiration to keep it going.

Guidance on using this Creation: This is not a conventional e-book but is as with
everything else on this Website, created with the Sahaja Principle always in mind. So
a few hints on how best to use it, & you will find it quite easy to navigate around, once
you get the hang of it.

I truly hope that you will indeed find it both easy & enjoyable, as you browse this
Sahaj Creation. This autobiography is a work of Sahaj Art, & is created absolutely as
we go along, with no previous experience whatsoever. It is divided into three parts.
Each chapter in each of these 3 indexes is hyperlinked to its relevant text in the
body of this creation. Then also to add to it, & for purposes of making it easier to
use, a return link is added at the top of each page to bring you back to the relevant
index, where you can start again if that is your wish. RTI = ‘Return to Index’.
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Index     B       Learning about Sahaj Yoga      NavPanel

Ch 2.0         Switching it on – or Getting connected
Ch 2.1 Getting your Kundalini Awakened 40

Ch 2.2 Settling Down 48

Ch 2.3 Establishing yourself 54

Ch 2.4 The use of mantras 57

Ch 2.4.1 Choice of Mantra 58

Ch 2.4.2 Deities on chakras 60

Ch 2.4.3 Correct Pronunciation 62

Ch 2.4.4 The Rakshasas 63

Ch 2.5         S  ome     B  asic   T  echniques  

Ch 2.5.1 The Photo 64 Ch 2.5.10 Being Fearless 77

Ch 2.5.2 Kumkum 67 Ch 2.5.11 Amrut 78

Ch 2.5.3 Red colour 68 Ch 2.5.12 Footsoaking 78

Ch 2.5.4 Lemons/Chillies 69 Ch 2.5.13 Shoe Beating 79

Ch 2.5.5 Limes 69 Ch 2.5.14 String Burning --

Ch 2.5.6 Vibrated water 70 Ch 2.5.15 Vibrated Oil 80

Ch 2.5.7 Salt 70 Ch 2.5.16 Sugar 82

Ch 2.5.8 R  aisin  g Kundalini 71 Ch 2.5.17 Applying Bandhan 83

Ch 2.5.9.1 Hands -   L   or R  73 Ch 2.5.18 The Face 85

Ch 2.5.9.2 W  hich   to   use  76 Ch 2.5.19 E  ffo  rt  lessness  87

Next   will be  :   continuation of   Index     B -   2.6 Family Concerns  
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Ch 2.6          F  amily Concerns                       NavPanel

Ch 2.6.1 Marriage 90 Ch 2.6.5 Wife 103

Ch 2.6.2 Husband 100 Ch 2.6.6 Children 107

Ch 2.6.3 Family 101 Ch 2.6.7 Household 113

Ch 2.6.4 Raksha Bandhan 101 Ch 2.6.8 Food 115

Ch 2.7         Divine Guidance 116

Ch 2.7.1 Vibrations 116 Ch 2.7.6 Dreams 132

Ch 2.7.2 Meditation 121 Ch 2.7.7 The Warnings 132

Ch 2.7.3 Introspection 128 Ch 2.7.8 The Declaration 134

Ch 2.7.4 The Eternal 130 Ch 2.7.9 Reality 137

Ch 2.7.5 Behaviour 131 Ch 2.7.10 Talking to others 137

Ch 2.8         Going Deeper 139

Ch 2.8.1 Havan 139 Ch 2.8.5 Puja 149

Ch 2.8.2 Humility 140 Ch 2.8.6 Sankoch 155

Ch 2.8.3 Mariadas 143 Ch 2.8.7 Collectivity 158

Ch 2.8.4 Responsibility 146 Ch 2.8.8 Breathing 166

Ch 2.9         The Chakra Charts         167
   Chakra Chart 167   The Chakras on Hands 168

   The Chakras on Head 168   The Chakras Feet 169

   Gaffes or Howlers or Howlers within Sahaja Yoga 169

Next will be: Index C   -    Giving it to the World   
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Index     C                Giving it to the World NavPanel

3.0        Thinking   of others  170

3.1        How to give to another 173

3.2        Some Basic “Quick Access Links” 175

3.3        Spreading it to the Entire World 178

Ch 3.3.1 Spreading     S  ahaja Yoga  178 Ch 3.3.7 The Warpath 187

Ch 3.3.2 Universal Personalities 181 Ch 3.3.8 Negativity 188

Ch 3.3.3 Giving Realisation 182 Ch 3.3.9 Possession 189

Ch 3.3.4 Vishwa Nirmala Dharma 185 Ch 3.3.10 Bhoot/Baddha 192

Ch 3.3.5 The Courageous 185 Ch 3.3.11 Destruction 196

Ch 3.3.6 The Brave People 186 Ch 3.3.12 Kalki 198

Ch 3.4        Reaping the rewards 202

Ch 3.5        But do BEWARE 203

- finis - 205

Also, Nick so very often is being misjudged quite a lot, especially over
issues with working on ladies – all misjudging going on. All very silly joking
about  gay  &  other  asahaj  behaviour,  deliberately  misleading  &  confusing
people by those who should know a good deal better. 

Either that or perhaps it is outright lies, or again if not that, then
perhaps he is telling the truth after all, & there is some truth in the stories
of a gay relationship at the root of this current scandal. Either way, it does
not reflect well upon those involved.
  Maybe it is time to hit back !  - May   be   !
 The  very  simplest  of  answers  for  those  who  are  sensitive  to
Vibrations,  is  to  just  “Ask  the  Question”  [Is  Mother  pleased  with
everything that Nick is currently doing in Sahaja Yoga?] & if that is not
enough, the 2nd question would be [Is Shri Mataji displeased with anything
that Nick is doing currently in Sahaja Yoga?]
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Of course we all know how to ask such questions of the Divine. First,
get  into  meditation,  and  then  without  any  thinking  at  all,  we  then  look
directly, but gently at the Photograph and then we ask the question and see
what response we get... cool for a positive YES response, and not cool for a
negative NO response. But we need to be careful how we word the question
so that there is no confusion introduced to muddy the waters. We do not
listen to those who feel nothing, i.e. who do not feel any cool, but we do take
notice of any clear cool response to any particular question.

There is  no  need for  all  this  gossip  and self-righteous  behaviour,
especially from those who have some rather doubtful qualities of their own.

Nick being badly misjudged so very often. The answer seems to be to
write an explanatory autobiography on his web site. The most recent insight
that was revealed to Nick is perhaps just a natural continuum of the rather
strange or not so well understood experiences that have been going on for
some time now. I refer to the progressive withdrawal of Nick from any and
all  Sahaj involvement of any kind, whilst he himself is in fact so so very
dedicated… it's almost not true. The thought that occurred most recently is
that whilst he is so committed to Sahaj & to Mother, he none-the-less is
tested to an almost equal degree in the opposite direction. An example is the
incident connected it has to be said to Kingston, where he was goaded to "Go
on Nick… book a hotel  somewhere for the weekend" or again,  "maybe we
could go away somewhere for the weekend together". I hasten to add here,
that this was not a Sahaja Yogi nor a Yogini talking"'. Nick, of course, did not
take up this offer.  
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  PART ONE     Finding our Mother     

Ch 1.1:   Getting my Realisation  RTI

One day, in the summer of 1980 I found myself sitting in a
small room along with a few others, most of whom seemed not to know
each other… I certainly knew nobody there.   

It was a public hall somewhere in the centre of the city of
Birmingham in the heart of England. There was a lady speaking… of
eastern or oriental appearance… perhaps middle-aged, and very warm
and friendly. I would guess she was of Indian origin. She was talking
of some of the problems that we in the West face… and about some-
thing else apparently of a deep spiritual significance that people were
discovering for themselves, which would miraculously solve automatic-
ally most of the common ills of the world today.   

She talked of a mysterious energy that we would soon start
feeling in the palms of the hands, as a subtle coolness… and how this
would lead us on to even greater realms. She had finished her talk,
and now was  walking among those gathered seated there,  and had
reached the spot where I was sitting. A voice behind me asked if I
felt this cool energy flowing at all… I replied ‘yes… in my hands'…  he
said to close my eyes.   Moments later I was transported to realms
undreamed  of  and  were  thus  far  totally  beyond  my  powers  of
imagination. A powerful energy had suddenly started moving… like 2
raging rivers…  pouring like raging torrents from my hands up and
along  both  arms as  far  as  the  elbows.  There  the  flow seemed to
disappear for a moment or two… only to reappear inside my body…
pouring upwards from somewhere down below,  in  the region of my
spine and from somewhere in the region of my stomach… (at least
that’s where it felt like it was coming from) shooting upwards as a
great column… up to and through the chest area, through the neck,
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and up and out at the top of my head and carrying my consciousness,
my awareness upwards to a point well above the top of my head… into
new realms so peaceful, so still and quiet… and so without thought…
that was beyond anything I had ever experienced before.    

I  don't  know how long  I  was  like  that,  but  when  I  at  last
opened my eyes, I found myself gazing straight into the eyes of this
wonderful  and  mysterious  lady.  She  was  looking  deep  into  me,
unwaveringly  and with such compassion.  She spoke to me… and my
reply strangely enough was… and it seemed quite normal to do this…
was by thought power… I was speaking to her directly without using
my  vocal  cords.  Later  I  was  to  discover  that  she  somehow  knew
everything  about  me…  and  what's  more,  she  seemed  to  know  me
better than I did myself. How could that possibly be? I had moved to
Birmingham in England just a short few weeks earlier… to a city that
I had never visited, and where I knew no one. It was evident that
here was a lady at least a little out of the ordinary… and that she had
unusual powers… and that I felt good.    

Later when I was home… home being for me then, the YMCA…
& I was reading the literature that had been given to me, I felt the
same powerful wind blowing from all the papers that I looked at. This
‘wind’ or ‘cool breeze’ as it became known to me later was evident as a
clear  strong  sensation  in  both  of  my  hands…  covering  the  entire
surface of the hands. When I looked at the photo of this lady, I saw
not just a picture… but something much more… like she was somehow
actually  there,  in  the  picture…  I  mean  actually  there… inside  the
picture, as a living presence. The expression seemed to change. How
was this possible… was I imagining all this?  

I determined then and there, that I was going to search out
this lady again if I had half the chance. That chance was to come
sooner than I expected. But how did this journey start, and what is
the link to the dream of the garden sprinkler… that I had had since
being a small boy?
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Ch 1.2: Early Boyhood RTI

I was always a shy boy… with a strong inward spiritual life…
though I did not think this in any way unusual or out of the ordinary. I
did not like the aggressive rough and tumble of ordinary life… and
always felt  somehow that we should try to help others instead of
criticizing them and finding out how to hurt them. I grew up in an
unhappy family setting, the eldest son in a family of 4 children, the
eldest being my sister, one year older than me. The other 2 were a
year apart, 6 years younger than I. My mother was a business lady
running a hairdressing business that eventually saw our home expand
to some 4 branches in the county of Devon where we lived. My father
was a laid back and rather quiet man – my mother and father did not
get along at all. I grew up in this atmosphere of hatred and despair…
not knowing any different… thinking all families must be like that. My
mother used to roar at me… and make fun of me… I thought this quite
normal…  I  knew  no  different.  I  will  skip  rapidly  over  this  rather
unhappy period of my life… until we find this young man at University
studying for an Agricultural degree, which he obtained at the age of
22 years of age. At that point, he felt that the academic side of his
life had already been dominant for far too long… and now was the
time to quit the life of endless studying… and start to discover what
real life was all about. After a couple of short jobs in England, he
found  himself  embarking  on  a  life  in  Africa,  as  an  expatriate
employed by the overseas developing country, as a livestock officer in
the Ministry of Agriculture.
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Ch 1.3: Africa & Borneo RTI

He spent some 9 or 10 years in total in a number of overseas
territories, mostly in Africa, but also in Borneo. Whilst in Africa, he
was stationed for part of the time in the Eastern Province of Zambia
which was separated from the rest of the country by what we called
the Escarpment, a stretch of road that wound its way from the low
lying  land to  the west  to  the  much higher lying  land to  the  east,
bordering on Malawi. The roads were dirt roads, with no tarmac at all
mostly, but just maintained by large machines that simply maintained
a gradient by scraping the earth from the sides to the domed centre.
As a result, it was necessary to drive at high speed on the crown of
this domed surface to be able to get anywhere. Also, the surface of
the  roads  was  corrugated  from  repeated  passing  of  vehicles,  and
therefore had to be maintained at fairly regular intervals. The result
was that in order to really get anywhere, you had to drive quite fast
to skim along on the crest of these corrugations, and on the crown of
the domed surface, hoping that you did not meet any other vehicles
coming the other way.  

It was on one such trip that Nick had a very narrow escape
from almost certain death. He was as usual travelling at the normal
high speed through this escarpment, when the unthinkable happened.
Suddenly as he was rounding a bend in the road, he saw a vehicle
coming  round  the  next  bend  in  the  road,  coming  the  other  way
straight  for  him.  He  remembers  registering  seeing  this  oncoming
vehicle, then his memory stops and there is a blank… til apparently,
what seems like moments later, his memory again returns, as he is
aware  of  coasting,  driving,  still  at  high  speed,  away  from  this
otherwise  unavoidable  and  fatal  collision…  with  not  a  scratch  or
anything to show for his narrow escape. He thought little about this
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til much later, when looking back and with the benefit of hindsight, he
realised he had been saved for what was no doubt later to follow.

On another occasion,  he was driving in the western part of
Africa, along roads that wound their way with on one side a sheer
drop, and on the other a sheer rocky wall, the side of the mountain
that we were negotiating, when we suddenly came across a whole herd
of cattle all over this quite windy and also rather narrow road. There
was no way around all these cattle, so no way to avoid them. On this
occasion, he has absolutely no recall of what happened, or how he got
out of this predicament… but, somehow he arrived at his destination
totally unharmed.    

Then the somewhat later trip to Borneo a few 'tours' later
was a little trying for him, as he was working in the tropics, on the
equator,  in  the  swamps  and  jungles…  whilst  being  unwisely
accommodated at night in a heavily air-conditioned hotel room – with
no chance what-so-ever to acclimatize… moving daily from Refriger-
ator  to  Sauna,  and then back again to Refrigerator,  so his  health
began to suffer somewhat, and he therefore decided to cut short his
tour and return somewhat earlier than originally planned to the U.K.  

At  this  stage,  coming  home to  England,  he was  not  exactly
welcomed at home, so went to stay with his separated father, in a
place  called  Dawlish.  There  he  licked  his  wounds…and  took  to
meditating  on  his  plight… and  it  was  then some interesting  things
really started to happen.
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Ch 1.4  Dawlish RTI

I had always had a meaningful and a strong inner life… perhaps
to make up for… to  compensate  for  that  which  was  lacking  in  my
everyday relationships.  Perhaps I had learned to rely maybe just a
little bit overly much on this… at the expense of the more commonly
held values of everyday life. I remember once my sister wanted for
some reason  best  known  to  herself  to  send  a  card to  an  ex-boy-
friend… a card with something unkind written on it… I could not un-
derstand her motives… & said so. She ultimately did not send it. But I
digress.

When I came back from Borneo, I was a little unsettled, & had
gastritis plus a few minor ailments, the result no doubt of the stress
of not being allowed to acclimatize properly. So as I moved in with my
father, I started to first of all clean-up & organize his house a little…
& of course mainly to go ‘inside’ to find that peace & stillness that
comes with meditation. I used to sit for long periods on a simple din-
ing room style chair in my room on the first floor, near to the window.

I would close my eyes, and just ‘go inside’. I started by con-
templating the story from the Bible of the Prodigal Son, who being
repentant of his erring ways, decides on a return to his family, & to
his Father, where he is welcome with open arms… as the long lost son,
who at last returns to his father who has always loved him for what
he truly always was. I of course saw a parallel with my own perhaps
wayward course in life, & contrasted that with the true genuine inner
feelings that I had always had since early childhood. As I meditated
on this theme, it came to me that there had to be a way… to translate
this yearning for ‘my return' to our benevolent ‘Maker'… for make no
mistake, I was seriously contemplating my own journey back to our
‘Maker'… if that is not seeming too far fetched, or too wild a dream.
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It seemed clear to me, that in this great and wonderful Universe,
with  all  it's  complexities,  with  all  its  randomness  and  tremendous
variety, yet with also alongside this and with no sense of contradic-
tion… with such order and organization, with such intricate detail of
structure, all properly maintained… with all this and much more… how
could all this have just happened as a mere fluke of chance… and on
top of that… if all this suggests an order, and intelligence… then it is
but the tiniest of leaps from there to the conclusion that He who had
made all this possible… would he stop at this point? Wouldn't He, be-
ing  the  supreme intelligence  have  considered  this  final  step  also?
Would He then abandon His creation at the final hurdle, to a state of
oblivion? Would it not rather be a little more likely… that the ar-
chetypal organizer and planner, the ultimate overall Creator… would
He not have provided the ultimate avenue for achieving the final des-
tination for this His ultimate creation… we… the human species. 

So it was an unavoidable conclusion… there had to be a way… to
find our way back to… yes… I will say it… to find our way back to God.
All my intelligence, all my reasoning power, all my common sense… told
me this one thing above all else… and I was going to find it come what
may.  I  was  in  the  UK  and  had  a  British  bank  account  with  the
equivalent of about $1500 in it, and I was free, with no job or any
other hindrances to hold me back… so it was easy to break away and
follow my dream.

As I was meditating along this theme, which I did repeatedly
over several days, and for quite some time, there were other things
going on more or less simultaneously. Some of these things were more
coincidental,  than  a  serious  guiding  influence,  but  they  may  be
mentioned in passing as curious additional factors. Some of these will
be alluded to as and when they seem to be relevant to the story. 

One of the additional factors that seemed to be quite relevant
to later events was the inner meditation that I was experiencing, and
which is directly related to my new task of finding this ‘short cut’
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that I had now decided upon finding for myself. As I was in the depth
of my meditations, I felt a little like I was rising within myself just a
little, in the sense that my attention was being drawn to the top of
my head… and I became aware of a ‘lightness’ both above my head and
also  in  front  of  me.  It  might  have  been  at  this  stage  merely  my
imagination at play… but it felt distinctly like I was almost seeing,
though it felt more like feeling the light above my head. Also it was
as if I was seeing a ‘lightness’ in front of me… like a vast open space…
like the open sky… into which I should fly… but I could not. There was
a barrier… an invisible barrier to any forward progress. I could not
move  forward  at  all  into  this  inviting  vastness  in  front  of  me.
Somehow I knew that I could not move forward until I had achieved a
higher state of awareness… a higher state of consciousness. Again I
was getting this type of meditation often and regularly.  

 I had studied over many years all types of books and related
materials all  about the metaphysical  and quasi-spiritual  phenomena.
This included the areas of Spiritualism, Healing, Psychic phenomena,
and all related manifestations of this unhelpful field of activities. I
later discovered how they can have an unfortunate influence on our
subtle body structure which can adversely affect our chances of Self
Realisation. My interest in such things started very early in my life…
and thank the Lord that I did not get inextricably embroiled into any
one of them… though they did give me one or two anxious moments
later in life.    

During one session with some ‘clairvoyant' who was appearing /
performing at the local venue for such things, she came to me and
volunteered some unusual information. She asked me out of the blue…
if I was a man of God. Well, I certainly was not dressed for the role
or in any way suggestive of that type of a path in my future life. She
also said something about the fact that my future life would involve
something special… and that I would discover ‘who I was' and ‘what I
was'. Later in another similar set of circumstances, though this time
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it  was  at  a  completely  different  venue  hundreds  of  miles  away,
unrelated to the first in any way, I was told a couple of things which
now seem relevant to later events as they were to occur in my life. 

It was suggested to me that should I want to select and pick
the best rose, where else would I find it but at the top… the most
inaccessible part of the tree. Then I was also told about the ‘halfway
house’.  I was told that in  my journeying I would come across this
‘halfway house’ where there would be many people. They would all be
quite contented and happy… and that if I decided to stay there, no-
one would complain or criticize me for that… but somehow I felt that
this was not for me… the top of the mountain was where I was going…
nothing less would really satisfy me. And so my spiritual aspirations
have if you like always seemed to have a certain level of constancy…
of consistency. Perhaps now is the time to see if it is to be translated
into actuality.

Also around that same time in Dawlish, whilst I was meditating
on my future course through life, something else happened, which was
to lead directly to my finding that elusive ‘shortcut'. As I awoke from
sleep one day… whilst still in that in-between state called I believe as
the hypnagogic  state,  where  one  is  neither  asleep  nor  awake,  but
somewhere in-between… as I was drifting in this condition, I suddenly
heard quite loudly a voice which said clearly a single word, which got
me thinking and pondering for the next week or so. The voice I heard
was  that  type  of  voice  which  could  be  said  to  be  either  male  or
female…  a  low  pitched  voice…  but  quite  plain  and  clear,  and  very
commanding. It said just the one word… ‘GO'.     

Well, this brought me out of my slumber… that's for sure. I
had never heard any ‘voices' before… nor since, apart from once more
a little later which I will shortly recount and which is part of this
same story. You can imagine the thoughts that started to go through
my  head…  what…  what  was  that…  where…  who…  all  the  questions
came… and of course with no answers… for the next week or two.
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Then about two weeks later the same thing happened… but this time
as I was emerging from the land of slumber, again in that in-between
area, neither sleeping nor waking… I again heard this very same, very
commanding voice… but this time this voice said just 3 words… ‘GO
TO BIRMINGHAM’.

Well, I had already done all the thinking… I had already asked
all  the questions… with  no answers of  course… so this  time I was
ready.  So  I  simply  opened  a  small  case,  threw  in  a  selection  of
clothing & a few toiletries, went downstairs in search of my father
and told him… quite out of the blue… that I was leaving & going to
Birmingham. I could not explain… anything that would make any sense
to him… why I was going… with no prior warnings… who I would meet
(I knew nobody there… & had, in fact, no previous knowledge of the
place, having never even contemplated going there before)… & I had
no idea where I would end up or where I would stay… or for how long.
It was a complete leap of faith, into the unknown. My father was not
interested in the same things as myself… so what was the point of
trying  to  explain  something  that  even  I  myself  failed  to  fully
comprehend… other than I was on a mission… to find that elusive &
mysterious  ‘shortcut'…  if  ever  it  really  existed.  And  so  I  found
myself  after  buying  a  single  ticket  at  the  local  railway  station  in
Dawlish to this foreign land called Birmingham… at the exit to this
new rail terminus, turning right and wandering down the road until I
found the first bed and breakfast sign that I came across.

And so started my new adventure into my new life of  Sahaja
Yoga…  of growth… transformation & enlightenment… & what thrills
and  excitement  along  the  way.  I  now  have  a  lovely  wife…  and  a
talented young son who attends a high achievers school in America,
with very special musical talents. But all in due time… so first a little
patience is the order of the day. ……… 
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Ch 1.5:       Birmingham    RTI

 

So, at last, I find myself in the YMCA in Birmingham in a small
room there with just the basics required for a very humble existence. I
suppose I had been there for a few weeks, passing the time as best I
could, when I saw in the local evening newspaper an advert suggesting
that the very thing I was seeking would be the subject of a meeting in a
hall in Bull Street in Birmingham. So with little or no thought, I decided
to go along.

In my earlier years, I had as I have already mentioned studied
fairly  extensively  on  various  occult  and esoteric  subjects  and  had
come across the term ‘Self Realisation’ and thought I had understood
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For those who would like to try
   If you wish you can easily see if you too
can  feel  this  ‘cool  breeze’.  Just  hold  your
two hands, palm upwards towards this lady,
with  respect,  and  without  thinking,  or  any
analysing  going  on  inside  your  head,  and
with no judgements or questions of any kind,
in a very relaxed & gentle way.       
   Do you feel anything? It will very
likely  be  very  subtle  probably  at  first,  but
with practice, will quickly grow stronger and
also clearer as you progress.           
  Do not try to do anything… make
no  effort…  just  witness,  &  let  go.
Now, do you feel anything?  Remember, it's
very  subtle  &  you  may  think  you  are
imagining it all. Do not worry if you are un-
sure  –  you  will  be  able  to  find  a  local
meeting  later  on  somewhere  &  try  again
there. Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi
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its meaning. Yet I was unprepared for what actually transpired that
evening back in August 1980. 

It was the 9th August on a Saturday evening and I am sitting
towards the back of the hall two seats from the aisle on the right
side  as  you  face  the  front.  There  were  perhaps  25  to  30 people
there,  in  a hall  that would hold twice that number.  I had come in
response to an advert I'd seen in the local newspaper, which said that
this  lady  would  appear  and  speak…  and  that  she  would  ‘Grant
something  called  Self  Realisation  to  anybody  who  was  a  sincere
seeker.'  

Well… I was seeking… of that, there could be no doubt… and…
I  felt  that  I  was  sincere…  so  I  went.  It  was  as  simple  as  that.
I had never been drawn to any of the so-called Gurus… as I could see
nothing in any of them for me at all. I don't as a rule go off looking
for such lectures or experiences, though I did once go to a place in
Scotland which advertised as a New Age community giving all sorts of
experiences. There they dealt with all the recognized so-called Gurus,
as well as belief in fairies and gnomes and elves etc. etc. There I had
definitely experienced some strange things, but not that of freedom
in  one's  own integrity.  I  had had experiences  of  unlimited energy
whilst there… but nothing lasting or truly beneficial in the real sense.
So here I was waiting to see what would transpire. 

A  young  man  was  speaking,  preparing  for  the  main  guest
speaker, this rather special Indian Lady. As he finished his short talk
and yielded the floor to the next speaker, so she rose to address
those anxiously waiting there.  The hall  was quiet and expectant. I
remember she gave an entertaining talk that everyone seemed to be
enjoying very much… and the main subject that remains in my memory
even until today, was her discussing the practical joking that was so
prevalent at that time and no doubt remains so… that was going on at
Universities and Colleges. She was telling the story that seemed to
me  so  hilarious  of  the  students  who,  wishing  to  play  a  trick  on
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someone, chose to remove her car from the place where it was parked
and to replace it with another car identical in make, colour etc. and
see what happened. Of course, I thought this was hysterical… but I
don't think this was the intended meaning or reason for telling this
particular  story.  More  likely  was  the  sense  of  bewilderment  that
would no doubt have been generated in the unfortunate young lady
whose car it was. At the end of her talk, she took questions from all
quarters, and it is a lasting impression that no question was not dealt
with adequately, or not answered with some sort of very pertinent
and distinctly relevant comments.    

Then she proceeded to speak from the stage to individuals…
including especially yours truly. This I found again very strange… that
why, from all those present she should address just me… did I feel
it… the cool breeze that is, which she had been talking about. I was
having some difficulty with this feeling that I was increasingly get-
ting, that she somehow knew me from old. As far as I was concerned,
we had never before met… at least not to my certain knowledge. Then
she descended to the floor of the hall and proceeded to walk amongst
those waiting there. She paused briefly in front of a couple near the
front, who had been to some false guru. They apparently had some re-
lationship going between them, and this was commented upon… as not
at all helpful for their ascent and growth… which I took to mean spir-
itual growth.    

Very shortly she arrived at the row where I was sitting, next
to a man that I had never met… another new person also seeking like
myself. She spoke to him, telling him to Ask of Her the question…
‘Are You the Holy Ghost?’ and to ask from the heart 3 times… with
sincerity. She then did something with her hands at the top of his
head… at which point I heard this voice behind me asking if I had felt
anything… to which I replied… ‘yes… that I had felt the cool breeze in
the palms of my hands’.

He then told me to close my eyes… whereupon I started to
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feel  this  powerful  flow  of  energy  like  a  river  in  spate  as  I  have
already described… flowing up both my arms to the elbows… and then
inside, rising up from the stomach area, up through… and… up to and
through my head… in a powerful upsurge of energy gushing upwards
and blowing away the superstructure… as a ‘gusher' does when strik-
ing oil for the first time in the desert… and the superstructure of
the drilling rig is blasted away.    

It was all very peaceful and without stress or discomfort of
any kind. It was all very natural… with no reaction at all… no shock… no
trauma… just peace and joy… and a stillness and a quietness… and
calmness.  It  was  very  beautiful  and  warm  and  relaxing.  When  I
opened my eyes, there was no thought… and as I gently returned the
gaze into my own eyes, she said to me something like… ‘you cannot
confuse sex with your spiritual seeking can you'… or ‘you cannot mix
sex with your seeking for God can you'.            

This seemed to be a reference to what she had been saying to
the couple at the front, who had got this relationship going. So at
this, I replied… in thought mode only… ‘please do not ask me to con-
demn another… for I am no better than they are'. When this was all
over, I still had no idea that I had received the very thing that I had
been seeking for so long. I did not recognise it for what it was. It did
not conform to my pre-determined view of what it should be like… so
I did not recognise it. There was one saving grace as far as I was con-
cerned… and that was that I had somehow been prepared… through
my history of seeking I guess… and through my sincerity of purpose…
I had been prepared to ‘give up even the most cherished of my be-
liefs, whatever they might be… if it could be demonstrated that I had
somehow been  in  error,  and  that  something  else  was  right',  that
something else was true. Well, this was to be put to the test well and
truly in the next few days and years… as I discovered the truth about
Reality… and how we in all innocence have gone far astray in our seek-
ing as a human species.  
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The evening was over… I had returned to my accommodation…
and my new life had begun. What surprises were awaiting me as I
started my new journey of discovery? What new people… what new
opportunities…  what  new countries  I  would  visit… what  miracles  I
would be graced with… and what new blessings… of joy and content-
ment. What opportunities for growth and change… for transforma-
tion… what chances to freely give to others that which I had so re-
cently freely received… in love… and in compassion… from She who
cares so much for this frail Human Species, so much in need of guid-
ance and comfort.

Ch 1.6 L o n d o n RTI

As I pondered my situation in my digs in Birmingham, having
had this new and strange experience… (for make no mistake, it was
unusual… I  had no previous  experience of  this  sort  to  compare  it
with… so it was totally unique for me)… as I mused over these new
happenings,  I  became  aware  of  certain  conclusions,  which  I  was
obliged to face. Firstly I was now sensitive in a new way… sensitive to
things  I had never experienced before… to  this  ‘cool  breeze’  idea
which was now part of my life… like it or not, but on the whole, it was
good… it was nice… and could indeed be very useful too. It made you
aware of a whole new area of right and wrong… in a real way… in the
real  world.  You could use this new sensitivity as a super-detecting
device… to help steer one's way through the minefield of indecision,
and dilemma.  Simply by following that which was  cool  and avoiding
that which was hot, it was possible to navigate one's way through the
maze, avoiding many of the pitfalls… and going often straight to the
honey pot, to reap the reward. 

But also I was sensitive to what was happening within me too…
not just to outside influences. I could detect the state of my inner
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subtle body mechanism… and see where  existing or  indeed future
problems might turn up… and take remedial measures to avoid the of-
ten undesirable consequences of some particular course of action.  

So with this new awareness of what was going on around me, I
ventured forth… to see what life would bring. I started by finding out
where I could find out more about this strange and wonderful thing
that was happening to me… and was led to attending what was called
‘Follow up' meetings in a similar but smaller version of the hall where
I had first had my awakening experience. There were present about
half a dozen people normally on the weekly gatherings, and it was al-
ways a pleasant evening, characterized by a peaceful and indeed often
a tangibly enjoyable feeling that seemed to pervade everywhere. 

There was usually some relaxing background music playing and
a pleasant aroma in the air. As we progressed from week to week, we
learned by experiencing, what it was like to meditate. Someone would
come round and briefly stand behind you and somehow, as a result,
one's  meditation  would  deepen…  one's  attention  would  rise  more
strongly… and often this was accompanied by a feeling of joy.   

We also discovered that this ‘Joy’ was communicable from one
to another, as a result of our common connection through the centres
at the tops of our heads to that same universal ‘ocean of pure love
and compassion’ to which we are connected when in meditation. As we
each were connected to this ‘ocean of forgiveness’ by virtue of our
own  individual  Kundalini awakening…  as  the  energy  that  had  risen
within  me  was  called…  so  we  were  in  that  same  sense  connected
therefore  to  each  other… and  so  we  arrive  at  the  conception  of
collective  consciousness…  or  collective  awareness…  where  we  are
able to feel the same things in common… or to feel what another is
experiencing. It also allows us to detect what is going on in another,
and to take some sort of remedial action to assist the situation, and
thereby ameliorate whatever problem there might be.
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One thing was sure to result each and every time we had such
a meeting… and that was that no matter what our condition when we
arrived at the hall, whether tired or perhaps depressed, or just the
feeling that we had had enough for that day, or even perhaps feeling
a little nervous and jumpy… whatever the feeling at the start of the
meeting we could be sure that we would feel a whole lot better by the
end, just an hour or so later. This was a general experience felt by
everyone who ever came along.

Something  I  learned  quite  quickly,  but  for  me  not  quickly
enough was… that the initial experience that I had had was not some-
thing that would be repeated every time I sat down for meditation.
When I attended the weekly follow up programs, I fully expected ex-
actly the same tremendous experience that I’d had the first time…
with all the sensations of that rushing torrent flooding up my arms…
and later through my body to my head… but it was not so… and I be-
came somewhat frustrated in my constant efforts to re-attain it. It
was some weeks in fact before the penny dropped… and I realised a
couple of important things that I had not at that stage understood. 

Firstly the very effort involved was in a way counterproduct-
ive… in that, the whole process was in essence one of surrendering to
the Kundalini’s own power to rise quite naturally and in a sense effort-
lessly with just the minimum of assistance from us. The effort of will
was in this regard actually tending to block the path of ascent at the
centre in the forehead, called the Agnya chakra. 

The second thing that I came to understand was that by its
very nature,  the very first occasion of the  Kundalini awakening is
very special & unique… & is often not repeatable. Subsequent risings
are more gentle & relaxed, & usually without the accompanying over-
whelming rush to achieve union or yoga at the top of the head at the
centre called as  Sahastrara.  What happened for me, and for many
others no doubt was that when I came to get my Self Realisation or
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we can say the experience of the awakening of the Kundalini which
brought the union of my own individual attention with that of the uni-
versal unconscious… I was actively seeking that source of all truth…
or if you like I was seeking that shortcut to the Divine that I have
previously referred to. In addition, I had what we call a Blockage on
one of my chakras, at the centre at the base of my neck, called as
Vishuddhi. This combination produced the classic case of the irresist-
ible force meeting the immovable object… like the cork stuck fast in
the neck of the bottle. The upward pressure of the rising Kundalini
was met by the blocked Vishuddhi Chakra at the neck, and it was only
by the additional energy applied to the Vishuddhi to relax it, that the
relaxation was sufficiently achieved to allow the Kundalini to surge
forwards to the Sahastrara at the apex of my head, carrying my at-
tention along with it. 

In subsequent meditations, the Vishuddhi was already at least
partly opened, and so the Kundalini  was able to rise more normally
thereafter. It took a little while for this understanding to sink in…
and once it  did,  my meditations improved substantially… and I was
able to be more relaxed about the whole thing. 

I also learned the importance of shielding myself from those
influences  all  around  us  that  seemed  to  want  to  affect  us  on
occasions, and which are not helpful in our ascent. 

Everything has an aura, or what I soon learned to refer to as
Vibrations… which is characteristic of that thing, and  which we can
detect on our fingers as little sensations like pins and needles,  or
prickling, or indeed as a warmth or heaviness, relative to the normal
sensations we feel. These are the feelings that we feel if the thing is
shall we say not so good… but if the thing is good, or true, then we
may feel coolness on our hands or fingers. This differentiation in the
sensations  we feel  gives  us  a  sense  of  being  able  to  discriminate
between that which is desirable and that which is not.
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Now to prevent these things from affecting us too much, we
put ourselves into a protection called as the  Bandhan,  which is like
covering ourselves with a cloak or a suit of armour. It consists of a
shield constructed of these Vibrations, around our complete aura, and
serves to exclude anything harmful that may happen along. We do this
by making use of the discovery that these vibrations actually flow
through us.  

We may think of it this way… that our two hands function a
little differently to one another… the  Left hand connected to the
left side  receives or sucks in, is the minus hand… whilst the  Right
hand is  giving out or  emitting, is the plus hand. So we receive this
flow of cool vibrations, which is emitting from any Divine source into
the left hand, and give it out with the right hand. 

This can be used in several ways… and in the case here being
considered, first we hold our left hand out so as to receive the flow
of vibrations from any Divine source, then with our right hand we can
describe an arc all around our aura, or around our being, starting at
the left hip rising upwards over the top of the head and down to the
right hip… and then in returning, over the head again and back to the
left hip. This leaves a trail of vibrations in the shape of a Horseshoe
or arc,  within which we are safe from anything undesirable  in  the
immediate surroundings, which may have bad vibrations… and which
might otherwise affect us. This shield is applied 7 times to give it
maximum  strength…  and  is  named  a  Bandhan.  So  this  we  apply
regularly before venturing out anywhere… and at the start & end of
our meditations. It should also be explained here that this Bandhan is
applied 7 times to the whole aura, and not individually to each chakra,
one at a time.

It  should  be  noted  that  all  these  techniques  that  are
described here and elsewhere in this small book are of no practical
use  to  anyone  unless  and  until  he  or  she  has  had  their  Kundalini
already awakened. For that to occur, one needs to visit one of the
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public  meetings  already  mentioned  or  meet  with  and  seek  the
guidance of someone already practised in this art.  

It is not difficult to locate a suitable individual or group as
they  are  now  existing  in  most  countries  the  world  over.  Also  if
preferred, one can turn to the special sections in this web site which
will describe how to get this Kundalini awakening for yourself and how
to contact your local group who will be able to assist you in regard to
any of your queries. Once you have the initial awakening experience…
which  incidentally  costs  nothing…  then  you  start  to  learn  and
establish… more by experience than by anything else. For this is also
another unique thing about all  this  new knowledge that was freely
coming to me… that I was never asked to pay for it or to contribute
for any of what I was learning about it. It was all freely given in all
love  and  compassion,  and  with  such  generosity  of  heart…  and  a
concern for my well-being too. It takes a little getting used to at
first, but soon becomes the norm.

So with all this new awareness, I started noticing a few things.
At  first,  it  was  all  the literature that  I  was  given… all  of  it  was
blowing a  gale  of cool  at me. Then it  was  a  book about the whole
subject, "The Advent" by Gregoire de Kalbermatten, which when I
laid it in front of me and held my two hands either side of it as I
read, also blew this wind into my hands. This it did for the major part
of the book… but strangely it stopped abruptly when I reached the
final  part,  which  was  a  kind of  addendum at  the end,  and was  an
intellectual  section  by  the  author  to  show  the  historical  and
intellectual considerations surrounding the subject. This in itself was
very enlightening… as it demonstrated very clearly to me the nature
of this new art form if I may be permitted to put it that way.  Very
clearly  this  new  sensitivity  to  these  cool  vibrations  was  somehow
connected to the heart rather than the brain. It seemed that if one's
attitude was more at the level of a heartfelt understanding… one's
sensitivity  was  enhanced…  but  that  if  one  used  one's  brain  and
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intellectual powers too much, then one's sensitivity was less. So not
to think about it or use one's powers of analysis overly much, but to
just accept these new powers and sensitivities for what they were…
which was for sure one thing in particular… and that is they were new
and unique and could not be compared to anything that I knew before.
So the lesson for me was to just accept what was after all a new set
of experiences for me.

The next thing I learned was the unexpected nature of some
of the things that I had accepted previously as normal. An example
was the violent nature of some aggressively uttered words… as the
case where some individual swore suddenly… and as he did, it was just
like a sudden violent punch to the stomach area. Also, some TV pro-
grams or books would feel bad or make me feel uncomfortable, so
that I had to avoid them. The reverse held true also… that a beauti-
ful picture or book would hold me spellbound in its appreciation… or
some heavenly music. And so with the slowly emerging new style of
life gradually revealing itself to me, I pondered my impending move
from Birmingham to the great capital of London.  

I had conveyed my eagerness to find and follow this amazing
lady to he who was looking after the centre in Birmingham and after
assessing the depth of my sincerity and dedication, he finally agreed
to make the necessary arrangements for my travel down south… and
thus started my life in Sahaja Yoga. 

This all happened back in 1980, and very soon, and in fact for
the next 37 years I was to live in London, attending all the meetings I
could… and following this remarkable lady wherever it was possible…
learning  from  her,  and  receiving  some  of  the  most  incredible
Blessings that it was not even possible to imagine. I was to experience
as common-place, events quite miraculous in nature… some of which I
will recount in the following pages. So do not go away just yet… come
with me on a journey quite remarkable… and one which you too can
have if you so desire it. This journey is open to all.  
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There is one rather special thing that I became aware of and
that was something that would transform my very life. Indeed I was
for the very first time in my life feeling like I, at last, was sort of ‘in
my element', so to speak, absolutely for the very first time ever. Pre-
viously I had always been very unsure of myself, in whatever I was
doing, job wise. I had an agricultural degree, yet I never felt myself
an expert in any way. I did not feel at all sure of myself, in any walk
of life… until that is, until I met Shri Mataji and I got my Realisa-
tion. Then it was different, I at last felt like I had arrived, I knew
what I was doing. I knew what it was all about. I knew where I was,
and felt for the very first time a real self-confidence.  

I studied in some detail whatever Shri Mataji had to tell us,
what She had come all this way from Her Heavenly abode to bring
this Knowledge to this Human species, to enlighten us and to save us
from ourselves. All this was gathered together and published at first
in a book rather like a cross between a simple dictionary and an en-
cyclopaedia,  and was offered to Shri  Mataji  at Heathrow Airport,
then later it was adapted and converted into this current Web Site,
which itself has undergone several overhauls and rebuilds.

All  this new knowledge, I put into practice at all  the public
meetings that I ever went to, in a very real sense, in a very practical
way. I learnt about the qualities of  Sankoch and what it meant, and
that it was the quality found on the Right Heart chakra, the quality
of Shri Rama, and not the commonly believed or accepted quality of
Responsibility that everyone believes is there (Responsibility is actu-
ally the Main quality found on the   Vishuddhi   chakra  ). With this quite
significant and fairly fundamental error it took several years to con-
vince the main collective, who eventually came round to accepting this
new understanding.

This quality of Sankoch is the quality of the left heart chakra
put into action, into activity on the right side of the Heart chakra, as
we should be doing here in England. It is the quality of knowing just
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how far to go in any relationship without upsetting or hurting anyone.
Without this quality we tend to suffer from rudeness, i.e. we tend to
be quite rude to one another. It is putting that quality of Nirvaj (or
Pure Love) into everything that we do, especially at Public Meetings,
where the new people so much are in need of this in their lives, &
which when otherwise sensible Sahaja Yogis themselves so desper-
ately fail  to understand this quality themselves, then this leads to
really bad consequences for all concerned. This is the real explanation
of what is happening at the Kingston Meeting. 

Another  quality  in  very  short  supply  is  that  of  Humility.
Without this, we have small  chance of ever learning all  those very
much needed other qualities.  Sincerity and  Intensity are just two
more much-needed qualities, plus of course that very special quality
of a ‘caring attitude’ overall.

Ch 1.7 Pond Street RTI

My first introduction to London was a visit to a small place in
Pond Street, in Hampstead where many people were gathered from all
over the country to join in a collective recognition of she who had
made this whole set of experiences possible. For in truth many people
had found this same path of ascent that I had… and had come, some
from distant reaches from all over the British Isles. We were there
to listen to this remarkable lady, and to receive her Blessings for the
journeys that lay ahead for many of us. 

The gathering of people was very orderly and well  behaved,
and seemed to be made up of just ordinary people from all walks of
life… and from different ethnic groupings and religious backgrounds.
There were men and women, and children… some were professional
people,  doctors,  business  people…  some  were  working  class…  some
were unemployed… or housewives – representatives of all walks of life
were there. The lady spoke about a complete range of topics that
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affected  each  and  everyone  there…  with  much  humour,  and  also
discussed many quite serious subjects. 

At the end of the evening, we all had the chance to meet with
and  speak  with  this  lady…  who  as  I  earlier  said  seemed  to  know
everyone personally. She had a way of somehow revealing the subtle
inner being of a person… a side to their character that perhaps they
had not even suspected existed.  

For me, it was the ingrained ideas that I had, though I had not
the slightest suspicion as to their nature until they were revealed to
me…  as  for  example  my  attitude  toward  my  established  bachelor
lifestyle… which it seems I was not ready to yield up. In no uncertain
manner, this was revealed to me… by the vehemence of my reply when
asked  quite  simply…  ‘are  you  married?'  to  which  I  replied  rather
haughtily I have to say, and somewhat hastily also… no no no no no!

I had prepared some flowers well in advance and taken them
with me… and was rewarded with a warm and quite beautiful smile
when I offered them… 12 red and pink roses, which over the preced-
ing several days, I had managed to reduce to just the 7 best speci-
mens. Somehow this lady found a quite special gift which she reached
behind her to get, and which she then handed to me… She was giving a
gift to m  e  ! Incredible! It was a beautifully decorated copper plate
and a small stone crucible like vessel… (of which, at the time of writ-
ing, I still had the plate with me, but which now is in America)

Whilst there I learned that cool was indeed cool… and that to
be warm was a mixed blessing, to say the least. If your subtle mechan-
ism was in good shape then it would register as cool… but if it was
warm or hot, then perhaps one needed to look into one's past habits
and behaviour patterns, in order to correct it. But whatever the out-
come… all was not lost… because it was nearly always possible to cor-
rect and remedy the situation with some very simple and easy Tech-
niques… and they worked too… that was the surprising thing. 
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The people there seemed to be making use of many natural rem-
edies,  using  the  elements…  earth, water,  air, fire,   and ether…
(ether, because you can transmit a Photo through the ether), as well as
other naturally and easily found substances, like  salt or even  sugar.
These latter were used among other things to help correct imbalances
where a person was too much on one side or other of his being… and
therefore not in the centre. The importance of being in the centre I
discovered was to allow the stronger and steadier rising of the Kunda-
lini… thus permitting a more enjoyable and sustained experience of the
joy and bliss of meditation… where one is in a state of quietude, peace
and tranquillity… and where all one’s problems seem to disappear.

The possibly most important issue that is misunderstood still
even now by many people around the entire world, is that of how to un-
derstand and apply what is happening with regard to working on Right
Side Problems. We first need to be able to recognise the difference
between left and right side problems, and then how to treat them.
They are different, and it should come as no surprise that they need
therefore different treatments. If through lack of understanding, we
apply the wrong one, why should we be surprised that we then can get
into a mess? But everything is recoverable, so not to worry, but just
decide what you are going to do about it.

Left side is where we are perhaps a little lethargic or lazy or
perhaps also emotional or weepy, and just don't feel like doing very
much or  also  feeling depressed,  or maybe we are submissive types.
This applies to men as well as to women.

The Right side is where we are more dominant or aggressive by
temperament, or are more concerned with physical activity or work, or
sport or even when we are very busy busy people. This can apply again
both to men and of course to women too.

To be sure,  we  need to  Check on vibrations.  To do this  we
should  first  get  into  meditation,  and  then  whilst  still  facing  Shri
Mataji’s Photograph, we should look gently at the picture, and see what
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we feel on the both hands when held in a relaxed way, palms upwards.
Whichever side is feeling like it is relatively warm or hot or tingling or
burning or heavy, is the side which is caught up, which has the problem
that requires treatment.

So now, how to decide which is the required treatment that is
to be used. They are different according to which side we have seen is
in need. The reason why this is so, is that wherever we start from, we
need to arrive in the centre. So for a left side problem, we need to go
towards the right, and for a right side problem, we need to go towards
the left. So the treatments are going to be quite different. QED!

Now putting together what we have learned about the Hands
and also what we have learned about the two sides, left and right, we
will not be surprised to learn that for problems on the left side, we
use the right hand, and for problems on the right side, we therefore
use the left hand. Again, QED!

If we fail to understand, and fail to apply the correct treat-
ment, then we run the risk of entrenching, of underlining, of re-estab-
lishing the very same or perhaps even a more serious problem. If we
however apply the correct treatment, we can look forward to moving
to where we all want to go… and that is into the centre, where we can
only enjoy in the silence, of a truly peaceful meditation. Try it and see.

One final  way of understanding what truly is happening is to
consider this: When we want to move out of the Left, (i.e. out of the
left side, which is the side of inertia, or of laziness or inaction) we in
fact, have to first Move to the Right side (i.e. the right side of action
or of activity, or of thinking or of working etc). Then how to get out of
the Right side? We do not return to the left side again, but in fact we
simply just continue with whatever we are doing, but we also then just
deny that we are the ones who are doing anything, we just deny that
we are the author of these particular activities… so we just say ‘we are
not doing it’. 
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In this way, we first get out of the lethargy by becoming active,
then we get out of the right side activity, whilst still continuing with
what  we  are  doing,  by  denying  that  we  are  the  one  who  is  doing
anything, i.e. we surrender and witness.

It  was  in  this  way  that  ‘this  Nick’  discovered  how to  run  a
meeting for Sahaja Yoga without his ego getting out of control.

From there I then graduated to a number of collective houses,
where the main purpose was to learn through experiencing and living
together in a climate of trust and honest virtue, the value of the vari-
ous qualities found on the many different chakras that existed within
us all. This period lasted quite a number of years… and we shall not re-
count in detail the various and varied lessons that were learned at that
time. Simply we shall just leap forward to a number of quite incredible
occasions when the reasoning mind is put on hold as the more subtle
regions take over… as we start to experience some quite unusual and
remarkable events or chains of occurrences that in  total,  defy the
normal mundane explanations… and make way for the understanding of
a more miraculous nature.

Ch 1.8.1 Some of the many miracles:   RTI

There are now so many, that in truth I have lost all count, and
I have also forgotten many too, that I was too occupied with other
things to record them all properly. Perhaps rather than retelling them
yet once again,  it might be best to just make a hyperlink connection
to  the  story  already told  elsewhere,  in  the  collection  of  miracles
already described. 

This seems to be one of Nick's main characteristics that set
his Sahaja life a little bit apart from many others. To begin with, he
had as many problems as anyone else, but by Shri Mataji's grace, he
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received so much attention from our Holy Mother that he, in the end,
was transformed beyond all  recognition and emerged at the end a
completely different man. It was not always an easy process, but as
long as he was aware just a little of what was going on, and as long as
he cooperated and did not argue or complain, he then reaped the re-
wards that can only come from our Holy Mother's undivided attention
& compassion. Like the miracle of the lesson of learning Detachment,
when driving around London with Shri Mataji in Her Mercedes.

Later,  in  India  some  time  in  the  1990’s  when  visiting  Shri
Mataji in a place called Kalwe, he arrived at Her Residence to ask for
some advice concerning something that he needed clearing up, i.e. re-
quiring a little more explanation, for an entry in the Sahajvidya pro-
ject that he was working on. As he arrived, he was ushered inside &
asked to wait just inside the main entrance. Then everyone spilled out
of the room they were using into the hall,  right up to where Nick
stood, followed lastly by Shri Mataji Herself. Immediately She came
over & greeted Nick so very warmly, and then immediately said to
him... “Tell everyone what you are doing” so at this, Nick promptly
said to all the leaders etc. gathered there, that he was studying all
Mother’s recorded tapes, using headphones, writing it all down, sort-
ing it all out, then reassembling it all once again under different dif-
ferent headings, so that you could again find out in a more complete
form whatever Shri Mataji had said on any particular subject, all in
one place, complete with references to the tape that each piece had
been taken from, and that it was now available online & was called as
www.saha  jvidya.org.uk/jsm  sy  

There are very many other miracles, some quite amazing ones
too. For you,  it may start as what seems like coincidences or just
chance happenings, but very soon you will come to understand the ba-
sic  Divine Nature of  what you will  be obliged to  acknowledge is  a
series of truly Tremendous Miraculous events, that happen the world
over.     
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Ch 1.8.2 Some notable Miracles: RTI    
En  gulfed in Flames     
A fo  rmal offering of self to Mother  
“Tell     everyone   what you are doing”  
Th  e BOON of Complete Detachment  
Br  entwood_Realisation_Weekend_Mar_2008  
Croydon & seeing the Kundalini of Alan's Mum
Feeling Desperate & Frantic, & unable to do anything about it
Story of “Life after Cancer”-   Cancer of the Bladder  
Story of Miracle of “Shri Hanumanji, minibus mechanic extraordinaire”

Ch 1.8.3 Some amazing cures in Sahaja Yoga:  RTI
A case c  ase of Shingles  
Man with Multiple Sclerosis
Story of Life after C  ancer of the Bladder  
When a S  ahaja   Yogi started using Left Hand to    correct R Side problem  

XXX

Ch 1.8.4 Some of the Lessons:    RTI
How to still the mind
When Vibrations solved our Differences
Witnessing whilst conducting meetings Ealing, Mortlake, Hampstead
Learning Detachment
Many more of the many   Miracle  s   experienced in Sahaja Yog  a  

Where to find my local Sahaja Yoga meeting?
Firstly you can look on this web site:

http;//www.sahajvidya.org.uk/jsmsy
or also you can look on any of a variety of Sahaja Yoga

web sites that include links to find meetings, also in many other
countries around the whole world, and for that, you should click
HERE.

But as  already mentioned elsewhere,  first make sure to
create a bookmark on your desktop so you will be able if you wish
to return & continue with this conducted tour.
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Ch 1.9.1 Some of the other things RTI

(the obstacles)
It would be nice to say that what with all these miracles being

so very commonplace, that there were no longer any tribulations any
longer to bother us, but that would not be such an accurate appraisal
of the situation as it currently stands. There is unfortunately a war
going on… a war between the Divine & that which is against all that is
Godly… in short between the righteous & that which is the devilish or
the evil influences in this world. This struggle has been very apparent
within the Sahaja circles that we all operate within. As the day of
final  judgement gets nearer,  as the day of final  achievement gets
closer,  so  the  attacks  do  grow.  What  is  more,  the  attacks  have
started from within Sahaja Yoga. We should not be so surprised, as
Shri Mataji  has warned us of it.  She has said that we are a very
mixed lot, from the very best to the sometimes quite difficult types,
all mixed up together.

The  experiences  of  this  type  of  behaviour  have  been  felt
throughout the building and maintaining of this site.  The closer to
maturity we get with this  site,  the bigger and more tiresome and
more threatening they become. In the end, we came to rely on help
from Shri Hanumanji to come to our aid and to rescue us. The latest
of  these  tribulations  was  experienced  quite  recently,  with  the
attacks now being directed at the integrity of yours truly when he
goes to work on the new people at some of our meetings. This is what
was referred to earlier when it was mentioned, that maybe it is now
time to hit back. Those who try to upset the apple cart with the work
being done here had better be careful. They might just find it starts
to boomerang somewhat, and they had better start ducking.

They had better start keeping all this in mind, because there
is definitely the chance that they could be risking their own ascent…
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and that is something much much more serious. So now enough said.
Let's get on with some more experiences in Sahaja Yoga, this time of
protection given by the Divine. 

Ch 1.9.2 Some Divine Protection  :                 RTI
Taking Incoming Flack whilst driving to a collective Puja
Engulfed   in Flames   – yes the same story, but remember the   length of

time that he was shielded from those flames.
Saved by News of Mother’s Passing 2011
Surprised to learn of total detachment from female company
Really disastrous PC, constantly crashing,     yet on this same PC was still  

able to create the Perfect Web Site     

So here we have it. The site is complete in as far as it goes.
We know that we have not been able to cover absolutely everything
that our Beloved Mother has said to us.... but give us a break will you...
we are only human after all. Well no that's not quite true... after all,
We are Sahaja Yogis and that is what it is all about. The greatest gift
that God, that the Divine can give to us all. And wouldn't we be crazy
to pass it up?  

Actually, we have just learned of another project that is being
currently written up by a good friend, living not far from here. In it,
he is writing about some of the rewards that the Divine has at his or
Her disposal for giving to anyone who surpasses all expectations. I
don't want to give the game away in advance of publication, so it will
have  to  await  publication  date...  but  it  will  be  worth  waiting  for,
believe you me. 

May God Bless you and all who read this story.
Jai Shri Mataji

Ω
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Also, May God bless everyone, including those who unintentionally
have been agents opposing this effort

Goodbye and thank you

Well, it now has been decided that this is not yet the end... so
here goes once more.... & maybe we will see what more we have 

in store

…….this is still a work in progress…….

Temporary note
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Again a very quick note to remind anyone who sees this creation
whilst it is still in process of being created, that you will almost
certainly come across some temporary glitches that have not yet
been properly or fully ironed out. An example is the "non-working
‘Hyperlinks' that will be found in several places, particularly in

the various Indexes". All we can say here is… please be patient &
be forbearing… as we do all we can, to as speedily as possible

rectify this problem. Thank you for your patience, 

Jai Shri Mataji

Next will be: PART TWO L  earning about Sahaj Yoga  
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PART TWO L  earning about Sahaj Yoga  

Ch 2.1          Getting your Kundalini Awakened  RTI
                     (or   How to get connected for yourself)     

OK... so you want to go on... that's good. There is so
much still to achieve, and not everyone will want it... or even be
able to get it. Just possibly, relatively only a few will have that
interest. It's sad but there you are, that's the way it goes.

This experience is provided for Humanity in general, who are
at  the  pinnacle  of  current  evolution,  by  The  Grace  of  this  very
Greatest Architect of this entire Universe, by our most Holy Divine
Creator, to welcome His or Her ultimate Creation, this Humankind, or
we  can  say  Humanity  in  general  to  that  very  special  abode,  The
Kingdom of Heaven.

Since time immemorial  Evolution has been going on as is very
well known, but what is not perhaps so well known is that evolution has
not stopped but is still going on. If the span of  time that evolution
has so far taken from the oldest or we can say from the original
unicellular life forms right up to the present moment, if that were
compared  to  an  ordinary  clock  face,  we  should  see  that  we  are
currently occupying a point close to the very last few seconds of that
clock face.

This present era is known as the time of Kali Yuga or the Time
of the Last Judgement, when we all will face our Maker, and will be
judged according to our deeds... good or bad. However, the means has
been provided for all of us who are wise, to retrieve the situation,
with a bit of foresight and with a little dedication. So all is not lost.
Now knowing this, would we not be very silly, to say the least, not
take advantage of this highly privileged information.

Evolution as we know it has been ongoing for ages and ages, but
so far it has not involved the active participation of those who were
part & parcel of that very same evolutionary process. Now, however
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that  has  all  changed,  and  now  we  find  that  it  is  possible  for
Humankind to make the decision, to participate,  or not.  So that is
what  is  currently  happening,  when  people  come  and  get  their
Realisation, some will accept it and learn, and progress, whilst others
will  not  be  bothered  and  will  lose  their  chance.  It  is  open  to  all,
regardless of race or religious belief, whether young or old, male or
female, educated or not, whatever the colour of your skin, does not
matter. This is for everyone.

It is not so difficult to achieve, but it does require the active
interest  or  desire  of  the  individual  concerned.  It  also  requires
another person,  a  practising Sahaja Yogi  to give it  to you.  It is  a
collective  event  and  cannot  be  achieved  in  isolation  –  it  is  not
something that can be acquired alone by yourself, it cannot be a self-
certified  acquisition.  

So now, there are various ways that you can start
       Sahaja  Yoga  works  quite  simply  by  being  passed  by  one
practising Sahaja Yogi to another human being, who does need to be
wanting the experience for himself or for herself, rather like one
lighted candle enlightening another candle, and then passing it on to
yet another. It cannot be forced upon anyone, but it can easily be
given, if it is wanted or desired. The process is getting easier and
easier, as there are more Realised Souls around. Then if there are
some catches on some of his/her chakras, then the solution will be
given or taught, how to correct them properly. All the time we all are
rising in our enjoyment of the total experience of this ever-growing
family of Realised Souls.    The very first awakening experience is
usually much the strongest, and usually is not repeatable, at least not
to  the  same  degree,  as  has  already  been  alluded  to.  It  however,
becomes  easier  to  regain  the  very  same  experience  of  the  deep
meditative state, the next time we sit down and meditate, once we
have got into the mode of how it works. But remember, the key is
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usually NOT ‘to try’ – Not to make any effort… no Effort is required –
it works automatically, so long as we just cooperate & go along with
and enjoy the experience, that’s all. You will not regret it at all, in any
way whatsoever.
So come on…. Let's give it a go… 
And so now, once again, to practicalities,         
How to achieve it for yourself 
     The Choices:  
1. First   would be to   Get YOUR Self-Realisation   HERE – on this
website.
2.  The second way would be to Find your local meeting first of
all. Click   here   to     first   find   your   meeting  , again on this same web  
site, or better still,  go to some other website that maintains
more  up-to-date  details  of  all  local  meetings  even  those  all
around the world. For that click HERE  .  

But before you go, do remember to Bookmark this site on
your desktop so that you will be able to return, if you wish, to
continue with this guided tour.
3. Thirdly, once you have enjoyed the experience, do not forget
it or leave it to do again sometime possibly later on, but make
the decision to join and attend  regularly your chosen ‘Follow up’
meeting, right now.

And  why?…  because  you  should  remember  one  thing  in
particular, that if you decide to leave it, and to try it again
sometime later on, it is usually much more difficult the next time
around. You have been warned.

So do not pass it up!
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C  h 2.2    Settling down    RTI

Once you have got the experience for yourself, you will need
to pause just for a moment and get used to the new feelings and the
new sensations, which will all be very new to you. There is such a lot
to learn. It will take some time, so best is to allow this to take its
natural  course,  and not to fight  it.  When this  Nick first  came to
Sahaja Yoga, he just like anyone else, had to get used to these new
feelings, and what he first felt was that inability to think properly.
So he started to little bit fight it, not realising that this was, in fact,
something truly desirable, and actually to be achieved, and so he tried
to attempt to again think properly as usual. 

He  remembers  trying  to  shake  it  off,  and  to  think  as  per
normal, but he could not, so he gave up, and so, in the end, he got
accustomed to this idea of not thinking. Once he accepted that, and
that this was now for him the new norm, and was to be sought after,
he then started to really enjoy this whole new life that he was now
embarked upon. We call this new state as ‘Thoughtless Awareness’…
where it seems that you cannot think but you are none-the-less fully
aware.  In  this  state,  you  are  in  fact  much  more  efficient  in
everything that you do. 

We also, mostly because we come from this society that acts
and competes normally with everyone else, in order to get ahead, we
always  try  to  take  charge,  to  take  control,  and  be  in  charge  of
everything.  This  is  our  biggest  mistake,  and  takes  a  while  to
overcome. If we continue to fight with this new ‘non-thinking state',
we are going to continue with our problems. But if we just learn to
accept this  new phenomenon, then we are doing the very best for
ourselves that it is possible to do. 

So we will need to just continue with our regular sessions of
meditation, on a regular basis, meaning each and every day, keeping to
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a regular schedule,  say early in the morning before breakfast and
again, the last thing at night before retiring to our bed for the night.
It would be best to start with just a few minutes, say about 5 to 10
minutes, but this will rapidly increase as you find how enjoyable the
experience can be. The temptation will very likely be to continue with
your meditations for quite some time, but that is not really necessary.
It  is  probably  best  to  aim  for  around  half  an  hour  or  so,  but
occasionally you might extend it for a bit longer. It is so enjoyable,
that at times you will not want to stop.

The routine is to first set up somewhere special for you, where
you  will  sit  down  regularly  for  your  meditations.  You  will  need
somewhere where you will be able to place a reasonably biggish Photo
of Shri Mataji in a picture frame, probably on a small table, nicely
covered with a cloth. Try to make it a little special, decorated nicely,
but also arranged fairly simply. Do not have any other photos of any
kind there, but you will need some form of a flame like a candle or oil
lamp, burning olive oil, placed in front of the Photograph, and possibly
an incense burner, plus it would be nice to have some form of flowers
there as well, but no pictures or other mementos of other gurus or
teachers etc.

So now, here you will sit either on some sort of chair, or if you
can you could also try sitting on the floor itself, cross-legged. Try not
to  extend  your  feet  towards  the  Photo  as  it  is  regarded  as  an
insulting behaviour  in  may quarters,  and will  adversely  affect  your
meditations. 

A small tip: try not to test or sample the flowers to see how
they are smelling, but to keep the aroma for Shri Mataji Herself.

With  all  these  preparations  done  from  the  Heart,  you  can
expect the very best of meditations, provided by our Most Beloved
Mother, Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi.
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Now  we  have  to  think  about  how  we  are  going  to  present
ourselves in front of She who has made this whole thing possible. So
we need to visit the bathroom to take care of our ablutions and to
see that we are attired properly and are presentable in every way,
hair combed etc., and so we sit comfortably in a chair or on the floor
in front of the Photo, with no shoes. 

As  we  approach  the  Photo,  we  first  refrain  from  talking
before  proceeding  with  our  meditation,  and  firstly  we  might  just
possibly bow to Shri Mataji, then sit down and raise our Kundalini 3
times followed by applying the Bandhan 7 times, then once more raise
the Kundalini before we enter into meditation.

Then the best way to start is to simply just look gently at Shri
Mataji, without any thinking at all, and without any effort, without
trying  to  do  anything.  When  this  Nick  first  started,  and  so  it
continues right up to this very point of time, he just felt the love
flowing from him to Shri Mataji in the Photo, and the very same love
then  flowing  back  to  Nick,  usually  many  times  multiplied,  the
communication flowing from Heart to Heart, without any thought or
attempt at talking or any other way of communication involved at all.
Just feel the love is all. You can look at the Bindi if you wish or at the
Agnya or at Her Face, whichever you prefer, but with total respect
and with sincerity.

Then  you  might  start  to  feel  the  gentle  rising  of  your
attention to the top of your head, where the strongest meditation
will normally take place.

Just a couple of reminders here:
Raising the Kundalini

Very simply, we use both hands. We start by raising with the
Left hand from the sacrum bone at the base of the spine in a straight
line, whilst with the Right hand we wind around the left hand as we
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raise the Kundalini upwards to the top of the head and tie a knot to
secure it there. This we do 3 times, and finally, on the third raising,
we tie the knot 3 times. 
Applying the Bandhan

For this, we also use both hands. We start by holding the Left
hand out to receive the flow of vibrations from any Divine source
such  as  Shri  Mataji’s  Photo,  and  moving the  Right hand in  an  arc
resembling the shape of a Horseshoe around our aura 7 times for
maximum strength from outside the left hip up and over the top of
the head and down to outside the right hip, and then return along the
same path back to the starting point at the left hip, trying if possible
to keep the palm facing the body at all times.. This we do 7 times as
already mentioned, keeping our attention at all times at or above the
topmost Chakra at Sahastrara at the top of the head.

There is  one small  thing that you can do,  in addition,  to all
these basics, is something called Footsoaking, which is done daily. You
will need to go out and purchase an ordinary washing up bowl for this
purpose. It needs to be large enough for you to place your two feet
in, whilst you do the footsoak for just 10 minutes in the evening. To
start with you put some warm water in the bowl to say ankle depth,
and add a small quantity of ordinary cooking salt, sprinkled so that it
forms a visible layer on the bottom of the bowl… say a small cup full.
Do not put your hand in or stir the water, but just place your two
feet into this bowl and meditate in front of the Photograph for 10
minutes, with your both hands held open on your lap. Then take out
your feet and rinse them and step out onto a towel or something, and
dispose of this now contaminated water down the loo or something.
Rinse the bowl and throw this also down the loo. This bowl is not to be
used for any other purpose, and is dedicated totally to this purpose
only…  i.e.  it  becomes  your  footsoak  bowl  and  is  stored  in  your
bathroom.
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Here we can briefly look at Shri Mataji’s  Advice concerning
the Footsoak.

Footsoaking  :   A Technique used daily  for clearing the subtle
system (830121), and for only 10 minutes, you have to sit, but with
full  heart  (830204),  and  is  done  with  salt  in  water  (830129);
Everyone must have a regular sitting in the water every day… that's
important.  You  have  to  soak  your  feet  in  the  water,  because  the
water is the ocean (830121)   The simplest way is… I mean we have
found this… that after Realisation, if you go for seven days treatment
with soaking feet before my photograph, it works out. Then you start
establishing your auspiciousness… and once you have established it…
then you don't lose it very easily. Afterwards, when you become very
strong, you don't mind working on anyone whatsoever (800721)   

A quick pointer here is to remind those who do not yet know,
that these references (numbers in brackets) are the references to
the recorded talks of Shri Mataji, where She is telling and advising
about this particular subject’ and can be looked up in the Main Index
on this site, by clicking on ‘Index’ in the Quick Access Links bar near
the bottom of the screen. The numbers tell the date of the actual
talk in reverse order. So (800721)  would mean 1980 July 21st.

A very important KEY pointer is to remember NOT to mix this
new form of meditation with whatever you have been doing so far
before. We all have been involved with something or other before we
discovered  Sahaja  Yoga,  and  before  we  met  Shri  Mataji.  The
absolutely Best Advice that it is possible to give anyone is to keep
what you are learning here about this new form of meditation and
about Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi quite separate from anything else, at
all times. If you fail to do this, you will end up like very many others
very very confused indeed. And do try to put aside all that you have
picked up so far from your previous life's journeying so that you do
not fall into the trap of misleading others and of corrupting what is
the Absolutely Pure Teachings of our Most Holy and Divine Mother,
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who is verily Sakshat Shri Adi Shakti Mataji Shri Nirmala Devi, by
incorporating  your  own  cherished  beliefs  into  that  which  you  are
learning here, and passing it on to another as part of Shri Mataji’s
Pure Teachings. That would indeed be a travesty.

Jai Shri Mataji and Shri Mataji Prasanna

Ch 2.3 Establishing yourself                  RTI

The  next  step  is  quite  important,  and  will  take  a  variable
length  of  time,  depending  on  our  own  very  particular  make-up  or
disposition. We will need to take some time to establish ourselves into
Sahaja Yoga, before we move on to the next step, of trying to work
on anybody else, and before we try to give it to another new person.
This makes sense really, because we all I am sure, want to be certain
that what we do is correct, so that we do not start to mislead anyone
with some faulty or incorrect procedure. 

So attend your own chosen meeting, or even attend more than
one,  so  that  you  become  versed  in  the  various  techniques,  and
competent in what you are doing. Remember at all times to follow the
guidelines, of Raising first your own Kundalini, and then applying the
Bandhan  before  your  regular  meditations  and  learn  the  various
techniques  that  you  will  see  introduced  at  your  chosen  meeting.
Remember at the end of your meeting to again Raise Kundalini and
apply Bandhan, before you go home.

If you are really wise you will be very careful as you start to
make  progress  with  your  learning  process.  There  have  been  many
before you, and unfortunately there have been many who have not
always been so very diligent,  and so we have equally unfortunately
many  varied  alternatives  already  existing  within  Sahaja  Yoga,
alternatives to the authorised, and recommended Teachings, that can
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only come from our Most Holy Divine Mother, Sakshat Shri Mataji
Nirmala Devi.

So to be sure that what you are learning is correct and true, it
would be best to try to maintain within yourself some sort of verified
register of that which you have found to be tested and verifiably
true… by checking against those things that you will have learned by
actually  listening  to  recordings  of  Shri  Mataji’s  Talks  either  on
Audiotape recordings or even better, on videotape, both of which are
thankfully existing in plentiful supplies all over the world.

Also one other word of warning. In the old days, this Nick can
recall an occasion or two, where he was talking with Mother, when we
were  discussing  what  was  happening  in  of  all  places,  one  of  Shri
Mataji’s own Residences. This Nick was astonished to find that the
mix  of  Sahaja  Yogis  who  were  at  that  time  working  at  Mother’s
Residence, were having trouble with some quite basic repair work that
they were engaged in. It was a question of using some polyfilla to fill
in and repair some damaged doors. Nick had some previous experience
in this field, and so offered to show how easily it might be achieved,
but the typical  response was to not be interested in  adopting the
recommended technique. This was so amazing to Nick, and so he just
had to tell Shri Mataji what he had discovered. He could not believe
it. They were engaged in applying filler to the hole in the door and
filling it to produce a quite large dome of filler, which they then left
to  set  hard,  before  later  then  spending  hours  sanding  down
laboriously til a rather poor wonky result was achieved, that was still
not good enough.

On another occasion,  he was offering to show how to properly
apply paint so that this also could be achieved more rapidly whilst not
sacrificing quality in the end product. They all also declined this offer of
help… except for one young lady who had come all the way from India.
She  piped  up,  at  this  point,  when she  said… in  response  to  Nick’s  …
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“There is a much easier and better way to do this… but you all don’t want
to learn...” 

She said ”I want to learn… “And so Nick showed her. Later when
he was  again  with  Mother,  he  could  not  help  but  say  to  our  Beloved
Mother.  After first describing the problem… he then went on to say
“Mother… They just don’t want to learn”.

With this sort of an attitude, where do we all think we are
heading! We first have to be the ideal students… before we can then
become, later on, the perfect gurus. So with this effort, with this
small autobiography, it is hoped that we might just possibly retrieve
this rather calamitous situation.

So with this rather tricky situation, there is bound to be quite
a reaction. Cannot be helped… it is what it is… we can do little about
this, but in all honesty, it has to be discussed, in order to attempt a
recovery. But in order for there to be the possibility of recovery,
there has first to be a  desire to  achieve something a  little  more
worthwhile doesn’t there? At  this  point,  it  is  possibly  prudent  to
recall one of the English proverbs, or wise old sayings…
    “You can lead a horse to water, but you can’t make it drink”.The
horse has to be thirsty… it has to have the desire… it has to want to
drink. If there is no desire… if there is no thirst, then what can you
do about it… the horse will die.

Ch 2.4 The Use of Mantras   RTI

 A mantra is the awakened calling, with which we ask the help of all
the Angels… the calling which has meaning. The authority applied with
the word, and with which we can awaken all these forces within us -
they are so tremendous (800609); Mantras should open your chakras,
otherwise, they have no meaning. They should be used properly, at
key  points,  with  great  respect,  and  with  great  understanding
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(800127.2), and can be said in either Sanskrit or in English (840708);
That power of the word that expresses the Spirit (840422); The left
Vishuddhi  must  be  ok  if  we  wish  to  say mantras  (830202);  When
taking the name, of Shri Krishna, it is taken as Radha Krishna… the
energy before the Deity (811006)  

Mantras may take the form of 'Om Twamewa Sakshat (Shri
Mata) Namoh Namah', so it will be short, as when saying 108 names
(800518), or 'Om Twamewa Sakshat (Hamsa Chakra Swamini) Sakshat
Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi Namoh Namah', and may be said 3 times, as
when said for a particular chakra (800517.2); Every word spoken by
the Mother is a Mantra,  every word chosen for its effect (850806) 

Ch 2.4.1   Choosing which Mantras to use    RTI

You can coin your own mantras, because you have some sort of
an authority which you can use, and every mantra that you will say will
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be awakened… even if you are not yet out of your possessions, still
you will work it out… still, you can raise the Kundalini of others… and
nothing will go wrong with the person whose Kundalini you are raising…
to  that  purity  it  is  (791111);  You  have  no  authority  to  take  any
mantra… unless and until you are a Realised Soul (771121)  

If you coin a 'Mardini' mantra with anyone… finished. You see
it is like this… 'I' am entitled you see… I am the one who has killed all
of them… so I am entitled… I've got the title you see… if you take my
name…  title…  they  are  finished  off  there…  all  their  powers  are
dropping;  Of  course…  you  have  killed  many  of  them…  this  is  the
minimum power you have. (791202.3) 
 If it is a guru problem, then say the Adi Guru mantra for the
Void. Tell him to say the mantra. If you know the name of the guru…
you  know  the  mantra  to  be  used…  like  Narakasura  Mardini…
Mahishasura Mardini, or Sarva Asura Mardini. Then best is to give
vibrated salt with water to drink (800517.2); Mantras for false Gurus
include  “Sarva  Asatya  Guru  Mardini”  (791203),  &  "Sarva  Asura
(800517.2); Those who have been to any gurus should put their right
hand on their heart, because your Spirit is your Guru… who resides in
your heart (830302) 
      What I'm asking you your mantra for… because once you give up
your mantra, you give up your mis-identifications. Why I asked you… I
would like to see how much you are still identified with him (a false
guru – Ed) …  you are still identified with him, I cannot do anything
about it… because evil is evil, & good is good (790618) these mantras
are the names of devils (790618)
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 Ch  2.4.2   Deities  on  the  various  Chakras   RTI

When we are meditating, and there is a problem, we say the mantra
for  that  problem  (791118);  We  have  got  different  mantras  for

different chakras… if one chakra is catching, then you work on that
chakra only, and develop your mantras on that; Now you have to ask
from your heart… whatever you have to say, say it from your heart;
When you are saying the mantra, put your attention without thought to
that particular  chakra… but if  you are thinking,  then you are again
catching the heart - by thinking the right side gets overactive, the ego
develops…  and  engulfs  the  heart.  Mantras  are  very  important  for
Sahaja  Yogis  (800907);  Mantras  are  to  give  'strength'  to  your
Deities… of course the Deities  are very powerful… but  'strength'…
meaning the vehicle, which is carrying the Deity  becomes stronger
(850502)

 Now  for  Sahaja  Yogis  as  I  say  there  should  be  no  ritual…
ritualistic things always make you absolutely dead… like early in the
morning you start with a mantra… and go on repeating a mantra like a
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mechanical thing… it's absolutely paying no respect to the Deity. But in
a proper way… whichever Deity you want to awaken… think of  that
Deity, try to cleanse it, with all the understanding and deliberations…
with respect… with a protocol… and not just to take somebody's name
and just go on chanting any mantra you feel… it's not a mechanical
thing. Sahaja Yoga is a thing which has to come from the heart… it is
heartfelt…  if  you  do  not  do  it  from your  heart  it  has  no  meaning
(810511)  

You may carry on like that, but you'll find after some time you
have lost your vibrations… you have lost the cool breeze… because
Heart doesn't like mechanical things… every day it does new things…
it never sticks onto habits… it never sticks on the same routine of
things… it's bubbling every day with new appearances… one has to do
it  with  complete  love  towards  yourself  and  toward  others…  with
complete esteem of your being and others (810511)
A final word on Mantras generally
 It is sometimes useful to employ a general purpose, all-encompassing
type  of  Mantra,  where  you  are  sometimes  unsure  of  the  specific
mantra that would normally be used.  So for this, we can use one of
these following mantras. 

Mantras for false Gurus include “Sarva Asatya Guru Mardini”
(791203), and “Sarva Asura Mardini” (800517.2). Sarva means ‘All’ or
‘Every’; Asatya means ‘false’ or ‘untrue’; Mardini means  ‘Slayer’; Asura
means The Satanic, or evil forces.
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Ch 2.4.3   A Guide to correct Pronunciation     RTI
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Ch 2.4.4 The Rakshasas RTI

 Sinful people; False Gurus (010278); Devilish people (108298); The
devil (103308);  demonic people, who are by nature aggressive and full
of ego, who want to overpower everyone (50000.28), and who entice
men and women. The men entice women, and the women entice men - is
a  quality  of  Rakshasas  and  Rakshasis,  not  of  human  beings,  or  of
Devas (612238)  

Satanic (MME), or evil forces, that are here to demolish the
Kingdom of God, that build up in order to drag down the Seeker, who
is about to enter the Kingdom Of God. They are very subtle, and come
as 'God-men' and 'God-women'… in the garb of religion, and enter into
the minds of thousands of seekers, into their egos and superegos, and
are to be fought (006308) 
 The Rakshasas in India were more living in the northern parts, and
fell  into  different  categories…  those  who  run  after  women…  the
women who try to dominate… and men who try to be like women - they
were called by different names… Rakshasas or Vaytalas etc. In India
nowadays, women who try to entice men are called as Shuparnakas
(50000.28)  

All  the Rakshasas,  which the Devi  killed thousands of years
back, are back in the seat again, but the problem is different at the
present moment. Try to understand. There is no hard and fast rule, as
to say who is a real negative, and who is a real positive, in this Kali
Yuga… so many Rakshasas have entered into your brain. You side with
so  many  people  who  are  wrong,  who  are  doing  all  kinds  of  wrong
things… in the name of politics… in the name of religion… of progress…
of education etc. Once you have sided with them, they are in your
brain, and when they are within you, how to destroy them? You may
be a good person, but you may be destroyed, because of having them
in your head (909287) 
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So it is essential that you take up Sahaja Yoga in the most
dedicated  manner,  and  give  up  all  these  things  that  make  you
compromise, and make you a horribly mixed up person. Only Sahaja
Yoga  is  going  to  cleanse  you,  and  make  you  an  absolutely  positive
person. This is the only way (909287) 

- Jai Shri Mataji -
 

Ch 2.5 Some Basic Techniques   RTI

There are quite a number of Techniques or Treatments used in
Sahaja Yoga, that should all be only those taught by She who is the
Absolute and the Ultimate Authority. Beware of falling into the trap
of accepting the occasional misguided remedy, that has not originated
with or from Her Teachings.

Listed here are some of the better known and most popular
of these as taught by our Beautiful and most Gracious Mother.

Ch 2.5.1 - The Photograph RTI
It  is  only  in  the  lifetime  of  the  Adi  Shakti,  that  the

Photographs have started… it's more than a representation… " it's
quite me… because my attention is there… my Photograph has got My
Desire also in it" (900811.2); The photograph has so many elements in
it - it has the light, water and earth elements in it… it has also air
element, because if the air is not alright you cannot get a photo… and
it has ether element because a photo you can transmit (800518); Only
with the Photograph will Sahaja Yoga be worked out (830121)    Our
Mother's  photograph  is  very  auspicious…  you  don't  put  it  on  the
ground… nor do you trample over it… auspicious matters… which are
important matters, must be kept at a higher level always (800927);
The  protocol  of  the  photo  is  important  (800518)…  it  has  a
coefficient,  and  emits  vibrations  (900811.2);  Keep  one  Photograph
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with  you  all  the  time  in  your  pocket…  respect  it…  with  the
understanding  that… 'that  is  Mother… who  is  with  us'  -  you'll  be
amazed how things work out (800518) 

All these Photos that you have separately have meaning - the
Hands,  with  a  candle,  are  very  good  for  the  eyes,  and  for  the
blindness caused by bhoots, whilst the Feet are very good for the
grosser problems, and especially for the ego and also the superego…
they will correct the Supraconscious, and will go to the grossest point
- the Feet are tremendous… we also sometimes should watch the Feet
(800517.2);  The  photo  of  the  Devi's  Feet  is  the  strongest  for
correcting problems (841005)    

A Photo of the Face will  not work to correct the grosser
problems - for that, a Photo of the Feet works much better. The Face
is for the seekers (800517.2); "My face is such a funny thing, that if
you  watch it  for  a  long  time,  you will  have  no  thoughts… today it
happened,  I  went to  the tailor,  and he just looked at me,  and he
didn't know what he was doing. My husband said 'Is he stunned or
what?'"  (800609);  We  also  should  watch  Mother  without  thinking
(800609)           

Also, you can use my photograph for curing other people. So,
one  should  not  bother  about  all  these  things…  one  should  keep
completely detached about it. So do not cure anyone… if you have to
cure  people,  then  you  please  give  them  the  photograph  and  ask
someone  to  work  on  them.  You  have  got  the  power  to  handle  my
photograph… give it to others (800127.2)   

If a candle starts flickering in front of the Photo, this is
alright,  meaning  that  there  is  something  wrong  and  it  is  being
corrected by the Photo (810328); When working on someone who has
a possession, by for example a false guru bhoot, it is important not to
allow oneself to be exposed to the same bhoots, by keeping a Photo in
front  of  your face,  like a  mask -  in  addition of course to  putting
oneself  into  Bandhan  (800517.2);  You  should  not  show interest  in
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people  who  have  no  interest  in  the  photograph…  if  they  are  not
interested  in  the  photograph…  just  forget  that  person…  you  see
that's the best way (791202.3)  

Ch 2.5.2 – Kumkum          RTI
In your house when you go… take a part of the Bindu from

here… some red mark… and spread there in the room… just sprinkle it
all over – you will be alright. Put a candle to the photograph and all
that… go on chanting my name… whenever there is a problem, just
chant my name (791015)
  Bindu,  means…a dot  you can say (981216)  This  red mark is  very
important because then you don't  catch any bhoots… it  has to  be
worn… in the Bible, it is written, that there will be a mark on their
heads…  but  we  are  frightened  of  society…  how  to  wear  a  mark
(880710); Red is the colour of Mooladhara (811005)  

Kumkum (840902)… worn  by  Indian  Ladies  to  indicate  their
married status, along with the Mangala Sutra (950910); I have to use
this red [on the Agnya chakra - Ed]… because red colour frightens
the evil (830302); Even if you put Sindur, or something… it will do… it
will work out. We have very simple methods… this red powder that
you have seen… you have to just sprinkle it around… finished… you see
(790608.2) 

Red Lead Oxide… which is extremely cold… Lead Oxide is a
very cool thing… and can be used to balance the heat… or the effects
of heat… so we call it in Sanskrit language is called as Sindhura… and
in  Marathi  as  Shindura…  Lead  Oxide  though...  people  say  causes
cancer… but it is the Lead Oxide which is very cold… it can cool you
down  so  much  that  you  can  go  to  the  left  side… and  cancer  is  a
psychosomatic disease… and that might be the reason it might cause,
in a very far fetched way we can say it can cause cancer… because if
it is too cold and all that, then you go to the left side… and there you
can catch the viruses by which you can get into troubles… so the same
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Lead Oxide is alright for people who are very right sided… for them,
if it is put on their Agnya it cools them down… they are cooled down…
their anger goes down… their temper goes down… and it's a very good
thing (900831) 

Ch 2.5.3 - Red colour RTI
see above, Kumkum used on Mother’s Agnya Chakra to ward off

all negativity, and is recommended for Sahaja Yogis too.

Ch 2.5.4 – Lemons/Chillies RTI
Lemons are important (890617.2), and may be used to cleanse

ourselves (800907); You'll be surprised… people write to me 'Mother,
I'm still  possessed… I have  worked  with  lemons  and  chillies… I'm
coming to  you for this  and that'… is  a  very low-grade business,  I
think… even after so many years, if you are possessed, then I think
you should beat yourselves every day 108 times… it's a very low-grade
behaviour (830821)  

Normally  people  get  constipation  if  you  don't  take  chillies…
Indians never suffer from this disease, because they have always a
little chillies in their food. A little chillies is alright… you can develop
a little taste for chillies… it's  alright.  It cleanses you,  and it  has
vitamin C also in it, so it's quite good for colds and things (881207)
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Ch 2.5.5 – Limes RTI
       We use something very simple… which is the living lime, and we
put our vibrations into that. Then we put them near the head of the
patient, and they suck the negativity of the person. You have seen one
little boy… who would run all over the place, and would not sit down
even for a minute… he was possessed… he was horrid… now he's a
sensible boy, he's started going to school… he's started speaking… so
all these things happen with the lime. So you vibrate these limes… and
you put them under the pillow (781002) 

These limes have a speciality… to suck in the vibrations and to
contain them… because they are living and they have a coefficient -
by  which  they  suck  in  these  vibrations…  and  they  throw  these
vibrations whenever it is necessary. It's not the limes that do it, but
it is the vibrations that are contained in them, that do it (781002) 

Just  like  you  create  a  battery…  the  battery  cannot  do
anything… but if you put the battery near some point, then it starts
working… because it is inside. In the same way, we really make it into
a battery… then when they are near the heads of the people, these
limes you see, they are doing nothing… but these vibrations come out…
and they start working it  out… you don’t  have to tell  them… they
understand much more than you do… and they know how to find ways
to extract the negativity (781002) 
Ch 2.5.6 - Vibrated water RTI

Water in which the Shri Ganesha Tattwa is enlightened, and
which  when  applied  to  for  example  the  eyes  or  taken  into  the
stomach, it acts (890808); We can use vibrated water to improve the
attention, by drinking it so that it works on the void area (781005);
Water  can  be  vibrated  by  Realised  Souls,  and  when  taken  in  by
someone, can then make that person dharmic. If taken in repeatedly,
then that person will not get cancer of the stomach. 'Curing Waters'
are vibrated waters. Given to plants etc. will produce better crops
(781005) 
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Ch 2.5.7 – Salt RTI
Salt that is vibrated helps with the stomach area, absorbing all

that is mobile. The 5 left side dharmas are helped by taking vibrated
salt. Salt represents the dharma in the void area, which is the ocean
within us (781005); Is the quality of the Guru (810330); Vibrated salt
is the best thing to give with water for a person to drink, who has a
problem  of  possession  by  one  of  the  guru  bhoots  (800517.2);  Is
useful  for  correcting  left  side  problems  of  the  Nabhi  Chakra
(830121), and is also used for gargling (810330); Left sided people
should take salt more, and with salt they can solve many problems,
because salt gives them a personality a composure, by which they can
express  themselves,  in  a  way  that  is  dignified  and  not  lethargic
(830121); Salt is so important for our breathing (871213) 

People  who have  teeth which  are  troubling them,  must  look
after them. It's no good just going to the dentist… simple thing is to
use some olive oil and some salt… rub it on your gums nicely every day
before  sleeping…  that  will  keep  your  teeth  alright.  You  will  be
amazed… that til today, I have not been to any dentist… but one thing
is  there… that  I  brush  my  teeth  quite  a  lot.  Don’t  use  electrical
toothbrushes and all that… but use brushes, or use your fingers. The
best way is to rub with salt and oil… is very good for you… and allow
the whole thing to come out (860504) For throat, gargling is a very
good thing… with salt, every night. Gargling is something… is a must…
for  all  the  Sahaja  Yogis… is  a  must  (.0012);  Is  to  be  done  every
morning, using salt, as a treatment for Vishuddhi (830202; 810330),
with a little warm water (881221) 
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Ch 2.5.8 - Raising the Kundalini RTI
Now how do you raise the Kundalini… we can raise it with the

attention… but it should not be done, because others should 'know'
that something has been done… because people, unless and until they
see something being done to them they are not going to believe… so
you have to raise the Kundalini with your hands… and you can see…
that as far as the hand moves, the Kundalini moves… and you can feel
it within your spine (810511); Raise Kundalini from behind, and from
down below: left hand steady, and right hand rotating, up, forward,
down, back, and repeat… as move upwards… and tie a knot above the
head. Do this 3 times, and on last time tie 3 knots (790000.2) 

Now… to raise the Kundalini  oneself… put  your  left  hand in
front of you… and the right hand has to be moved… up… forward…
downward… backward… in this way you have to move your right hand in
a clockwise manner… (around the left hand - Ed) and try to move it
slowly…  upwards… watching  the  left  hand…  carefully…  putting  the
attention on the left hand… and try to raise it… now loosen your arms
and give it a twist… and tie it… above the head. Now you have to do it
3 times… and third time you have to give it 3 knots… slowly… do it
very slowly… watching your left hand… til you go up…above the head…
loosen your shoulders… put your head up and again give it a big twist…
and tie a knot… give 3 knots (840410)   
  Let us put ourselves into Bandhan… after raising our Kundalini… raise
it… attention on your Sahastrara… don't close your eyes… push back
your head… one!… again!… sit straight… take it up on your head… two!…
three!… (Shri Mataji raises the Kundalini three times, and ties three
times at the last raising - Ed). Now put the Bandhan (850504)   

The left hand is the hand of desire… the right hand is the
hand of action… please try… raise your Kundalini… give it a twist… give
it a knot… and bring it down (the two hands coming down on the right
and left sides)… now again… now second time… take it on top of your
head… give it a knot… and now put it down (again the hands come down
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as before)… third time… you have to do it three knots… now bring it
down (821008; 821007) 

If  you sit  down anywhere,  say in  a  music  program,  and you
suddenly start giving a Bandhan… it's madness… or you start raising
your Kundalini… it's stupid. It should not be done that way. You have
to  sit  with  dignity,  with  understanding…  others  are  watching  you
(871224) - Jai Shri Mataji -  

Ch 2.5.9 - Using your Hands L or R ? RTI
In Sahaja Yoga, we must work with the hands - we cannot work

it out by thinking; Raise the Kundalini more and more with the hands,
and  you  will  feel  more.  Only  the  hands  can  do  it;  We  must  feel
vibrations in the hands, or if there is a problem, feel in the places of
the chakras, and later feel in the brain (830202); All  these seven
centres are reflected in our fingers and in our hands (790720); From
the hands the energy flows. With these hands we can feel the All-
Pervading Power, we can manoeuvre it, manage it, organise it. We feel
that we become Part and Parcel of the Whole (871023); In your hand,
it is flowing… whether you are catching or not catching, it is flowing
from your hand… it is there… the flow from your hand is there… little
bit is always there (800907)  

In Sahaja Yoga, we regard the left hand as the minus hand,
and the right hand as the plus hand. Whatever you may do with the
left hand, you are sucking in, whilst with the right hand you are giving
out.  So  as  an  example,  if  you  want  to  correct  a  liver  which  is
overheated, you put the left hand on the liver, and the right hand
outside, and then you are taking the heat from the liver, and giving it
out with the right hand (800517.2) 

Some of you might start feeling hot in the hands… maybe some
of you… if so, you can just throw it away… or… those who are feeling
the left hand hot, please put your right hand on the heart… those who
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are feeling hot in the right hand, then you put your left hand on the
liver… just below the ribs… and right hand towards me (790524) 
 In the hands is he feeling… just rub your hands a little bit… give a
little water in the hands like this… [Shri Mataji gives her glass of
vibrated  water  to  hand  around  –  Ed]…  pour  it…  because  what  is
happening is there is too much heat… on the right hand… just put it in
the hand and let them rub a little bit… everyone… you can give a little
bit… just rub it… rub it hard… on the fingertips especially… see now…
you may blow it also… on the hands… very hot… alright… see now… is it
cool… alright… good (840622)  

The left hand is the hand of desire, and is extended towards
the source of vibrations, to receive (840622); To get vibrations in
the left hand, ask the question: "Is Shri  Mataji  the Holy Ghost?"
(870516); The right hand is the hand of action, and is placed on the
various chakras, on the left side of the body, during the process of
Kundalini  Awakening (840622);  If  you are catching on  a  chakra or
centre, just put your hand there - don't feel condemned about it. All
is made easy and simple - but it is difficult for a sophisticated man to
become that simple… children are very simple (811103) 

Watch your hands, to see if they are shaking, or if there is
heat on one of the hands. If the left hand is shaking, put the right
hand on your heart. If the right hand is shaking, put the left hand on
your stomach - with the right hand towards Mother (830302); Now if
we have Ego, what we should do is raise the left side, and put it to
the right side… there's no other way out… you have to use your hands
(830121)  

A Photo of the Hands, with a candle in front, is very good for
the eyes, and for the blindness caused by bhoots (800517.2); Now in
Sahaja  Yoga,  it  is  proved  now… when  you rub my feet,  'you'  feel
better, not me… you rub my hands, 'you' feel better… when you fall at
my feet, 'you' feel better (800927) 
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Mohammed said that 'your hands will speak', meaning that on
your hands, on your fingertips you will feel your own defects… when
the Judgement Time comes (871023); To get your vibrations alright
you must wash your hands… use water as much as you can… wash your
hands 10 times… is very essential (800927); Ghee and butter… can be
rubbed onto the fingers and hands, to soothe them down, because the
heat from the other people can make them dried up (830209)  

Now how do you raise the Kundalini… we can raise it with the
attention… but it should not be done, because others should 'know'
that something has been done… because people, unless and until they
see something being done to them they are not going to believe… so
you have to raise the Kundalini with your hands… and you can see…
that as far as the hand moves, the Kundalini moves… and you can feel
it within your spine (810511); Move on his head 3½ times… [indicating
with hand above the head, fingers down, rotating clockwise, and rising
upwards]… bring it up… no no… other way round… clockwise (840622) 

Yesterday we had somebody who had very bad eczema… all his
hands were absolutely charred and horrible… both the hands… and I
asked him to put his hands towards me… maybe he might have been
cured only by putting his hands… but I had to make the mark of cross
and swastika on his hands… and it cleared out. So he saw me doing
something…  otherwise…  'oh,  it  might  have  been  a  coincidence'
(810511)

 - Jai Shri Mataji -  

Ch 2.5.9.1  Hands – Left or Right - Which to use!   RTI
Left Side is the side which is cool, and needs heat (800517.2);

Right Side is the side which is hot and needs cooling down (800517.2);
In Sahaja Yoga, we regard the left hand as the minus (-) hand, and
the right hand as the plus (+) hand. Whatever you may do with the
left hand, you are sucking in, whilst with the right hand you are giving
out (800517.2) 
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So  as  an  example,  if  you  want  to  correct  a  liver  which  is
overheated, you put the left hand on the liver, and the right hand
outside, and then you are taking the heat from the liver, and giving it
out with the right hand (800517.2)

To clear the liver, it is no good trying to use the fire element
because it would be adding fire to fire - so if you want to use the fire,
then you must take out heat from the liver with the left hand, and give it
to the fire with the right hand (800517.2)

The left hand is the hand of desire, and is extended towards
the source of vibrations, to receive (840622); Right hand is the hand
of action, and is placed on the various chakras, on the left side of the
body, during the process of Kundalini Awakening (840622) 

Watch your hands, to see if they are shaking, or if there is heat
on one of the hands. If the left hand is shaking or hot, put the right
hand on your heart. If the right hand is shaking or hot, put the left hand
on  your  stomach  or  liver,  just  below  the  ribs  -  with  the  right  hand
towards Mother (830302; 790524); Some of you might start feeling hot
in  the hands… maybe some of you… if so,  you can just throw it  away
(790524)

Fumes from the activity on the left side collect in the balloon
of Superego, which together with those from the right side collected
in  the  ego,  cause  us  to  be  cut  off  or  separated,  from  the  main
(790616)  

The above are all Shri Mataji’s Words, spoken over the many
years as She was with us all, correcting us & instructing what to do…
how to correct our many problems. She went into much detail & spent
so much of Her Precious Time, showing us all how to get the maximum
benefit by following Her Instructions to the letter. So if you want to
improve  to  the limit… don’t  just  accept what another Sahaja  Yogi
says… Make sure that what he or she is saying is correct first.
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Ch 2.5.10 - Being Fearless RTI
Every 'Negative' should be afraid of you - even your presence

can frighten them (811103) What a left-sided man has to know is,
that he is now an enlightened soul, and no-one can touch him… leave
alone destroy him. Those who will try, will in a very interesting manner
be finished… not destroyed, but in a very jocular manner… you'll laugh
at that, and enjoy the way things are working out (920621) 

Ch 2.5.11 – Amrut  RTI
 That which is drunk by the Devas: Ambrosia (970600); What we call
the  Amrut,  means  the  Ambrose…  of  my  Feet,  is  not  meant  for
everyone… also, the Blessings of the Puja are not meant for everyone
(800505); In Puja… the ingredients that were used were… firstly very
little  ghee,  followed  by  honey,  yoghurt,  milk,  and  sugar  (850310)
Copper should not be used for holding Amrut, as it is poisonous and
will normally lead to illness (890527)  

Ch 2.5.12 – Footsoaking RTI
Technique used daily for clearing the subtle system (830121),

and for only 10 minutes, you have to sit, but with full heart (830204),
and is done with salt in water (830129); Everyone must have a regular
sitting in the water every day… that's important. You have to soak
your feet in the water, because the water is the ocean (830121) 
 The  simplest  way  is…  I  mean  we  have  found  this…  that  after
Realisation,  if  you go  for  seven days  treatment  with  soaking  feet
before my photograph, it works out. Then you start establishing your
auspiciousness… and once you have established it… then you don't lose
it very easily. Afterwards, when you become very strong, you don't
mind working on anyone whatsoever (800721)  
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Every day you must soak your feet in water… if you have the
chance, do it… because that is how you cleanse. I was amazed that
some  people  just  don't  soak  their  feet…  don't  do  anything…  and
they're supposed to be Sahaja Yogis. This is our way of life… is to
keep ourselves cleansed… this is bathing ourselves; All those who have
to be Sahaja Yogis, who have to live in ashrams, have to soak their
feet every night… and have to meditate (800907); Sit with both your
hands towards the photograph, and put both the feet in the water,
with little bit of salt in it, for about 5 or 10 minutes. You must allow
the vibrations to clear you out… then wipe your feet,  and put the
water properly into some disposal, and then sit down for meditation.
If  you  can  do  that  every  day,  even  10  minutes  is  more  than
sufficient…  you  don't  have  to  do  anything  in  an  extreme  manner
(880921) 

- Jai Shri Mataji -  

Ch 2.5.13 – Shoebeating RTI
Technique, taught by Mohammed, and is used to combat the

ego (970316); Never be proud of your ego… beat yourself 108 times…
shoebeat 108 times (810524); If you feel angry and aggressive, take
a chapel (an Indian term for the footwear that they wear - Ed) and
shoebeat yourself (951224); For right side problems, beat with shoes
(870408); Is to be used for all fanatics (781005); Every morning you
must beat yourself with shoes… if you have a chance, do it… that's
how you cleanse… that's a part (800907); Beat the false gurus with
shoes (791118) 
 If  you  start  to  feel  negative,  you  should  go  and  shoebeat
yourself, or take a pillow and beat it hard (781005); When I tell to
some people, they'll say 'I know Mother… I know I do that'. Then why
do you do it… that means you are possessed… you are a possessed
person. That you know this is wrong… still, you are doing it… then you
are a possessed person. Then it's better you beat yourself with shoes
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(800927); After so many years, if you are possessed, then I think you
should beat yourselves every day 108 times… it's a very low-grade
behaviour (830821)  

As far as possible, elders should not be beaten with shoes…
you  can  ask  somebody  older  than  them,  to  beat  them with  shoes
(801205) - Jai Shri Mataji - 

Ch 2.5.14 - String burning RTI

[space left for when some relevant information is discovered from
Shri  Mataji  referring  to  the technique of  ‘String Burning as  it  is
applied within Sahaja Yoga.]

Ch 2.5.15 - Vibrated Oil          RTI
Oil Olive oil can be used for a massage on the Vishuddhi, as

well as the head and backbone. When you touch somebody with oil,
you see,  the Krishna tattwa acts… because Krishna is the one who
represents the Madhuria, the sweetness of your character. In little
little things are expressed Madhuria… like in  poetry or in  relating
some events. Krishna's Leelas were all full of Madhuria… it's like a
sport… it's like a sport (850502) 

Oil is useful for correcting a bad Hamsa Chakra, by putting it
into the nose (841005), and olive oil can also be placed in the ears to
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prevent drying out (870408); So oil is the one that helps you… in your
ears, if you can put some olive oil, heated up… with one garlic piece in
it… that's very good for the ears. So the oil is the one that keeps
your Vishuddhi alright (850502) 

Oil is to be put on your heads at least once a week… that will
keep your heads cool. And also before taking a bath, use some oil for
rubbing on your hands or on your body (881221); To be applied to the
hair before a head bath (900811.2); You must put oil on your head… at
least on Saturday… put sufficient oil, and then wash your head - but
you will not do that, and then, you start losing your hair. Why not do
something where it is needed, to look after yourself also (971005);
We lose our hair very fast, because we don't use oil as we should -
starting with the hair at the Sahastrara (910728) 

It would be a good idea… to start using a little oil  for the
head… in the night… as Sahaja Yogis, you should… better use some
nice coconut oil, and rub on your head nicely, in the night… and in the
morning… after all  it  doesn’t  show much… and comb your hair  in a
proper way. If your dresses… and your hair are… like bhoots… then
the bhoots will take over, thinking… 'oh, this is a bhoot sitting down
here… better take hold of that bhoot'… so dress up in a way… that
you shouldn’t have hair on your forehead at all… keep it straight…
make it nice… and have absolutely clean foreheads (860504)

So before you start getting bald, better try putting some oil
on your head… that’s one very important thing, Sahaja Yogis have to
do… you can take vibrated oil  if you like… and… I think olive oil  is
good… but better than olive oil, I find, is coconut oil… it is better for
the growth of the hair. But sometimes you can also put almond oil… is
also good for you… because if you have any problems that you feel
exhausted,  your  nerves  need attention,  you are  a  nervous  type of
person, then almond oil is good for you (860504) 

People  who have  teeth which  are  troubling them,  must  look
after them. It's no good just going to the dentist… simple thing is to
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use some olive oil and some salt… rub it on your gums nicely every day
before  sleeping…  that  will  keep  your  teeth  alright.  You  will  be
amazed… that til today, I have not been to any dentist (860504) - Jai
Shri Mataji - 

Ch 2.5.16 – Sugar RTI
Doctors will say you cut down your sugar in general… but it's

absurd… sugar is very important for liver… if you don't take sugar I
don't  know what  will  happen to  you… you  will  become like  sticks…
those people who are right sided, if they don't take sugar at all, I
don't know what's going to happen to them… they'll be very irritable,
hot-tempered, absolutely stick like people… they'll hit you like a stick
you  know…  so  a  general  statement  like  that  is  very  dangerous
(830308);   Carbohydrates are very important for the body especially
if you are thinking too much, if you are a futuristic person… if you are
right sided, it is absolutely essential that you must have sufficient
carbohydrates… we have treated so many liver patients with sugar
(830308)  

Is  useful  for  correcting  right  side  problems  of  the  Nabhi
Chakra; Also to assist in establishing sweetness of talking (830121);
The  5  right  side  dharmas  in  the  void  area  are  helped  by  taking
vibrated sugar (781005); Those who are liver patients can take sugar,
but otherwise you should not take too much sugar (881221); Sugar is
so important for our combustion (871213); Diabetes is not caused by
sugar by any chance, I can tell you… of course you should not take too
much also, I mean too much of everything is wrong… but you must
take sugar… it's important for your liver (811006) 
 Supposing  you  are  a  liver  patient…  so  we  give  you  some
sanctified or vibrated sugar to eat… white sugar. Now doctors will
say… 'don't take white sugar'… but we have cured so many people of
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liver  troubles…  also  migraines…  and  this  and  that…  and  so  many
problems of allergies are to be cured (821008)  

To get the optimum delight of drinking tea, one should take
one spoonful of sugar, not more not less - the same in life, not too
much, not too little (800517.2) 

Ch 2.5.17 - Applying Bandhan RTI
Let us put ourselves into Bandhan… after raising our Kundalini…

raise it… attention on your Sahastrara… don't close your eyes… push
back your head… one!… again!… sit straight… take it up on your head…
two!… three!… (Shri Mataji raises the Kundalini three times, and ties
three times at the last raising - Ed). Now put the Bandhan… (Shri
Mataji starts with the right hand level with, and outside the left hip,
and moves this hand upwards, outside the outline of the body, over
the top of the head and down the right side,  to the level of,  and
outside the right hip, describing a horseshoe shape, and then returns
along the same path to the starting point - Ed)… one!… two… do it
properly… systematically… three… all  of  us  should  do  it  properly…
four… five… try to wait… as I am doing it (Shri Mataji does it steadily
and slowly - Ed)… six… seven. Still, we have not done it properly… we
all should do it in one rhythm… let's do it again… one… slowly… two…
with attention on Sahastrara… three… how do I do it… four… five…
good… six… attention on Sahastrara… seven… rising? Let's have the
last binding (Shri Mataji raises the Kundalini one last time - Ed)… ha…
now see… clear… tremendous (850504)  

Solve  all  problems  with  one  Bandhan  -  it  works…  but,  you
should be in full connection with the Divine (951224)… a Bandhan puts
the Chaitanya into action (890808);  For left side problems, give a
Bandhan, or burn your name (870408); In the morning time, you have
to give yourself a Bandhan… and when you are going out… don't go out
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without  giving  yourself  a  Bandhan  (880921);  When  you  put  on  a
Bandhan, how long it will last… depends on your intensity… after some
time you don't need any Bandhan (.0011)  

If  you sit  down anywhere,  say in  a  music  program,  and you
suddenly start giving a Bandhan… it's madness… or you start raising
your Kundalini… it's stupid. It should not be done that way. You have
to  sit  with  dignity,  with  understanding…  others  are  watching  you
(871224) 

- Jai Shri Mataji -  

Ch 2.5.18 - The significance of the Face RTI
A  person  who  gets  Realisation  has  a  face  which  is  very

radiant… and radiance is the 'subtlety' of light… so the first element,
which is light you can say… and the subtlety of the light is radiance…
and so this radiance starts showing on your face… starts expressing
itself… and with that radiance, people get impressed… and they start
thinking something special about this personality which has Radiance.
Now we have seen my photographs also… many a times you will find
lots of light around… that is nothing but the light in me which is giving
radiance… because the light becomes subtler. So this is the subtle
growth within you that takes place… your faces also start shining…
they too have radiance… a kind of different complexion. This radiance
is to be understood… is the subtle of the light, of which we are made
(981216)  

Light… is absolutely detached. Look after your light, otherwise
it will extinguish. When it is established, others will see the light on
your face. The light of love never burns, but dissolves all that is bad,
turns  away  from  what  is  wrong,  has  patience,  and  expels  the
darkness, within and without (871024) 
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When you are responsible, you will be amazed… you will drop
out  most  of  your  habits…  automatically.  Once  you  take  the
responsibility of Sahaja Yoga on your shoulders… immediately all the
dimensions of your new life will open out… knowledge will pour into
you… a new style of understanding will develop… the subtleties of life
will open out before you… the joy will pour onto you… you will feel as
if the Ganges is flowing over your Sahastrara… but you have to be
responsible.  Responsible  also  means  that  others  should  be  given  a
chance… and when you start leading a responsible Sahaja Yogi life…
thousands  of  evolved  Souls  will  hang  around  you…  you'll  have  a
different light on your face… you will be amazed… when you speak,
you  will  be  amazed  at  how  you  are  speaking…  how  things  are
happening… how things are working out. You are very few people on
the  stage  -  behind  the  stage  there  are  thousands.  The  sense  of
responsibility  can  only  come  through  your  freedom…  this  is  the
problem  of  Sahaja  Yoga.  So  in  Sahaja  Yoga…  we  have  to  be
responsible (770126.1); Ultimately our own lives, our own faces will
convince of the truth, that the Divine is there (800629) 

Joy… expresses in your eyes, in your faces, in the atmosphere,
in nature… it cannot be expressed in words… and this is what we all
have to achieve, and for that, we have to know that we are not going
to bow down to anything that puts our attention into shackles. Mother
has freed us… let us spread our wings (880106)  
 So  do  everything  in  silence…  in  thoughtless  awareness…
that's the main point. Try at least to see my face without thinking…
my face itself makes you thoughtless… on the Photograph, you can
watch my face without thinking… and it will  work out. Silence your
mind  (800907);  We  also  should  watch  Mother  without  thinking
(800609); A Photo of the Face will not work to correct the grosser
problems - for that, a Photo of the Feet works much better. The Face
is for the seekers (800517.2); "My face is such a funny thing, that if
you  watch it  for  a  long  time,  you will  have  no  thoughts… today it
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happened,  I  went to  the tailor,  and he just looked at me,  and he
didn't know what he was doing. My husband said 'Is he stunned or
what?' " (800609)  

The face  is  controlled  by  the Vishuddhi  chakra  (790722);
The Vishuddhi… controls the lymphatic system, ears, outside of the
eyes, nose, neck (811004; 810330), throat, face (820711) and teeth
(880710)… and all the mastoid muscles, the tongue, the cheeks and
also the balls of the eyes (790722); The Vishuddhi looks after the
cooling function - the liver gives heat, whilst the cooling is done by
Vishuddhi.  If the Vishuddhi  is  good, then there is a bloom on the
face, a glow, a sparkle in the eyes (830202) 

It is Shri Ganesha who creates the child within the mother's
womb…  he  selects  the  face…  the  colour…  everything.  With  his
magnetic power, he manages to attract the right type of genes… he
does  all  such  important  things  for  you… all  the  time  busy… never
rests… so full of joy and hard work (840902)  

Ch 2.5.19    Effortlessness RTI

( & then Meditation will work the best )
In the same way the vibrations... vibrations are coming, they

are radiated. What you have to do is to expose yourself to it, the
best is not to put in any effort, don't worry at what point you have a
problem. Say many people during meditation I have seen, if they catch
somewhere they go on looking after it, you just don't have to worry,
you just let it go... and it will work by itself (800101)

So you don't have to put in any effort, this is what meditation
is.  Meditation  means  exposing  yourself  to  God's  Grace.  Now  the
Grace itself knows how to cure you... it knows how to mend you... how
to settle down itself into your own being... keep your spirit kindled... it
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knows everything. So you don't have to worry as to what you have to
do, or what name you have to take... what mantras you have to do. In
meditation,  you  have  to  be  absolutely  effortless.  Expose  yourself
fully...  and  you  have  to  be  absolutely  thoughtless  at  that  time
(800101)  

The other side could be people just doze off... no, you have to
be alert. If you doze off nothing will work. That’s another side of it,
if you are lazy about it nothing will work. You have to be alert and
open...  absolutely  aware...  completely  effortless,  absolutely
effortless... if you are absolutely effortless, meditation will work the
best. Don't think of your problems at all... whatever chakras you have,
anything... just expose yourself (800101)

In the same way the All-Pervading Power starts working... you
are not to manoeuvre it... you are not to do anything about it... just be
effortless...  absolutely  effortless...  don't  take  any  names,  do  not
bother if your Agnya is catching, this is catching, that is catching - it
is working out! It will go on working as long as it can, and it will do the
miracle that it has to do... you don't have to worry about it, it knows
its job. But when you put in an effort actually, you create a barrier
for it. So no effort is needed, be absolutely effortless and say let it
go, let it go, that's all... no mantras to be chanted…   (800101)

When you put your hand towards me that's the mantra...  is
sufficient, this gesture itself is the mantra. You see there is no need
to say it more... but with the thought in the mind, the emotion should
be there... we have now spread our hands to that, & it should work.
When this emotion is absolutely complete... there is no need to say
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any  mantra,  you  go  beyond  it...  so  one  has  to  be  absolutely
effortless... absolutely effortless... that is what it is  (800101)

Meditation  is  for  your  own ascent...  is  for  your  own capital
gains,  that  you  have  to  have...  but  once  you  get  into  it,  you  also
achieve your powers... like, you become a governor, you get the powers
of the governor. At this time you don't have to think about anybody
else,  you  are  not  to  put  your  attention  to  anybody else,  but  just
receive it...  just receive it. Do not think of any other problem, but
that, that you have to be effortless... absolutely effortless. It would
work best on the people who are just receiving it  (800101)

You have problems, that’s why you are here... but you cannot
solve them - they are to be solved by Divine Power.  This must be
understood fully, that we cannot solve our problems. It is beyond us...
to solve our problems. So, leave it in the hands of the Divine Power,
and  expose  yourself  effortlessly...  absolutely  effortlessly.  Sit  in
comfort and... properly, with both the feet on the ground, with both
the  hands  relaxed  like  this...  be  comfortable,  you  should  not  be
uncomfortable at all... be very comfortable, because you have to sit
for quite some time... and you try to put your attention to me, within
yourself... if you can... to my Kundalini, if you can  (800101)

So 'effortlessness' is the keyword... absolutely effortlessly...
whether  you  are  meditating  before  me,  or  before  my  photograph
(800101) 

- Jai Shri Mataji -
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Ch 2. 6 Family Concerns

Ch 2.6.1 – Marriage RTI
Getting into Sahaja Yoga marriage is very different from any

other  marriage  (891203);  Is  decided  by  Mahakali,  and  for  the
purpose of creating the Mariadas (900912); Marriage is not the end,
but the means… to be balanced (890619)… without marriage, a balance
is not established (790530); It is not a serious problem, as long as we
keep the 'ideal' with 'ourself', and do not try to impose that on our
partner; Let the wife be a wife, and the husband be a husband - but
the wife should not  be the husband nor the husband be the wife
(800517.2) 

All these people who came on this Earth… said that you lead a
clean life and a sensible married life… it is not permitted to have
adulterous life in  any religion whatsoever… because adulterous life
brings forth all kinds of problems for the sex… for spoiling the last
chakra - people can become impotent… or, over exited… or could be-
come suffering from all the troubles of this centre… for which you
know the diseases… so one has to lead a very clean wonderful married
life.  Marriage is  supported and sanctioned by the collective… it  is
sanctioned by God Almighty… so, that kind of a life, that kind of a
sexual life, is a sensible one… one should not get a shock out of it.
When I say this in the west, people really don’t like it… but I am your
Mother… I have to tell  you the truth.  Whatever you have done is
done… finished… doesn’t matter… but now you should come to your
sanity… because there are all these horrible satanic diseases waiting
just to work it out. All the great Saints of India were married and
had children… except for  some people  like Buddha,  who died very
early… he had to take a Sanyasa because of his work. Then we had
Kabira, Nanaka… all of them were married people (821008) 
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The marriage system has been in existence since long before
Christ,  Abraham or  Moses,  and  is  sanctified… blessed  by  society.
When  Man  raised  his  voice  against  this  natural  life  of  sanity,  he
started getting all kinds of diseases - if it is natural to lead the life
that people do, why do they get all kinds of diseases. If it is natural
to be married to 10 people, why do we get jealousies - we should be
happy (860907) 

The marriage is to have children, not to be Romeo and Juliet -
children that are born to Sahaja Yogis will be Realised Souls… look
after them, don't spoil them (800517.2); The 'Principle' or 'Essence'
of the family, and of the marriage, of the household, is the child, for
whom all is created (781218) 

At Hamsa the left and the right meet - is the wedding place
between your left and right. If they are not in balance, there will be a
problem. They are equal, but not similar. Left is left, right is right;
The functions of a wife, the wife should do first, the functions of a
husband a husband should do first. The secondary functions can then
be shared.  But  it  is  not possible  that a  wife goes  to work,  and a
husband starts producing children -  you cannot do it,  and to be a
mother is the most important thing (800517.2) 

Men and women have to be men and women in Sahaja Yoga…
they cannot be unisex, they cannot… that’s very important… the man
has to protect the wife, and give her all the security that is needed…
and the woman has to nourish the husband, and give him all the love
and affection. So here we are… entering into a new life… where you
have a companion of your own… she'll  be your 'wife'… not because
she's in Sahaja Yoga that you have married her… but because she's
your wife… so try to prove it to her that you love her very much… and
that she is 'your' wife… and that all that you have, is for her… that is
very important in the very beginning of it (931224.1) 

It is important that a woman should be docile and sensible in
marriage  (871230.1);  The  woman  has  to  dress  up  properly  -  she
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represents the colour and beauty of creation. She is a shy thing, and
must understand what sort of husband she has. She has to be the
model wife, enjoying whatever virtues she has; The husband should
enjoy his wife, and not the wives of others - this is a stupid thing
(860921.2) 

The men are more formal types, more concerned with formal
relationships, and always looking at their watches; Men should not be
aggressive  to  their  wives,  whilst  the  women  should  never  try  to
aggress the men in the presence of others - in the bedroom is alright;
Your husband is your husband, and he is like that (860921.2) 

After marriage, some of the people just get lost… and this is
the worst type of thing that can happen to you… they get into their
honeymoon mood… all their romantic ideas come back… they get just
lost… you are marrying here for Sahaja Yoga… don't forget it; Your
marriage is for your ascent (891203); In marriages, we have to decide
that we are getting married… because… we have to do Sahaja Yoga.
Romanticism, when they get married, where they go crazy with each
other, and forget Sahaja Yoga, forget Mother and forget God, is of
no  use  in  Sahaja  Yoga.  There  is  no  need  to  rush  into  honeymoon
(871230.1) 

We  notice  that  Mother  has  married  us…  given  us  good
husbands… good wives… that we are enjoying our married life… but
that’s not the end of it - this is just the beginning… just the start.
And if you get attached too much to it, then you have lost the point…
the marriage is an instrument which is to be used… which is to be
completely understood… for the purpose of enlightening others. So
first thing is that Sahaja Yoga is our aim… is our dharma… is  our
being…that is the main thing… all the rest of the things come later.
So  supposing  then  you  find  your  wife  or  your  husband  is  getting
materialistic… better to depart… tell them no… we cannot. You see
for me this is important… marriage is just a means to an end… but the
end  is  different.  So  we  can  give  up  this  means… and  we  can  get
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another means… and this is to be understood in its true colours… if
your marriage doesn’t give you progress in your spiritual life, better
to give it up… and that’s what I've been telling everyone about it…
how to get over their emotional problems (850310) 

So marriage should not be the prime thing… it's supportive…
what  is  the  prime  thing  is  the  Kundalini  (891203);  Marriage  is
secondary, and is spontaneous - it cannot be organised. There are so
many very great Saints who want to be born, and the Divine Mother
wants only such people to be married by Her, who will bear such good
children.  But  we  spoil  our  children,  forgetting  that  they  are  the
children of the Adi Shakti (871230.1) 

Now  supposing  a  Sahaja  Yogi  has  married  another  Sahaja
Yogi… take a position like that… now my desire is that they should
develop a complete understanding of each other, love for each other…
but also a love for Sahaja Yoga… and for others - this is the only way
we can justify marriage in Sahaja Yoga… otherwise, why should they
marry. But it doesn't happen like that. What happens is… first they
are  married,  then  either  they  will  quarrel…  or  they  will  ask  for
divorce. If that doesn't happen, luckily… because it's so easy to get
married in Sahaja Yoga, you know… then they start having their own
family,  their own home… then they again become very very small…
very limited… did you come to Sahaja Yoga for that. Try and find out
where you can go and talk about it… and do something good to others,
and  help  them  somehow  to  rise  above  this  common  existence  of
misery, unhappiness and destruction… the time is very short (970525)

Of course if somebody's horrible, I'm not going to ask you… to
continue with that… it's alright to finish it… but you must know where
to finish; It's very surprising that people do not want to finish off
with the problems they face…but they are very anxious to have a
divorce… it's surprising. In India, we don't have anybody falling in
love… we don't know that part… but we have very good marriages, and
we have lots of children… no problem; So you must understand your
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position, especially the ladies in the West. There is a trick of the
trade… and if they don't know the trick of the trade, they can never
be successful in marriage… don't try to be men (891203) 

I have told many a times that you have all freedom to choose
whichever  person you  like… and you  can  always  say  'no  Mother,  I
don't want'… you have all freedom… if you don't want to get married…
alright… if you want to get married…alright (891203); You may not
'fall into love'… you may not… it may not be… and it's not necessary…
because those who fall in love also rise into divorces… so best thing is
to have a balanced idea about marriage. You see marriage cannot be
decided, like you are 'Romeo and Juliet' - it's practical… it should be
based on rock… so you won't lose your balance.  If you understand
that point, then the marriage  will be successful… but if you try to
think of romanticism and all that, it just breaks… at the same time
it's not some kind of asceticism… but you lead a nice healthy married
life, in a very friendly manner in every way (891203) 

You  must  know  how  to  handle  your  wife…  how  to  handle
yourself… how to handle your tempers… that's one of the tests in
Sahaja Yoga (891203); Not to quarrel or to fight… but to love each
other, to understand each other… with the 'same' love, that you are
feeling  as  'their  love'… it's  the best  thing,  to  know that  you are
loved… for me that is the highest… when you see the other person
also loves you, then it's tremendous; But it's private… it's not public…
on the street… in the airport or anywhere… it's very private… the
more private you make it, the better it is… and the more you try to
express it outside, it's going to be dangerous (891203) 

There are so many ways of expressing your love… try to be
nice…  talk  to  one  another…  give  some  presents…  give  sometimes
flowers; Try to find out the likes and dislikes of a person… do not do
things that people do not like… it's better not to do it… what's the
use. If relationships are spoiled… not to do these things; My husband
doesn't like me to put flowers in my hair… in Maharashtra it's the
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custom for married ladies to do it… but if he doesn't like, why to do
it. Don't do anything that people do not like you to do… try to avoid
it… it creates problems… try to do something that pleases others. If
you please others, your Deities will be very happy… because they are
all  one… within each of you… because they are all  related to each
other… and they  feel  unhappy when you try to  be  unkind to  each
other… because they are one (800927) 

When you are marrying Indians, please be careful, because you
will find that the parents will pamper you… all kinds of things they'll
do… but one has to understand that it's just a custom… and it doesn't
mean  that  you  are  God  or  that  you  are  in  superlative  condition
(881211) 

Any  Sahaja  Yogi  who  comes  to  your  house…  or  anyone…
especially Indian women you will find, they will look after the guest
very well… and then… there is some sort of what they call a jealousy
comes up… absurd… Indian women will not have anyone else as their
husbands but their own… so don’t have these funny ideas. So don’t
have any doubts about your wives… same with the wives… this  will
make your life very much more happy and confident - if you have any
problems,  write  to  me  privately…  you  need  not  give  them to  your
leaders,  but  you  can  directly  write  to  me…  if  you  really  have  a
problem (931224.1) 

So on both the sides of men or women, we have to understand…
if you are a man, and if you are a dominating man, it's alright… but if
you are a woman, and if you are dominating, then it's a difficult thing
for  Sahaja  Yoga  to  cure…  you  have  lost  your  quality  of  being  a
woman… at least you have to be a woman to begin with. Now the men
have to be compassion, kind, considerate… never subservient… never
subservient. The women have to be… great, large, receptive, receiving
and nourishing. So a woman must try to be a woman, and a man must
try to be a man (830821); If you marry, live like an ideal Sahaja Yogi
(970823.1) 
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In  Sahaj  Dharma,  the  husband/wife  relationship  should  be
really romantic… should be really beautiful… but it is not… no, we talk
of love, and all that… but very rarely people fall in love, and carry on
with it… it's a blessing if you really get that kind of a feeling… but
mostly it is a curse. So to fall in love is very good… but that doesn't
mean that you forget that you are a Sahaja Yogi  (970823.1);  Man
doesn't want a wife to be on the horse, and beating with a whip… why
has he married… for the happiness, for the joy, for the sweetness of
a woman (971004)

The same dharma is for your children… that you bring up your
children, not troubling them too much… but into a free life… let them
use their wisdom. Sometimes I know, children go astray, and try to
follow wrong things… then you must correct… you must tell them… it's
your duty… and that correction should be in a Sahaj way (970823.1) 

No restrictions should be put on the wife or the husband… why
did you talk to her… you should not have said… why did you do this…
you  should  sit  with  me… all  these  things  are  not  there  (810904);
Marriage is a mission in life… it's very sweet to be a wife… and a
mother. For small small things, if you are going to fight… alright, then
better not marry in Sahaja Yoga… because you tarnish the name of
Sahaja Yoga, which has given you Realisation. So you must know how
to manage your marriages (950625) 

Any man that is older than your husband, you need not talk to
him… but with younger people you can… you must have innocence about
it. You are all brothers and sisters… no more romanticism now… you
are not going to marry each other… dedicate yourself to your Sahaja
Yoga  (810904);  No  Sahaja  Yogi  is  going  to  marry  another  Sahaja
Yogi… you are all brothers and sisters… nobody should come to me,
and tell me 'I want to marry this or that'… if I say you marry, that's
different… but you don't come to me, and tell me… 'I've fallen in love
with another Sahaja Yogi' (810904); Men and women after 45 or 50…
to still go on thinking of marriages is too much… but even at 60… I
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really get fed up… so this is not the way. What is a marriage… some
people are seeking their husband all their life… when are you going to
seek your real one… that is your spirit (850310) 

You are marrying under Sahaja Yoga… you are not marrying in a
way  the  others  marry…  and  that’s  why  we  must  understand  that
collectivity comes first… but, you must love each other. The wife…
has to keep her husband pleased… if she does not get her husband
pleased… if he's not easily pleased,  still  he should be made to be
pleased… though he may be the most difficult man. It's the art of a
woman, is the beauty of the woman how she manages her husband…
because she's there for that kind of a job… and if she cannot do
that, then she is failing in that part (801205) 

Sometimes  the  husband  wants  that  he  should  have  the
company… alright, give him the company as much as possible… but you
should  also know that unless  and until  your husband gives you the
authority, you are no-one with others… because it is he who has given
you the authority to talk to others… if he says 'no, you have to be
with me all  the time'… then you cannot say no… there's a right to
have your company. So one must understand and strike a balance… do
not do anything to the extremes… we have to be very normal people
(801205) 

Ladies should try to be… more ladylike… and men, have to be
men… like I said just now, you have to follow the man… that has to
be… it looks decent you see for a man to be ahead of you, and a wo-
man to be behind - she's the Shakti… she's the Shakti behind the
husband… and she need not walk in front and show off and argue with
him and put him down. To be a woman is a very big thing… your Mother
is a woman… you know how great it is to be a woman… because women
have such powers. So the two roles of men and women, is like… the
flower and the fragrance… which is higher… the flower or the fra-
grance… if there is no flower there is no fragrance… but without the
fragrance, what is a flower… or beauty… it's so much inseparable…
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the fragrance,  the  beauty  and  the  flower… in  the  same  way,  the
flower shows… but who is the beauty and who is the fragrance… is the
wife. That is how it should be… and then only people will respect you
and your husband… that’s the way it works out very easy (801205) 

And there's nothing like domination… who can dominate your
spirit… nobody… but in the society the man has to do all the outside
work, and he's the kinetic person… and you are the potential energy…
so the woman has to listen to man… because she preserves her energy
much more by that… and there is  nothing like domination… on the
contrary it's such a domination on the man, that he just can't exist
without you - he comes back home straight from the work… that’s
how  you  should  control  your  husband…  is  a  control  of  love.  As  I
control you with love, 'you' should control with love (801205) 

- Jai Shri Mataji - 

Ch 2.6.2 – The   Husband  RTI
Husband and wife are equal, though not similar, like the two

wheels of a chariot, both of which are needed to maintain the proper
balance;  Men take out their tensions on their wives… who are the
strongest  part  of  any  family… and  have  the  capacity  to  bear  and
absorb all this; The husband is to be respected by the wife, and also
to  be  respectable;  Men  feel  they  want  to  be  superior,  but  this
domination of the men is a myth. The women are the real power, the
Shakti of the family (810328) 

One should  understand  that  as  a  husband,  you  have  to  get
things corrected (950625);  When you are married… you must love
your  wife…  spend  time  with  her.  She  is  the  one  who  is  your
companion… she is the one who should be consulted… and you must be
with her… and that should be your greatest joy in life as far as the
material side is concerned (790609.3)

- Jai Shri Mataji - 
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Ch 2.6.3 – The   Family  RTI
Together with household matters, the family is the concern of

the Left Nabhi, the Gruhalakshmi, the Goddess of the family. If the
wife  starts  to  compete  with  the  husband,  then  the  family  and
children suffer; The most important role of the wife is to produce
and care for the children; The family is the most important basis of a
healthy  society  -  if  the  family  is  destroyed,  then  all  society  is
destroyed; The family is the nest, for the children to be able to grow
up with dignity (810328) 

All  these  relations,  such  as  brother,  mother,  father,  sister
mean such a lot to you… because you have chosen them. When you
were born, you chose your father, your mother… everyone… you chose
all  of  them…  that's  how  family  is  very  important  (790618);  The
'Principle' or 'Essence' of the family, and of the marriage, of the
household, is the child, for whom all is created (781218) 

Your 'kith and kin' are Sahaja Yogis… they are your brothers…
and  they  are  your  sisters  (860818);  Your  'relations'  are  Sahaja
Yogis… no other. You are born on this tree of life, whilst they (your
earthly  relatives  -  Ed)  are  not… so  we  cannot  identify  with  them
(871220) 

- Jai Shri Mataji - 

Ch 2.6.4.1 - Raksha Bandhan RTI
Raksha Bandhan Celebrates the purity of the brother & sister

relationship, expressed by the relationship of Shri Vishnumaya and
Shri  Krishna  (900811.1);  Which  pure  relationship  is  essential  in
Sahaja Yoga, and also for one's ascent, and is the Ganesha Principle
on the Vishuddhi Chakra (900807) 
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Ch 2.6.4.2 - Rakhi RTI
An Indian custom, where a lady chooses a brother, and ties a

thread  to  his  wrist,  and  where  there  then  exists  a  strong
brother/sister relationship, where each then looks after the other
(870513) 

On  the  day  of  Raksha  Bandhan,  if  anybody  sends  you  this
thread, you have to wear it… or if this thread is tied on your wrist…
then you become brother and sister… it's so important. In India, a
sister's  husband  is  something  very  great.  Now  in  Sahaja  Yoga,
brotherhood is  the most important thing… that is  the friendliness
among ourselves. When you are very good brothers and sisters, first
of  all  your  left  Vishuddhi  improves  -  we  get  this  left  Vishuddhi,
because we don't have proper brother and sister relationship… it's
not that we should have our 'own' sister… but 'any' woman who is a
Sahaja Yogini is your sister… except for your own wife. Unless and
until we develop that pure feeling within ourselves, you cannot work
out Sahaja Yoga… I know it's rather difficult to digest… but it's a
fact (860818) 

A pure relationship must exist between brother and sister…
supposing a brother and sister are walking, they won't look at each
other will  they… will  they be watching each other… no! When your
brother and sister relationship goes off… you get into troubles… very
much into troubles. To get rid of all the lust from our eyes, we are
celebrating this beautiful auspicious day (860818); One has to try to
get very pure eyes… thou shalt not have adulterous eyes… this is what
we have to follow… all of us… and our attention has to be alright… for
that this Raksha Bandhan is a very good thing (860818) 

Now I don't know who you have chosen to be your sister today,
but  it  should  not  be  just  a  lip  service… all  your  life  you  have  to
remember she's your sister… you have to look after her benevolence,
and her good life… and she has to bless you… and she has to pray to
God that you should be always protected (860818) 
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So what  you  can  do… one  each  everybody should  have,  and
should tie… exchange it.  One person should tie to one person… not
that everybody ties to one person… that's not good. Is to be tied to
the brother only… but in North India, they also tie to their sister… so
that's  here  now.  So  the  sister's  is  on  the  left  hand…  and  the
brother's is on the right hand… to the men on the right side, and to
the ladies on the left. Ask each other's names… you must know your
brother's names (860818) - Jai Shri Mataji - 

Ch 2.6.5 - The Wife RTI
The wife is the Gruhalakshmi, the Goddess of the household,

the most important and the most powerful part of the family. She is
equal to but not similar to the husband, and if she starts competing
with the husband, then the family and the children suffer. Her most
important role is to produce the fruit of the family, the children. She
is the Shakti, the power of the family, the motherhood, and bears
all… and is to be respected, and is also to be respectable. Without a
healthy family basis, all society will be destroyed (810328) 

Of course you have your wife,  which is  your private thing…
there should be something like 'private' in Sahaja Yoga… and that is
the only  thing  that  is  private  for  you… that  you are husband and
wife… the rest is all collective (860818); The place of the wife, in the
subtle system, is on the left hand side of the stomach, in every human
being (781005) 

Some  of  the  ladies  are  extremely  dominating  and  stupid  -
marriage is honeymoon, as they call it… honey is the essence and moon
is the peace. Now if the women are quarrelsome, fighting, sarcastic,
it's absolutely a hell for man. Instead of this, she should know how to
please the husband… in a way it's a trick… how to please others. What
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do we do to our husbands… do we try to please… first of all, find out
what he likes… like my husband, I would say… he said you must wear
bangles… so all my life I have worn bangles… it pleases him… what's
the matter… little, little things you do just to please him… then he
also starts thinking what should I do for my wife… but first it must
start from woman, not from man, because women are responsible for
the society. First you must know how to keep the children pleased,
how to keep your husband pleased. It's not your job to dominate, at
all… your job is to neutralise his domination, by simple simple things
(971004) 

Man doesn't want a wife to be on the horse, and beating with a
whip… why has he married - for the happiness, for the joy, for the
sweetness of a woman. It's a very important thing… because so many
women are thinking they are something great… some of them have
some money… some of them have jobs… but first thing is to keep the
society very happy… and to keep your husband happy is the first job…
if a woman cannot keep the husband happy, she's no good for us… this
is her job… this is why she is married. You have to love… you have to
take your husband into your heart first… this is your duty (971004) 

Now if your wife is  dominating… try to understand why she
does it… what is  her problem… what's wrong with you that she is
dominating - if you introspect, you'll  find that you give very little
time to her… it is important that you should give some time, pay some
attention… and get some things that she likes. Men should try to know
what a woman likes… what she wants (971004) 

Women should take an interest, and know what sort of colour
he  will  like,  and  this  and  that…  and  also,  public  opinion  is  very
important for men. Men care for public opinion very much, and you
should see that you create a good public opinion in his presence, so
that he'll appreciate you… all these are tricks you see… I tell you,
men are very simple… but you have to understand. Sometimes they
get angry… doesn't matter… if they are angry with somebody else,
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they will come and put it on you - it's better… because if they do
anything to others, they'll beat them. If you understand few things
about  men,  it  can  work  out.  Of  course  some  are  very  miserable
husbands,  I  know…  and  some  miserable  wives…  for  them we  have
divorce  allowed  in  our  Sahaja  Yoga…  we  have  divorce  for  them
(971004) 

Now  why  I  am  telling  you  this…  because  the  collective
Gruhalakshmis are not alright… like the Swiss women are very good I
agree, but very fond of cleanliness… Swiss are mad after cleanliness…
you  can't  talk  to  them  for  5  minutes…  cleaning,  cleaning…  very
difficult… doesn't  matter  if  the house is  a  little  untidy… it's  not
important… this is a subtle type of materialism I think, that the guest
is  sitting  there,  and  why  are  you  doing  all  these  things  in  her
presence… but this, western women never understand. Another thing
is… you go to somebody's house… their colour scheme is different…
but  western women,  as  soon as  they  enter… immediately  they  will
criticise, on the face - so… you must always consider the feelings of
others… if somebody is wearing a dress, immediately they will pass a
remark… a very western idea… some Indian women also, though you
will  not find good Indian women doing that… immediately they say
things which will hurt… this is not the way a woman should go… on the
contrary,  always  praise…  what's  the  harm…  you'll  enjoy  your
sweetness… women have to have a heart… a very large heart (971004)

As a wife you are a part of society… which you have to not only
create…  but  also  to  preserve…  and  to  advance…  it's  the  duty  of
women. They don't know what their duty is. Now their 'not duty' is to
work like secretaries… or some sort of politicians. Their main duty is
to  become  a  very  active  member  of  their  society.  Marriage  is  a
mission in life… it's very sweet to be a wife, and a mother (950625) 

You should not nag your husband for anything. Supposing he
doesn’t like something… you shouldn’t do it… whatever he doesn’t like…
small things you know. Also you must understand how you have to take
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to the 'style of life' of your husband. Women should be entertaining…
they should not mind if somebody comes to stay, or live with them…
on the contrary, they should be happy they are able to look after
someone who is a Sahaja Yogi. So for Sahaja Yogis, you must keep
always your heart open… your house open (931228) 

It is the responsibility of the women to make their marriage
happy…  depends  on  their  intelligence,  and  on  their  dedication  to
Sahaja Yoga… it's their responsibility. And if you see in a wider sense,
the responsibility of making a good society is that of a woman… even
if she has to suffer, she can… like this Mother Earth, she can suffer
anything… she never feels she suffers, she is so great. You are the
Shaktis… so as Shaktis if you have to suffer, you don’t mind… and
what  you  have  to  feel  is  that  we  are  responsible  for  making  our
society a perfect society… that’s our responsibility. All your greed…
all your ambitions… everything… should be directed towards making a
very very happy married life (931228)

- Jai Shri Mataji - 

Ch 2.6.6 - The Children RTI
The  children  are  produced  and  cared  for  by  the  wife,  the

Shakti  or  power  of  the  family,  who  has  all  the  qualities  of
motherhood; It is important not to quarrel before the children, nor
to say "I hate you", nor to chastise the children, but to give them
dignity, by providing them with a 'nest' in which to grow. They depend
on the mother for love and guidance. If the wife starts competing
with  the  husband,  then  the  children  and  family  suffer  (810328);
When dealing with your children you should sit down together and
discuss with each other, how we are going to improve the children,
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and never have 'two views'. Never support your child if he is doing
wrong,  and if  any Sahaja Yogi  says  that  'this  is  wrong',  then you
should take notice of that (871230.1) 

We  should  not  hold  on  to  our  children  in  the  presence  of
others, but should let them be with others; In India, parents give
their children to sleep with their relatives, not with themselves. The
psychology is that the child gets used to another man, or another
woman… while they are innocent. So the relationship of innocence is
developed, and nobody feels anything funny if somebody touches you,
later on; Let the children be with other people… don't have fears…
they  will  love  you  much  more;  Overprotected  children  are  very
dangerously  placed,  because  they  have  no  immunity  for  anything
(850421); Ladies in the ashram, should not sit in one's own room with
the child,  but should  do work (of the ashram - Ed),  and let  their
children play with the others (850421) 

It  is  natural  to  be  collective…  for  a  child  to  mix  up  with
others, to talk to others… if you don't allow the child to do, then he
becomes perverted… he has problems. So give them a better life, a
better situation, a better education and a better discipline, because
you are equipped… don't give them what 'you' had. The amount of
discipline they have is coming from you… how far you are disciplined.
They know that you are  depending on them, that you can't exist
without them… they have this idea, so they don't listen to you. But if
they know that they will lose your love if they don't behave, they will
be  alright…  they  are  very  intelligent  (850421);  So,  dealing  with
children… always make yourself an example… and part and parcel of
that  advice;  There  is  one  thing  I  tell  you…  they  can  give  up
everything… but not your love. If they know you love them… they will
not accept anything that will make you not love… not love 'them'… this
is for definite (970823.1) 

The same dharma is for your children… that you bring up your
children, not troubling them too much… but into a free life… let them
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use their wisdom. Sometimes I know, children go astray, and try to
follow wrong things… then you must correct… you must tell them… it's
your duty… and that correction should be in a Sahaj way (970823.1);
Don't be harsh with them… you see, children should not be 'made' to
do something… they themselves will start doing… after some time…
when they see you doing… but don't spoil them… that's the point is -
we must see the discretion about it. Encourage them to be generous…
to be sharing… to be compassionate… to be kind to others. But, if
they are rude, or if they are harsh, or you find they are quarrelling…
then you can slap them… it's alright… yes you have to… for 5 years
you  have  to  do  that…  in  case,  I  mean…  it's  not  a  religious  duty!
(880921);  Children  must  be  disciplined,  and  made  to  feel  the
vibrations (850421); Children must also meditate… otherwise they'll
become  difficult  children…  force  them  to  meditate…  they  must
meditate…  if  the  children  don't  meditate  they'll  have  troubles…
they'll be very troublesome children… so try to make them meditate…
alright (891203) 

They  should  be  made  collective  and  very  strong  on  their
Mooladharas. You should be alert to the children's vibrations… try to
find out what's wrong with them. For example,  if  you find a child
that's misbehaving, don't 'go on' all the time with him –  call the child
once… make the child sit down, and talk to the child… that you should
do like this… (850421); Cruelty to children may result in the children
getting  weak hearts  (820711);  Little  children should  respect  their
elders, calling them Auntie or Uncle… and not only by their first name
(850421);  The  relationship  must  be  established  in  childhood… like
Aunty or Uncle… or even Mr - little children should never call older
people by their first names… that's not done (850421) 

It is Shri Ganesha who creates the child within the mother's
womb…  he  selects  the  face…  the  colour…  everything.  With  his
magnetic power he manages to attract the right type of genes… he
does  all  such  important  things  for  you… all  the  time  busy… never
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rests…  so  full  of  joy  and  hard  work  (840902);  They  are  special
children given to you as a trust… they are not 'your' children… they
are  the  Adi  Shakti's  children;  So  too  much  hugging  etc.  is  not
necessary - try this more on others' children, and less on your own
(850421); All the children of the world are your children - you are
the parents of all the children… you have to look after all the children
(890423) 

Some children have beautiful attention, and some don't have…
it is not always the blame of the parents, but of course partly they
are responsible. At this age if their attention is not good, at what age
are they going to improve. Parents pamper them, spoil them… then the
children can't have good attention (880106);  Children in  the West
never sit quietly… they must go out and make a big noise -  yet in
India, the children sit so quietly (830107); In India, you find children
absolutely keeping quiet… because the mother takes up responsibility
to train her child. Yesterday also they were running about here… the
reason is the mother doesn’t take responsibility, as a mother, to see
the children are properly brought up (971005); During the Mother's
speech, children who make noise should not be there, or should be
near the door, so they can go out (830725)  

Children,  if  they  are  not  massaged fully,  they  become very
restless (840902); So it is important to understand how to give all
the comfort to the child, and look after the child… but don't spoil the
child (840902) 

There are so many very great Saints who want to be born, and
the Divine Mother wants only such people to be married by Her, who
will bear such good children. But we spoil our children, we ruin them…
to us they become 'our'  children and not the children of the Adi
Shakti.  Then  such  children  stand  out  because  they're  absolutely
spoiled,  they  are  aggressive,  very  naughty,  troublesome  and
possessed.  You  should  think  'we  are  just  here  to  create  these
children for Sahaja Yoga', and 'these are Mother's children… we are
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just looking after them'. Then the detachment will come. Sometimes
you have to scold them, you have to put them right, you have to talk
to  them and  tell  them… 'you  are  Sahaja  Yogis  and  you  are  great
people!' (871230.1); You have to load them with dignity… load them
with praises… so that they settle down (850502) 

I  am so  very  happy  to  see  so  many  children  here… all  are
beautiful Born Realised, and very sweet things… and we should really
know that between ten and fifteen years, you will see the force that
is  coming  up…  and  they  will  correct  you…  they’ll  remove  all  your
complications.  So allow them to grow… allow them to be  grown up
Sahaja Yogis… and you will  see the difference… how sensible they
are… how beautiful they are. Support them… help them… understand
them (950625) 

For all the parents who have children… Sahaja Yoga children
have to be extremely well disciplined… your children must know how
to behave themselves… they must know how to answer… how much
they must talk. Do not spoil them with presents… give them presents
at the right time… and tell them how they should behave… you have to
discipline your children… this is your duty. No child should be allowed
to answer the parents back… if they answer back, give them 2 slaps…
that’s  allowed… teach them to be respectful… if  you do not teach
them, they will be disrespectful to other people… and other people
will smack them, and then you won't like… but they have every right
to smack if a child misbehaves (801205) 

You have to tell them how to behave… sit down with them for
one hour and talk to them… not in the presence of others… tell them
they are like Queens and Kings… put self esteem in them, so they
behave themselves. It's no use spoiling your children - here they will
see something on the TV… and you get it for them - no… you must tell
'no'… what you want is not what the TV tells you… but what you need
is this… and keep it. If they break the toys, and all that, tell them…
'if  you  are  breaking  toys  you  are  not  going  to  get  it…  keep  it
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properly… arrange them'… let them organise… this is how you train.
Respect is the thing - we do not respect our possessions… we just
indulge into them… we throw our clothes here and there… and that’s
why the children, when they grow up, they have no discipline… and
they throw all 'their' clothes (801205) 

Another habit children must form is  to  get  up  early  in  the
morning. The parents must get up in the morning… give them baths…
get them ready… give them tea. If the children do not do that, it is
because of the parents… parents must be ideal about it. So the whole
responsibility of spoiling the children is with the parents… and nobody
else - even the Sahaja Yogis should not spoil the children. You have to
tell  your children til  they are 16 years of age… everything that is
good,  righteous,  how  to  behave  and  how  to  live…  you  have  to…
otherwise  they  become vagabonds… and  they  think  'oh  we  can  do
whatever  we  like'.  Of  course  you  should  never  pay  for  children's
work… if they work, they are working for themselves… it is a very bad
habit to pay them for doing some work… all this training must be given
to them (801205) 

Too much of interest in children is also not allowed… that all
the time to run after the children… because once they know they are
dominating you, they’ll sit on your head. Gradually they will learn. You
see, children are still not human beings… either you make them human
beings… or you make them devils… is in your hands. You should not be
unkind by any chance… but you should not be in any way dominated by
them… it's not the parents who should take instructions from their
children (801205) - Jai Shri Mataji - 
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Ch 2.6.7 - Household RTI
Together with household matters, the family is the concern of

the Left Nabhi, the Gruhalakshmi… the Goddess of the family… and
of the household. The most important role of the wife is to produce
and care for the children; The family is the most important basis of a
healthy  society  -  if  the  family  is  destroyed,  then  all  society  is
destroyed; The family is the nest, for the children to be able to grow
up with dignity (810328)  

The  Left  Nabhi…  reflects  our  relationship  with  our  wife
(850806), the qualities of family, and of the household; The centre of
the Gruhalakshmi, the Goddess of the household. Men and women are
equal, but not similar, both being important for a balanced family life.
If the woman starts trying to compete with the man, then the family
and children suffer. The wife is the Shakti, the strongest point of
the family and has to bear the angularities of the husband (810328);
One  of  nine  Lakshmis…  is  the  Gruhalakshmi,  is  the  housewife
(960716)… the Goddess of the household - the wife. In our subtle
system, is on the left Nabhi (810926); The 'Principle' or 'Essence' of
the family, and of the marriage, of the household, is the child, for
whom all is created (781218; 871225) 

The  ladies  have  to  be  very  good  housewives,  to  be  the
Gruhalakshmi, the Goddess of the household. In India, the housewife
is a very powerful institution, and regarded as the highest. It does
not mean that you have to keep the house very clean. It means that
you have to be very open-hearted, loving and devoted personalities.
The Gruhalakshmi is the power of tremendous love, compassion and
forgiveness. The ladies have to be very dharmic and chaste, innocent
by nature, and not cunning or crafty (860921.2) 

In India, the wife gets up long before the husband, and does
all the preparation of the food etc., and then sits down with him and
fans him as he eats… so giving him a rhythm for the whole day… and
so he does not get hectic. She does not discuss horrible things in the
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morning, but creates a feeling of peace in the household. She does so
by absorbing. She is a very mature person, and sees the futility of
unnecessarily arguing. She is so powerful that she does not take, but
just gives. Where the women are respectable, and respected, there
reside the Deities (860921.2) - Jai Shri Mataji - 

Ch 2.6.8 – Food RTI
There should not be so much attention on food (830131); When

you eat, you don’t understand that this tongue belongs to a Sahaja
Yogi… you shouldn’t hanker after anything… like if somebody likes tea,
he'll go on taking 15 cups… that’s no good… or if he's fond of one sort
of food, he won't take another food. Thinking too much about food all
the time… asking for  food and organising  food all  the time… that
spoils your Vishuddhi very badly (800127.2); We should vibrate our
food - the food should carry love, be cooked with love, and be eaten
with love, with kind words; It is better to avoid hotel food, which is
not cooked with love (830131) 

Food can be used to assist in correcting an imbalance in the
subtle  system,  by  using  more  carbohydrates,  or  vegetarian  type
foods, and avoiding too much proteins, for a person who is too much
on the right side, or the converse for a person who is too much on the
left side (830121);  We should eat food according to our needs. In
general,  in  the  West  one  should  take  more  to  vegetarian  foods
(830131); Those who are right sided should take to foods which are
left sided i.e. carbohydrates, and should become partly vegetarian,
and should eat things at the most like chickens, but not fishes or sea
food, because they are all hot (830121) 

You have to eat that food with some prayer… bless that food,
thank God that you have got that food… then the satisfaction comes
in better (850421); A Sahaja Yogi eats… thinking… as a human being,
it is his duty to eat, that's all… and not for taste… not for greed… not
for showing off… in a very simple manner he eats (960716) 
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Indian food is a heavy food… it's not so light as English food,
or Western food, which is very light, easy to digest. But Indian food
is  not,  and that  is  why we are asked to  dance,  and to  have some
exercise, like a little walking so we can digest it. Indians also have
this fondness to feed you… they are very anxious to feed you, but
don't fall a trap to that… you should say no no no… they themselves
don't eat so much (881221) 

And don't buy any food on the road or anything and eat there…
so that your stomach is kept well, and you enjoy the best of health (in
India - Ed) (881207); A little chillies will help you, because normally
people get constipation if you don't take chillies (881207) - Jai Shri
Mataji - 

Ch 2.7 Divine Guidance

Ch 2.7.1 – Vibrations RTI
The  very  first  thing  God  created  on  this  Earth  was  Shri

Ganesha, because he could emit Holiness. He exists as Chaitanya… in
the atoms and molecules, as vibrations,  symmetric and asymmetric.
These vibrations later on start expressing themselves in the plant
kingdom  as  'life  force',  and  you  see  how  they  are  kept  under  a
bondage…  it's  all  under  control.  And  then  it  is  expressed  in  the
animals, where it binds them… that's why they are called as 'Pashus',
meaning  'under  bondage'.  But  in  human  beings,  it  is  expressed  as
auspiciousness, and ultimately as Holiness (870114) 

Is the feeling or pulsation of the Divine, All Pervading Power
of Love, of the Holy Ghost, within yourself, on the central nervous
system (830210;  830208);  Chaitanya Lahari  (790616);  The flow of
Vibrations is greater at the Feet of the Adi Shakti (890527); Feels
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as  Cool  flow;  Cool  flow  increases  for  truth,  or  for  that  which  is
Divine, or stops and even may become hot for that which is untrue or
against the Divine (870516); Is very temperate… it's not a thing that
is freezingly cold… if it is freezingly cold, that means 'left side'. Cool
breeze is actually never 'very cold'… it's not freezing. It could be hot
with  some  people…  it  could  be  'very  cool'…  because  of  their
problems…  but  if  you  are  a  normal  person,  you  feel  a  cooler
sensation… it is slightly less than your body temperature… it's not so
very cooling as to freeze you - if it is hot, there is something wrong
with you (810524) 

Can  be  seen  like  small  commas  (840702);  Each  particle  of
vibration has a sparkle of light in it, and if there are many vibrations,
cameras can catch them (871016); They are tiny points, going into a
half  circle,  and  may  combine  to  form  an  'Ohm',  'Cross',  or  even
sometimes 'Chains'  (871016);  They are very basic  things,  that can
think very fast, and are very collective, and move and think the same
way,  and  work  out  in  a  silent  way  (871016);  Are  nothing  but  the
principle  of  Shri  Ganesha;  The  Paramchaitanya  is  nothing  but
Vibrations, but with everything within it (890808) 

 The  Chaitanya,  contains  emotional,  physical,  mental  and
evolutionary elements, and when it flows through Sahaja Yogis, and is
applied to a faulty chakra, it causes it to return to normal (840313) 

Every human being has got these vibrations within him, in the
Spirit…  but  they  are  only  manifested  when  he  gets  Realisation
(781002); Now these vibrations are there from the very beginning of
the matter… up to the vibrations where you come up to the human
level. In the beginning they just look like electromagnetic… then they
look like... more there is emotions in it. Then you go a little higher…
and you find these vibrations act… they also think… they report. All
these  vibrations  are  combined  together  absolutely  completely  in
human beings… where they manifest gradually, and they act according
to  the  need  of  the  time…  they  think…  cooperate…  cure…  relate
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things… report… the complete telecommunications  is  built  in  these
vibrations… so you can cure people… you can raise their Kundalini… you
can work on people, sitting down here… all these things are possible
(781002) 

For  example…  Leukaemia  which  is  caused  more  by  speedy
people… can easily be cured… because when you put your hand on the
spleen, if you are a Realised Soul, the energy flows… and the spleen
settles down, because it gets new vitality… it gets the wisdom from
these vibrations… because this is the energy which thinks, cooper-
ates, organises, sorts out… and when given to this spleen, it becomes
wiser… it rests… it becomes silent. Also if you give the person the
balance with your hands… you can make the person much more re-
laxed, much more silent… that is how you can cure (821008) 

Now… if  you do something… and if  the vibrations  are  going
down, then of course… you have to see… 'I'm a Sahaja Yogi… to me
vibrations  are  my  ascent'…  this  is  the  most  important  thing.  For
that… you have to know your goals, your destination… you must know
on what path you are standing… where you are brought… where are
you today - you are not like other people. For that you need pure
intelligence (880710) 

Vibrations are what we feel… and are the reflection of the
light  of  the  Spirit,  but  the  Spirit  does  not  vibrate  (860725);
Vibrations come as an indication from your Spirit - so the information
that  is  given  is  Absolute  (860305);  We  should  use  our  vibratory
awareness all the time - this we forget (800517.1); If you want it to
circulate  and  flow,  then  you  must  open  another  door  of  giving
Realisation to others. If you open one door, at Sahastrara… it's not
sufficient… you have to open another door… otherwise it doesn't flow
(891203); To get your vibrations alright you must wash your hands…
use water as much as you can… wash your hands 10 times… is very
essential  (800927);  When the attention is absolutely one with the
Atman, with the Spirit, then there is a manifestation of Vibrations…
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you  start  getting  the Cool  Breeze in  your  hands (781002);  If  you
start to think, you will lose it (791203) 

In people who are in the 'centre'… the vibrations may start
flowing too much… at any of the chakras… when they may develop…
may develop I am saying… a kind of a suction or emission of vibrations,
depending on the quality of the person who is facing them. This can
be corrected easily, by giving a bandhan… and in case the vibrations
are  too  much,  by  asking  another  Sahaja  Yogi  to  take  out  the
vibrations  from  a  particular  chakra  and  giving  them  to  the
atmosphere (830209)  

To Me everything is nothing but Vibrations - all my movements
and everything is nothing but Vibrations (800609); I have only one
problem… that you are within me, and when you have a problem, I have
a problem… because these vibrations have to go to you… so I prepare
vibrations here as an antidote… and they have to flow. It's a very
subtle  thing  (800927);  Sometimes  the  Deities  emit  too  much  of
vibrations in Pujas, I have seen… but if you cannot bear it, they don't
enter  into  you  -  they  trouble  me… but they  won't  enter into  you
(930721); We must meditate also after Puja, because my vibrations
you  do  not  suck  in  without  meditation,  I  have  seen.  If  you  have
sincerity about it,  really… you will  suck all  my vibrations. Tell  your
mind not to ask questions or to misbehave… but to suck the vibrations
clearly. This is for your own nourishment… for your own growth… for
your own enjoyment (800505) 

Reaction  to  vibrations  should  be  a  very  humble  receptive
reaction (830204); Something quite modest, for example like a small
monkey nut, but which has vibrations,  should be valued much more
than a diamond of the same size (860921) 

Now how will you know that these vibrations are telling you the
truth…  it's  very  simple  if  you  understand  the  common  sense  of
'relativity'… like… bring two mad people, absolutely certified as mad…
and two sane people… now you put your hands towards the people who
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are mad… you will get horrible burning… maybe in the whole hand… on
the left hand side. You get maybe ten cases like that. Now you ask
the  question…  'is  there  God'…  and  you  start  getting  Cool  Breeze
flowing  into  you…  or…  'is  this  power…  All  Pervading'…  you  start
getting Cool Breeze flowing into you. That is how you find out which is
the truth (800721)

- Jai Shri Mataji -

Ch 2.7.2 – Meditation RTI
You  all  have  to  become  masters  in  Sahaja  Yoga…  and  for

becoming masters in Sahaja Yoga I am sure you are doing meditation…
introspection… and all  kinds of Sahaja Yoga practices. You have to
meditate collectively… whenever there is collective meditation,  you
must join that. With collective meditation… you get alright… all your
problems are solved if you go to collective meditation regularly… I
promise you (001231)  

Meditation is the most Sahaja method (760330); Is nothing
but  surrendering  -  is  'complete'  surrendering  (820731);  Is  very
important, in  order to achieve faith in  oneself (961020);  It is  not
necessary  that  you  should  sit  for  meditation  for  3  to  4  hours
(880105),  but  is  to  be  done  regularly,  daily  (830121),  10  minutes
morning and evening (870513); This right and left side movement has
to finish… you have to be in the centre, and to come in the centre the
best thing is to meditate… about 10 minutes in the night and about 5
minutes  in  the  morning;  Some people  do  not  meditate… then  they
cannot grow… the way you can grow is only through meditation and
understanding (980706); Meditation is the medicine (850806), and is
very important, in order to achieve faith in oneself (961020)  
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Meditation  is  for  you…  to  go  deep  down  into  yourself…  to
achieve all that your Sahastrara wants to give you. To achieve that
height  of  detachment,  of  understanding,  is  only  possible  through
meditation.  What  happens  in  meditation  is  that  your  awareness
crosses over Agnya… goes above, and is now stationed in Sahastrara,
in thoughtless awareness. Then the Reality of Sahastrara, the beauty
of  Sahastrara  starts  pouring  in  your  own  character,  your  own
temperament. Unless and until you meditate - not meditate just to
get well, or just to feel that you must meditate - but… meditation is
important for all of you, that you develop your Sahastrara in such a
manner that you imbibe the beauty of your Sahastrara. If you don't
use  your  Sahastrara  in  this  way,  after  some  time  you  will  find
Sahastrara will close down… you will have no vibrations, and you will
have no understanding of yourself… so it's a very important thing to
meditate (980510) 

Meditation is the only way you can enrich yourself with the
beauty of Reality… there's no other way… to rise into the realm of
Divinity  (980510);  You  must  have  seen,  when  people  get  their
Realisation when I am there, they come to the programs for a while,
and then they drop out… the reason is that they have not meditated.
So you have to promise me that you will meditate every night, every
evening, maybe in the morning also… whenever it is possible, if you can
go into meditative mood, you are in contact with this Divine Power.
Then whatever is good for you, for your society, for your country… all
is done by this Divine Power… you don't have to overpower the Divine
Power, you don't have to order, you don't have to ask… just if you
meditate, you are 'one' with this All Pervading Power. Unless and until
your Sahastrara is open, all the blessings of the Divine Power cannot
come to you… cannot! Maybe you might get some money, you might get
some jobs, this and that, but your own development is only possible
when you meditate, and your Sahastrara is fully open (980510) 
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When you meditate you are in silence, you are in thoughtless
awareness… then the growth of awareness takes place, and then it
opens out… but, if you are 'thinking' - it is like a lake, and the lake is
completely in a turmoil… then nothing can grow. But supposing it is si-
lent, then lotuses can grow… anything can grow. In the same way, if
your mind is agitated… and your growth is not yet fully expressing it-
self… then it is such a vicious circle… that… you are agitated… then
your  growth  is  hindered…  again  you  are  agitated…  and  then  your
growth is again hindered. So the best way is to take to meditation…
when you do, this turmoil  will  settle down… and when it will  settle
down, your growth will take place (880921) 

Once you have got your Realisation… and once you have become
'one' with the Divine… then there is no question of your going down…
unless and until you yourself want to go down. It's very remarkable
how you get this… and after that you don’t lose it… of course, first
you must grow… and for that you have to meditate… but this medita-
tion, once you do it… the whole being itself gets so enlightened, and
so beautiful, that you don’t want to change it… you want to be there
and enjoy it for ever (000507) 

 In meditation you can become thoughtless… for a short time -
this short time should go on increasing, that you are without thought.
But human beings cannot understand that anything can happen spon-
taneously… so in  Sahaja Yoga we have something very simple… the
mantra, Nirvichara. So now you watch anything, saying the mantra for
Nirvichara, then you'll start seeing that… witnessing that… without
thinking - we become the witness, the Sakshi (920719) 

Those who have diffidence about themselves, cannot do any-
thing, but those who are surrendered, and those who think that they
can do it, 'can' manage all this transfer of their power to the Divine
Power. It's like, if you have a car, you don't push it… you just sit in it
and use it… in the same way, if you have this great power around you,
if  your  Sahastrara  is  completely  submerged  in  it,  then  you'll  be
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amazed how things will work out for yourself. One thing obstructing
Sahastrara is the movement of your Agnya into thoughts… because a
human being reacts to everything, to this, to that, and the thoughts
are coming… because of that, your attention cannot cross over Agnya
- one should see what sorts of thoughts are coming… you have to con-
demn yourself sometimes. You have to say… 'what nonsense'… 'what
have I been doing'… 'what is the matter with me'… 'how can I do all
that'. Once you start doing all that, these thoughts will start disap-
pearing (980510); I know immediately a person who meditates, and I
know who does not meditate (980712) 

We have a dharma of a wife, of a husband, of a member of so-
ciety… all of them have their own dharmas. Shri Krishna says 'leave
them… leave them to me, and I'll manage'… this we have to learn… is
to say that it is the Divine Power which will solve our problems. This is
for human beings a very difficult state, and this state can only be
achieved through meditation. I am not saying that you go on meditat-
ing for hours together, not necessary, but with full faith in yourself
and in the Divine Power… if you work it out, I'm sure it's not difficult
to rise to that state of consciousness (980510) 

First  bath/wash,  then  sit  down…  don't  speak…  watch  the
Photo,  stop  your  thoughts,  and  go  into  meditation.  To  stop  your
thoughts, first say Ganesha Mantra, then the Lord's Prayer, or "I
forgive", or Nirvichara mantra (3 times), followed by Mahatahankara
mantra (3 times), and then raise the left side 7 times to get balance -
each as  necessary until  thoughtlessness  is  achieved.  Then:  "I  sur-
render this thing", and put love, put your Guru in the core of your
heart, and bow to that, humble down at the Feet of your Guru - ask
for the necessary atmosphere for meditation. Pay attention to your
heart or emotions… try thinking of your Mother… watch your breath-
ing,  slowing it,  reducing by pausing at the end of each in  and out
breath, as if stopping it,  but no exertion about it… and then raise
your Kundalini.  Finally  say Sahastrara Mantra 3 times,  and go into
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meditation. Once this has been done, you go into meditation; This is
like cleansing, and is called as Nyasa. If there is any other obstruc-
tion you can also say for that. Find out what is your problem, where is
the Kundalini stopping - you can feel it within yourself, or if not within
yourself you can feel it on your fingers (791118; 0.0001) 

We cannot 'meditate'… we can only be 'in' Meditation. When
we say we are going to meditate, it has no meaning - we have to be 'in
meditation'; When we are moving in the three dimensions of our life,
i.e. the emotional, physical & mental, we are not inside ourselves. But
when we are inside, we are in thoughtless awareness - then also we
are everywhere, because there we are in contact with the Principle,
with the Shakti, the Power that permeates into every particle that is
matter,  into  every  thought  that  is  emotion,  into  every  planning  &
thinking of the whole world, & into all the elements that have created
this  beautiful  Earth.  When you are 'in  meditation'  you must allow
yourself to be in thoughtless awareness. There the Unconscious itself
will take charge of you - you will start moving with the force of Atit.
The Unconscious is going to work it out, is going to take you there,
where it wants you to go. Try to keep to thoughtless awareness as
much as you can - that is when you are in the Kingdom of God, & His
people, His arrangements, His Consciousness is going to look after you
(760330) 

If  you  are  on  the  Eternal  Principle,  all  that  is  not  Eternal
changes, drops out, dissolves and becomes non-existent. You have to
enjoy  the  strength  of  Eternity,  the  strength  of  Divine  Love,  the
strength of the universal being that you are - this is what meditation
is. So when Sahaja Yogis ask what should we do for meditation… be in
thoughtless awareness, that's all - don't 'do' anything. But we are
used to one thing… that  is  that we must 'do'  something about it.
Meditation is the most Sahaja method… this 'I-ness' has to go away -
that  is  what  meditation  is… where  you  are  no  more  'I',  but  it  is
'You…' (760330); There is only one problem, and that is that although
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you are 'there', still your attention is involved with outside… that is
the  only  defect.  Then  'how  to  remove'…  once  you  say  'how  to
remove', that means you have created the 3 dimensional involvement.
You are not to remove… it is there! If your attention is outside, I
would  have  said…  'no,  your  attention  has  to  go  inside',  but  your
attention is there. Myself, I would just feel where I am… that's all
(760330) 

When I am sitting here… keep your eyes open… where are you
going to meditate… meditate on me… keep your eyes open… just keep
your eyes open (850504) 

Sit in Meditation, improve your Antar Yoga, make your state of
thoughtlessness wider and wider, but not to be done superficially -
put your whole heart in it (830204); Those who don't meditate have
no  depth,  and  the  Agnya  will  be  full  of  thought.  If  there  are  no
aspirations, as far as the Spiritual side is concerned, then it would be
better to leave (951224); Quieten yourselves within - you can stop
your thoughts through controlling the breathing (811103) 

Meditation is a very general word… there are three steps for
meditation: Dhyana, Dharna and Samadhi - but in Sahaja Yoga we got
all 3 in a bundle, we avoided everything else and got the Samadhi part.
Dhyana is the seeking part, where you put your attention towards the
object of your worship. Then Dharna is where you put all your effort,
concentrate all your effort, so your attention is continuously on your
Deity, til your attention becomes one with that Deity. When these
mature, the 3rd state of Samadhi comes in. In this state you see your
Deity in everything you do, and in everything that happens around you
(830723.1) 

Now we must meditate also after Puja, because my vibrations
you  do  not  suck  in  without  meditation,  I  have  seen.  If  you  have
sincerity about it,  really… you will  suck all  my vibrations. Tell  your
mind not to ask questions or to misbehave… but to suck the vibrations
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clearly. This is for your own nourishment… for your own growth… for
your own enjoyment (800505) 

- Jai Shri Mataji – 

Ch 2.7.3 – Introspection  RTI
We should do a lot of introspection, to find out 'what is wrong

with me'… can I sleep on the grass… can I sit on the stone… can I
sleep any time, keep awake anytime… am I seeking the comfort of the
body… is my attention on my body, or on my Spirit… we have to be
strict with ourselves, we have to be our own gurus (910728); It is
important  that  Sahaja  Yogis  have  to  do  introspection…  inward…
introspection  is  inward  looking…  why  am  I  thinking…  what  am  I
thinking… what is  the need to think… you will  become… Nirvichara
(971005);  It  is  very  important  to  do,  so  as  to  overcome the  two
hurdles of Agnya (951224); What is wrong with my personality… it
comes from the surroundings… and the ideas that others have been
putting into our heads - what matters, is what 'I' think, not what
others think (910728)

Now don’t condemn yourself if you have some defects… there
have to be… you are human beings… but all these defects, with your
power of spirituality, you can overcome. For that what have you to
do… first is introspection… trying to find out. You separate yourself
with your Spirit… and say… 'hello Mr… how are you'… start with that…
'hello… what are you up to'… and you start seeing yourself outside…
and eradicating, removing all that is not yourself (010321) 

The fear comes, that I will be putting up my ego - that if we
assert something or other as right, then we will get ego; Know that
you are a Realised Soul, start respecting yourself, and you will not fall
into the trap of ego… 'how can I behave like this'. Then a kind of
dignity develops, and we feel shy of doing something stupid (910728);
We must have a complete attention towards our weaknesses, and not
towards our achievements (760330) 
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If you are hot-tempered,  alright  go and beat  yourself  with
shoes… but if you are not, then you need not… you must know what
you are… first of all introspect… then accordingly, you should work it
out (971225); Without introspection you will not know… you will never
remember what you have done wrong, nor will you think of what you
have to do right… but that is only possible… if you go on improving
yourself (980712) 

For your ascent, it is necessary that you should introspect…
try  to  find  out  what  you  have  been  doing.  Are  you  an  absolutely
humble person… do you do whatever is told to you… are you a fussy
person… do you worry about time… are you a detached person… are
you bound by one of the gunas, left or right… or are you all the time
like a pendulum moving from left to right, right to left… do you worry
about what food you should eat, when you should eat, or whom you
should please (980712) 

In the light of the spirit you can see, how you are doing wrong.
The Spirit is like a mirror, where you can see yourself clearly, and you
start changing yourself… and then… there's no introspection needed.
When you have your Spirit awakened, you can watch yourself… you can
see  for  yourself,  clearly,  as  soon  as  you  become  a  developed  or
evolved Sahaja Yogi… and that's one point one should see… if it has
happened to you. If you can see something wrong with you… if you can
find out what sort of defects you have… if you can detach yourself
from  those  defects,  and  if  you  can  understand  that  all  these
attachments and defects and habits are pulling you down - then only
you can leave them… but that only happens when you have this mirror
of your Self shining through (980712) 

Your own development, your own connection, your own position
in  Sahaja  Yoga  will  say  what  you  are…  whatever  others  may  say
doesn't matter… what you say about yourself, truly, truthfully is the
Reality, and you must face yourself all the time (980712)

- Jai Shri Mataji – 
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Ch 2.7.4 - The Eternal: RTI
Always has been, is, & always will be    

The All Pervading Power of God's Love, by which everything is
created,  &  within  which  everything  remains  (890814.2);  In  the
'present', the Eternal stays, & the rest drops out - if you are on the
Eternal Principle, all that is not eternal changes, drops out, dissolves, &
becomes non-existent (760330) 

This  is  the  time  of  cleansing  -  that  is  why  I  am  here,  as
Nirmala, to cleanse you; Whatever is wrong is wrong - whether today,
tomorrow, yesterday or a 1000 years back. Whatever is wrong for
your  dharma,  for  your  sustainance,  is  wrong.  'What's  wrong  with
this… with that…' - this question will be answered by Kalki only! Then
you  will  have  no  time  to  repent,  or  to  ask  the  question,  'what's
wrong'… you will be chopped off - that is what Kalki Incarnation is
(790928) 

- Jai Shri Mataji -

Ch 2.7.5 – Behaviour RTI
Our behaviour should henceforth be such that we do not show

any symptoms like that of Shuparnaka, who tried to entice men, and
that we should behave in a manner that we are Sahaja Yogis. Our
behaviour  should  be  very  decent  and  decorous  so  that  all  the
vibrations  that  are  flowing  through  us,  which  are  Holy  vibrations,
auspicious  vibrations,  should  not  be  spoiled  by  our  ego  or  our
Shuparnaka ideas, or any such nonsense, which has no relevance to our
ascent.  All  this  comes  from  the  decadence  that  we  have  gone
through. And because we have come up, we can see, the decadence of
society (850000.2) 

You  should  live  like  normal  people…  like  dignified  people…
nothing  of  indignity,  childishness  or  joker-like,  clownish  or
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outstandingly funny… all these dresses should not be worn. You should
be properly dressed, in a way that you have a 'presence' (800927) 

Some people  shave  their  heads… and  all  that  nonsense… to
become spiritually awakened… to be reborn - if by that you are going
to be reborn… then what about the sheep… which is shaved every
year… twice… he should be the most spiritual thing. In the same way…
we  think…  we  wear  some  kind  of  a  dress,  and  say  that  we  are
ascetics… and by that we become spiritually awakened - with £1 you
can change the colour of a dress. By changing dresses, or by colouring
dresses… if by doing these things you can get even one seed sprouted,
I would go in for it… but when it comes to sprouting the seed… we
don’t do all these things. When it comes to our own sprouting… we
have to leave it to God. So how do we leave it to God… we should be
leading a life of temperance… we should not get to extreme behaviour
in  life…  but  to  temperate  life…  and  then  the  time  comes  when  a
person who is authorised to do this… to give this light… comes in this
world… and it can be done (790722) 

- Jai Shri Mataji - 

Ch 2.7.6 - Dreams RTI
The reason why we have dreams is that the Unconscious within

us, the Atma or the Kundalini is trying to guide us to the right path -
and  this  it  does  through  dreams.  But  these  are  misunderstood,
because we are confused. When we are sleeping we go to the depth of
the Sushupti  level,  and there touch the Unconscious,  but when we
come out, we touch our Subconscious or maybe the Supraconscious,
and  this  confuses  whatever  experience  we  may  have  had  at  the
Sushupti  level,  with  other  things  connected  to  our  sub  or
Supraconscious, and we don't remember, or don't understand, and we
forget it. A Realised Soul goes to the Sushupti and sees exactly what
he has to know (830203) - Jai Shri Mataji - 
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Ch 2.7.7 - The Warnings RTI
There are many recordings of various Warnings given by Shri

Mataji  to us all,  warning of the danger of thinking up various new
techniques that we feel we can use, and spreading these funny ideas
to others, with sometimes disastrous results. Do not do it, is all I can
say.

Acupuncture is not to be done by a person who is not a Realised Soul,
New York, Day1 810919.mp3

In all religions, people diverted from right path. I Hope you won't do 
that to me, 871219 Aurangabad

Doing something with "your own ideas" is not proper 850317 
Melbourne.mp3

DON'T TRY ANYTHING NEW... KEEP TO YOUR TRACKS, 850531 
Devi Puja, San Diego.mp3

RAP Music, The Heart started beating the other way round 900811 
Saraswati Puja Clip.mp3

There is NO NEED TO START SOME NEW methods, 930908 
Mahalakshmi Puja, Bulgaria.mp3

You must study S. Yoga in a way, Because spontaneously I say things, 
890725 Melichargasse 

Now listen to me very carefully.  It's only the Sahaja Yogis who can
blacken or enlighten the name of God Almighty.  And if you now want
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to  spoil  it,  you  better  understand  that  you  will  be  very  severely
punished (851117 Diwali: Tivoli, ROME) 

These all clips can easily be found by following this link to the section
of this web site where are located a number of clips in mp3 format
for all  who are interested in  “Keeping  to  our  proper Tracks”,  and
therefore avoiding possible troubles for ourselves.

Ch 2.7.8 - The Declaration RTI
1. "Today is the day… I declare that I am the One who has to

save the humanity. I declare… I am the One who is Adi Shakti, who is
the Mother of all  the mothers, who is the Primordial  Mother,  the
Shakti, the Desire of God, who has incarnated on this Earth, to give
its meaning to itself, to this creation, to human beings… and I am
sure… through My Love and Patience and My Powers… I am going to
achieve it (791202.1) 

I was the One who was born again and again. But now in my
complete form and complete powers, I have come on this Earth, not
only for salvation of human beings, not only for their emancipation,
but for granting them the Kingdom of Heaven, the Joy, the Bliss that
your Father wants to bestow upon you" (791202.1) 

These words are to be kept within the bounds of Sahaja Yogis
only for the time being… and today is the day of Guru Puja, not my
Puja, but your Puja as Gurus. I anoint all of you as Gurus, and today I
will tell you what I have bestowed upon you, and what great powers
you already have within you… (791202.1) 

Among you there are people who have still  not been able to
recognise…  my  announcement  will  work  it  out  within  them…  the
recognition. Without recognition you cannot see the play… without the
play you cannot have confidence within yourself… without confidence
you cannot become the Guru… without becoming Guru you cannot help
others… without helping others you are not going to be in any way
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happy. So to break the chain is very easy… but to build the chain one
after  another  is  what  you  have  to  do.  This  is  what  you  were  all
wanting to be. So be confident and be joyous and be happy… that all
my Powers will protect you, my Love will nourish you, and my Nature
will fill you with Peace and Joy… May God Bless You (791202.1)

--------- 
2. First of all you have to know you are prophets… and you must

know… that I am the Holy Ghost… I am the Adi Shakti… I am the one
who has come on this Earth for the first time in this form, to do this
tremendous task. The more you'll understand this, the better it would
be… I knew I'll have to say that openly one day… but now it is for you
people… who have to prove it… that I am that (830321) 

Because  I  have  said  now,  I  am  the  Holy  Ghost…everybody
seems to be 'over happy', and joyous - I have told you whatever was
needed  for  your  counselling…  I  have  taught  you  how  to  redeem
others,  &  comfort  them… you  know everything…  now just  become
masters in this art… forgetting your past… you are all great people, all
of you. Declare to all the nations now… that I am the Holy Ghost… and
I have come for this special time… that this is the resurrection time
(830321) 

3. I see people when I talk to them… they start talking to me
little frivolously… not with that depth… not with that feeling that I
am Mahamaya. Then some of them even answer me… explanations. Of
course  this  freedom I  have  given  you  deliberately…  but  you  must
understand that you have to talk to me in a way that you would talk to
Adi Shakti… is very important (911013) 

Then how you behave is  very important… you should  not be
artificial… or superficial… but best is to put your hand on your heart…
both the hands… and just try to feel… your Mother is Adi Shakti…
she has created all this Universe… she has created all this world… and
She is for your protection - as soon as I come to know about your
problems, my attention can work it out. All this protection is given to
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you because you are seekers of truth… and the truth is that I am the
Adi Shakti Incarnated. Once this truth becomes one with your self,
there's nothing to fear… because all the Deities know this fact… they
know  about  this  Incarnation  very  well…  they’ll  do  anything  to
substantiate your belief in every way… my photographs… in the sky…
they are so anxious. They are behind the stage… before the stage…
all sides of the stage… listening to me… feeling very happy that I am
telling you the truth. But the way they recognise… the way they act…
they  never  disobey.  If  you  behave  in  the  same  manner,  you  are
completely protected from all these problems I have told you about
(911013)

Once you have recognised, you will have no fear from anyone…
and the more you show that recognition, the more you realise it, you
get higher and higher… not only spiritually, but every way, mentally,
socially, economically, politically… is very remarkable… that not only
that you recognise me as a Mother who loves you very much… but a
Mother who is powerful to protect you (911013) 

So just behind this recognition is all the powers… but if you
are doubting… still half way this that, then things won't be alright.
You shouldn’t worry about your reputation… just go full speed into any
direction, knowing one thing… that you are my child, and that I am Adi
Shakti… everything that looks horrible will become better… you have
seen it now… don’t worry about anything… just know that I am the Adi
Shakti… that all the Powers of Gods and Goddesses… and all that are
within me… and they 'are' within me… and they are all looking after.
But if that recognition is not there… they are not going to recognise
you either (911013); Supposing I correct you sometimes… instead of
feeling sad, you should see that how fortunate I am that Adi Shakti
herself is correcting me… she is taking interest in me… how fortunate
I am… to be born at this  time,  to be with her in  her great work
(911013)

- Jai Shri Mataji - 
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Ch 2.7.9 - Reality RTI
The Truth, the Absolute, which has to be felt on your Central

Nervous System (840708); The realm beyond Sahastrara, where we
have  to  enter (960505);  Is  achieved  through the heart  (910728);
Reality  is  what  Reality  is…  it's  not  a  concept;  A  concept  is  not
Reality…  it's  just  a  mental  projection  (860707.1);  To  deal  with
Reality… it must be done with intensity… even love must be intense…
otherwise you are just be-fooling yourself… playing games… it leads
you nowhere (791202.3) 

- Jai Shri Mataji - 

Ch 2.7.10 -   Talking to others  RTI
When you talk, just talk about Sahaja Yoga, and nothing else;

Don't talk too much about things… specially before meditation and
after meditation… try to keep quiet for a while. To be quiet itself is
very great; And also if there are thoughts, then you have to say 'not
this'… 'not this'… 'not this' (871224); Too much talking Is very bad…
not talking, is bad… but a little talking is good (810904); And… anger
must be mastered… by facing ourselves (910001) 

You  are  materially  bound  by  talking…  talk  comes  from
Vishuddhi,  but  it  starts  from  much  below  (800927)  The  most
gruesome of behaviours, sarcasm, which is the essence of the English
character,  and  comes  from left  Vishuddhi,  can  be  cured  by  being
straightforward  and  speaking  sweetly,  with  no  more  harshness
towards others (850806); If you talk sweetly, then 99% of people will
dissolve before you. One has to learn the trick of talking sweetly to
others. First of all the other person should not know who you are -
show that you are less intelligent than them - with complete humility
(910001) 

A principle of Gandhi was 'never to listen to nonsensical gossip
- never to listen to any criticism'. What is the use… what do you gain
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by repeating to another… why to see something wrong with others…
(980320); Never talk ill about each other… never (810524); When you
speak, it should be auspicious… many people have a habit of speaking
very inauspicious things… like we invite somebody to our house for a
party… and we say something hurtful to them… or say, a dirty joke at
a  time  when  there  is  a  wedding  going  on…  Hell  is  nothing  but
inauspicious living (781002) 

Also I have seen people start discussing me… and in  a very
funny way they do it… I think the best way to deal with the problem
is not to speak about me… if you have to speak, then know that it has
to be absolutely positive… otherwise you are harming yourself… and
you are harming others… then you don’t blame me for that (800127.2)

 - Jai Shri Mataji - 

Ch 2.8 Going Deeper  

Ch 2.8.1 -  Attending a Havan  RTI
Also 'Havana'… in which the Vishnu tattwa is evoked (900818);

This Havan is a very good thing for reciting the names of the Goddess…
her eyes are given by fire… & in that light… in that fire… in the name of
the Goddess, we awaken our Deities within us… & burn away all that is
wrong in these particular chakras which invoke those powers.  So with
devotion and understanding, you have to do it… because you are really
privileged people today… be proud of that, and do with that devotion all
these things… we should do it in full devotion. I think very few people can
put in the fire… but you can all do symbolically… and how many names do
you want to say… do 108… it's better (801019)  

Swaha the third of 7 awarenesses,  or subtle qualities that we
have within us… at the Nabhi (951224); Is the essence of Bhavasagara
(860303);  Swaha  means  consumption,  consuming  the  poisons  of
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everything, of ego, of superego, of our conditionings (860305; 960710)…
where we consume everything… all  sorts of books that one reads… all
sorts of things that we go to… all the ways in which we dress (951224) 

This Havan that is going on here is the power of the Nabhi which
is Swaha… which completely consumes all that is evil, digests it and uses
whatever is good for nourishment. In the same way, we have to promise
that we will be consuming all that is evil in a way to destroy it and we will
digest and nourish ourselves with the Divine Knowledge (851020)  

We  consume  that  which  is  wrong  by  meditation,  by  prayer
(860305); Swaha, the word that one employs, when using the principle of
fire to burn off all  that is  wrong in  oneself (820402) then Swaha is
capacity to burn off… of the Agni (820402)

Ch 2.8.2 – Humility RTI
The basic  seeking  power  is  humility… if  you think you know

everything, you cannot humble down… & you cannot seek. Even if you
seek, you don't want to follow anybody else's path… you'll have your
'own' path… you'll do whatever 'you' want to do (000507); One thing
is very important is the humility… you should be a humble person… not
think  that  you  are  something  special…  or  some  sort  of  a  self-
important person… once you think you are important, then you are not
part & parcel of the whole… how can one part be so important… if you
start thinking like that,  anywhere in  your journey of Sahaja Yoga,
then I must say you are not in the Sahaja Vasta, the Sahaja State
(000507)

Humility is one of the criteria of a Sahaja Yogi… a person who
doesn’t have humility cannot be called a Sahaja Yogi… so this humility
will give you a more permanent state by which you will not react… you
just watch… & that’s how the new state, a witness state comes into
you. When you become the witness… you are in the present… & you
just watch & enjoy… the enjoyment of all the creation is not within
your mind when you are thinking… so one has to learn that we should
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not react. But today's problem is that all human beings are very good
at reacting… reaction is a basic principle of today's life. You are all
Sahaja Yogis… & what you have to do is to understand why this ego is
coming in my head… what have I done… who am I… once you go on
asking such questions, this ego will  disappear.  In Sahaj Culture we
have  a  proper  training  for  getting  rid  of  ego…  you  can  yourself
introspect… see why you behave like this… try to see… what is this Mr
Ego doing within your head? Of course, the mantra of Christ is the
best… but when you are doing this mantra, you should be in a very
humble state… what am I after all… who am I… look at so many stars…
look at so many beautiful things… who am I… what have I done… why
should I be so egotistical? (001225)  

Those who are humble… who are kind… will attract more Sahaja
Yogis… so it is important to change your temperament. If you try to
show off, nobody is going to be impressed by you… if you think you
are something very great,  nobody is  going to  look at  you.  Be very
humble,  kind,  generous…  also  very  joyous.  If  you  are  really  doing
Sahaja Yoga,  no  sickness  can  come… no trouble  can  come… it  is  a
fact… try to understand (001231) 

Those  who  are  humble  can  only  become  friendly  with  each
other, can share their problems with each other. So humility can only
help you to articulate, to have rapport with your friends. But humility
should not be sympathetic - it is a detached quality, that does not get
attached to any person (850901)

Only a person who is not guilty will be really humble, because
guilty people are aggressive… are sarcastic… ; A humble person is a
free person,  free to be humble,  to  be kindly,  to be gentle,  to be
compassionate  -  that  sort  of  Sahaja  Yogis  you  have  to  be.  When
people meet you, they will be impressed; Humility doesn't have any
subservience, and is very different to compassion. Humility is a very
human quality, is a special quality only the bhaktas have. It is such a
beautiful  quality of taking the showers of Bliss,  and a person who
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cannot take, is so lonely. Such a person cannot get companionship with
anyone (850901) 

Humility  is  never  expressed  in  the  Western  life…  on  the
contrary, they despise the people who are humble (871225); Those
who are humble will get to the Kingdom of Heaven, not the arrogant…
the  humble  have  a  right  to  be  joyous…  this  is  'surrendering'
(871024); If we say 'Not I… but the Divine that is doing it…', or 'I
am not  doing  anything…',  then  the  ego  does  not  come up,  and  we
become humble (960505) 

We have certain powers… and these powers increase, when we
humble down - they do not increase with arrogance… with arrogance
one can only become stupid… that's the only end of arrogance. So
with humility, one should know that now you belong to Sahaja Culture,
and Sahaja Culture is that of humility… if you are not humble, then
you have not yet achieved your Sahaja Yoga (880921) 

Moreover,  the  person  who  has  Lakshmi,  has  to  be  a  very
humble man. The temperament should not be of a very serious type…
but should be very mirthful… and he doesn't show off… by a big car…
and this and that (960716) 

Now when you are  facing  the photograph,  just  to  check up
yourself, humble down yourself first of all, like a person who wants to
perfect himself… and try to find out what is wrong with you. Humble
down means to bring down your attention to your heart… don't think
(800907) 

Humility is such a guard for you… of course sometimes people
will take advantage of humble people… it doesn't matter… as long as
you haven't lost your humility everything is alright. But people lose
their humility, when others try to trouble them – and that's one thing
one should not lose - if you have to keep connection with the Divine,
you have to be humble… there's no other way.  If you have to get
something out of the Divine, you have to be humble people… through
arrogance you will not get it… through aggression you will not get it.
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Some people also feel that… 'I love Mother'… but that love is to be
expressed through complete humility… that's the only way… that's
the only channel through which you can approach me… there's no way
out (850901) 

There is  only  one category which should not have humility…
that  is  the  Incarnations.  I  cannot  have  humility,  I  cannot  humble
down  myself  -  I  am  not  supposed  to  do  it.  No  Incarnation  was
humble… they cannot… because they have no guilt.  I act as a very
humble person, but to be frank I have no humility of any kind within
me (850901); An Incarnation comes down, in complete humility, not to
be humiliated, but to make you understand that an Incarnation has
come  all  the  way,  for  your  emancipation  and  for  your  spiritual
growth… then you should,  with  great  surrendering,  and with  great
humility… should accept it (790000.2) 

Ch 2.8.3 – Mariadas RTI
Mariadas The boundaries of your relationships; The discretion

of the heart (820402); The boundaries of dharma (900818), that are
restored  by  the  Kundalini  (920621);  Chastity,  the  practice  of
innocence in you, gives you the Mariadas, the limits. It is the sister in
the family, who gives to the brothers the Mariadas, how far to go
(850901);  Vishnumaya  will  see  to  it…  that  husband  and  wife  sit
together (850901)       

When a lady says she has a male friend, it's not a Mariada; You
cannot have friendship between men and women… you cannot… it's
absolutely absurd; A brother and a sister are never friends… they
don't talk much (850901);  A pure relationship must exist between
brother and sister… supposing a brother and sister are walking, they
won't look at each other, will they… will they be watching each other…
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no! When your brother and sister relationship goes off… you get into
troubles… very much into troubles (860818); When you are very good
brothers and sisters, first of all, your left Vishuddhi improves - we
get this left Vishuddhi, because we don't have proper brother and
sister relationship. It's not that we should have our 'own' sister… but
'any' woman who is a Sahaja Yogini is your sister… except for your
own  wife.  Unless  and  until  we  develop  that  pure  feeling  within
ourselves,  we  cannot  work  out  Sahaja  Yoga…  I  know  it's  rather
difficult to digest… but it's a fact (860818)  
 Anything that you want to use… like the computer… also should
have its Mariadas… don't go beyond it (971004); The Kundalini rises in
its own Mariada. It brings back your Mariadas. You are human beings,
don't live like animals… even worse than animals… you have no right to
do that. God has not created you to be subhuman, but to be super-
human (920621)   

Now you have to love all the seekers of the world… they have
done wrong… they have done all kinds of ego trips… they have done all
kinds of mistakes… but your Mother loves them… and you have to love
them. If they have to be corrected, I'll do that… you just don't do
that way that they feel hurt. So we have a Sahaja Yoga tradition also
in which when we speak to each other, we have that Sankoch within us
of  Shri  Ram… and  if  you  don't  have  that  Sankoch  you  get  right
Heart… and that right heart is a very dangerous thing in the country
like  England  where  the  climate  is  so  bad… because  it  gives  you  a
horrible thing called Asthma. So this Sankoch one has to learn… the
Mariadas… means the boundaries of your relationships. Shri Rama is
known for his boundaries… he doesn't cross the limit… in everything…
discretion of the heart should be there. Now there is no word for
discretion  of  the  heart  in  English  language…  which  is  Mariada…
discretion of the heart is… how far to go (820402)  

Those people who are obedient to me are very powerful Sahaja
Yogis… you know that… and those who are not, go down very fast. I
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have seen those who are disobedient, who don’t listen to me, who are
rude to me, who do not understand the protocol… go down very much
in Sahaja Yoga… because what is lacking in you is the discretion, the
Mariada… how far  to  go.  You have  to  be  powerful  people  and the
power of a person increases by putting Mariadas - supposing you have
wheat, and you spread it, it will spread all over and anybody, birds will
come and eat it up… it will be finished. But if you put it in a sack, it
will have a weight… it will have a size… it will rise in height… is useful…
and it will have respect. But the thing that is all spread all over will
never be respected. Nothing works out without Mariadas… you have
to keep your Mariadas. All our ideas of freedom are to be bound by
Mariadas… if the freedom has no Mariadas, it is abandonment… it is a
nonsense… it is not going to help (820402)

- Jai Shri Mataji - 

Ch 2.8.4 - Responsibility  RTI
That we feel very responsible about Sahaja Yoga, pleases Shri

Adi  Shakti…  that  we  feel  we  have  to  spread  Sahaja  Yoga
everywhere… responsibility without feeling 'in charge' - we say 'not
I, but the Divine that is doing it', or… 'I am not doing anything'… then
the ego does not come up, and we become humble (960505) 

I think people  must take it  more seriously  about the whole
thing… and should understand it… and learn it - we are Gurus. The
main thing is that we do not take any money you see… so people think,
you see… 'that we are not bound… that we are absolutely free to
come and go'… but this freedom sometimes makes a person a little
superficial… or sometimes a little frivolous… but, this is so precious…
so invaluable… that you cannot charge… any money for this knowledge
(821008) 
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You have to take up the responsibility… those who do not, are
not the people who are yet matured… every type of responsibility
that you can take… think of what responsibilities  you can take up
(830821);  Responsibility  is  a  quality  of  the  Vishuddhi  (831001)…
that's why most of us have bad Vishuddhis, because we do not take
responsibility… and we have to be much much more responsible than
even  ordinary  government  servants  are  (830821);  This  Vishuddhi
centre can also catch, if we feel 'too responsible', and can result in
tensions and headaches - the remedy is to witness, and realise that
everything  is  done  by  the  Divine  (890801);  We  should  also  be
responsible in the Ashram, switching off electricity, not wasting food,
being alert to the vibrations of the children etc. (850421); Krishna…
whose qualities include Collectivity, and Responsibility (960929) 

But you do not understand your responsibility. What you are
doing…  you  are  playing  into  the  hands  of  satanics… by  not  paying
attention to your cleaning. By not paying attention to your spiritual
growth, you are not helping me at all… because these vibrations do not
flow out - they have to flow through you… you are the channels. If
you do not keep yourselves clean and humble and meek about it,  it
doesn't work out (800927) 

Start seeing what are the bad things that are being accepted
in your own country, which are very dangerous and detrimental, even
destructive, that have trickled down into your own personality. If we
all see that point very clearly within ourselves (try to note it down,
and  watch  yourself…  where  is  it  lurking),  I  think  you  will  do  the
greatest service to your own country, because whatever goes out of
you, goes out of that country (860705) 

You have to do the work of God, you have to fight the anti-God
elements,  the  satanic  elements…  now,  the  forces  are  gathering  in
such a way that the sorting out will start. You are not responsible for
your families any more. Your responsibility is to yourself, to be the
Spirit… your responsibility is to Sahaja Yoga, is to understand Mother
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better, is to understand this mechanism within you, how it works out
everything, to understand how to become the Guru yourself, how to
be a dignified and a glorified personality, to be a respectable person,
and  not  a  cheap  personality.  Everyone  of  you  is  worth  the  whole
Universe - if you want to rise to that height, to that magnitude, it is
within you to prosper - but those people who still want to live on a
very low level cannot (821219) 

So now we have to be wise, and see what is destroying us…
what  is  destroying  our  inner  being.  For  Sahaja  Yogis,  it  is  very
important… because if they can hold it… with their wisdom, and firm
faith in Sahaja Yoga… after some time the whole thing can subside…
and this is what has to happen actually to the world… otherwise they
can be blown off also - if they are not rightly placed… if they are not
grounded. If they are not fixed to their own enlightened faith of
Sahaja Yoga, they can be blown off with this wind, which is there to
torture… to destroy the whole world. So the responsibility of Sahaja
Yogis is very important… that their Ganesha principle is alright… if it
is  not  alright  then  the  whole  Sahaja  Yoga  movement  can  collapse
(930721); For ladies and for men, I have to make a humble request,
that  they  should  try  to  put  their  Shri  Ganesha  in  a  respectable
position in their lifestyle… that it should be the highest… the most
important (930721)  

What is the knack, then of being a good Sahaja Yogi… in one
word,  that  you  can  understand…  one  small  thing…  is  to  be
responsible… if you are a responsible Sahaja Yogi… you will find your
own way… if you are not,  you will  go to doom… because if you are
responsible… then only God is going to give you more (770126.1); You
have to give Realisation… you have to take responsibility of Sahaja
Yoga now… you have to become responsible for it, in your own way.
You have to do it, because you are doing it for the greater good - the
more you think of the greater good it is doing… the better it will be
for you (.0011) 
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 When you are responsible, you will be amazed… you will drop
out  most  of  your  habits…  automatically.  Once  you  take  the
responsibility of Sahaja Yoga on your shoulders… immediately all the
dimensions of your new life will open out… knowledge will pour into
you… a new style of understanding will develop… the subtleties of life
will open out before you… the joy will pour onto you… you will feel as
if the Ganges is flowing over your Sahastrara… but you have to be
responsible.  Responsible  also  means  that  others  should  be  given  a
chance… and when you start leading a responsible Sahaja Yogi life…
thousands  of  evolved  Souls  will  hang  around  you…  you'll  have  a
different light on your face… you will be amazed… when you speak,
you  will  be  amazed  at  how  you  are  speaking…  how  things  are
happening… how things are working out. You are very few people on
the  stage…  behind  the  stage  there  are  thousands.  The  sense  of
responsibility  can  only  come  through  your  freedom…  this  is  the
problem of Sahaja Yoga. Is it that human beings are not that evolved
to be responsible - that they must be dominated by somebody… or
driven…  otherwise,  they  cannot  do  something  responsibly.  So  in
Sahaja Yoga… we have to be responsible (770126.1)  

 Jai Shri Mataji - 

Ch 2.8.5 - Attending a Puja RTI
The dedications and worships of God, that are organized by

those who are gently dedicated to and seek the help of the Divine
(790530); Puja is very important - things are worked out through Puja
(850528)

In Puja, the person who is saying the mantras should not get
disturbed (871016); Avoid all use of plastics. Silver is preferred to all
other materials (850806); When… I am sitting here… keep your eyes
open… where are you going to meditate… meditate on me… keep your
eyes open… just keep your eyes open (850504)
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At the time of Puja, you must try not to think… and try to suck
my vibrations more… pay more attention to me (871224); New people
are not allowed to attend Pujas, because they do not understand, and
will start analysing. Just sit quietly, and see with understanding… just
feel the vibrations, with no thinking - be in thoughtless awareness,
then the Deities within will be strengthened (850421); Before coming
to Puja,  don't talk too much, don't discuss too much (880105);  In
Puja, all your Chakras will be awakened… it's a very deep experience…
so come with an open mind… keep yourself open… with a receptive
mind…  and  don't  talk  in  the  morning  too  much…  just  take  your
breakfast… and come with a calm mind (831001)   

For  Puja,  you  should  not  get  people  who  are  of  mediocre
nature, because to bear up Puja is very difficult… people have not yet
understood the value of my Being, of my Feet, of my Hands… they
cannot… they do not… deserve to be here. So do not get anybody,
because he's your friend, or brother or sister… it's wrong… you are
spoiling the chances of that poor person… because it's too much for
him… he cannot bear it… it's meant for very few people (800505)

For Puja, we should not have people who are not at least in
Nirvichara… means if they still think that Sahaja Yoga… will not suit
me, and all  that… we don't want such mediocres… they should not
come… nothing will work out with them… they are useless people for
me… absolutely. If they have to come to the Puja… they must know
that…  you  have  to  be  of  a  calibre…  otherwise  please  don't  come
(850504)   What we call the Amrut, means the Ambrose… of my Feet,
is not meant for everyone… also, the Blessings of the Puja are not
meant for everyone… so try to avoid people who are not yet fully
equipped. First, they will start doubting… or there will be a problem
with the protocol… it's a very great privilege to be here… and this
privilege  cannot  be  granted  to  every  person.  This  is  a  very  great
privilege that I am telling you all these things… that I am telling you
that 'sincerity is the key of your Self Realisation'… it's a privilege…
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I'm giving you the key. Understand what a privilege it is for you to be
here… what  fortune… what reward,  for  what  you  have  done… how
many lives have been rewarded by being here? This will help you to do
Puja in a more sincere manner (800505)   

In Puja when I see people doing Puja I know how far they are
dedicated… because the way they do it with caution, with care, with
awe, with understanding… everything is so beautiful… but if somebody
is doing just a ritual thing, I get a fright… like they'll do my Puja al-
right… mechanically… but some people may not even do any Puja… but
they sit  before the photograph… and talk to me,  heart to heart…
without saying anything… but… to put it in the heart for some people
is very difficult (850310)   Puja works very well, because it satisfies
lots of demands of past habits - that you feel  that you are doing
something  about  it;  The  Rishis  and  Munis  have  found  out  how  to
please  the  Deities,  how  to  please  the  Mother.  When  you  praise
someone from the heart, that means that you are accepting it, and
that is the time that the chakras start creating a force, by which you
are thrown into the Realm of God. These methods of Puja, Prayer and
Mantras have been found out by great Masters of Sahaja Yoga… and
the effortless effort of the Sahaja Yogis makes my Body vibrate…
extracts the essence from my Body, I should say. It makes the Infin-
ite release itself through this Finite Being… and it works… it works
very well (760330)    

The essence of Puja is how to overcome our material gross-
ness; We must know that matter is given to us by God… everything
belongs to God; So why do we give to God… after all God doesn't need
anything… but God is the enjoyer… the enjoyer is God in you… when
God is there, that enjoys… that is the Spirit. So whatever pleases
your Spirit is used in the Puja… is to be given; By showing light to
God… what we do is we worship light within us… the light element gets
enlightened within us. The light element is here on the Agnya. When
you do Aarti or when you put light before God… when you show light
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to God, the light element within you gets enlightened; Supposing we
give a flower to God… after all it's God's own creation… 'what' are we
giving… (800927); Now we must understand that… when you give me
flowers… you ask for 'flowers' for your life… and… you have to give a
'little' money to me if you want to have money also… it's important…
not in person… but in the Puja (850502)    

When you give flowers,  Mooladhara gets enlightened.  These
flowers when you give it to me, they give you two things. Flowers are
very important… if they are beautiful, then they give to Swadisthan…
if they are fragrant, they cure your Mooladhara. Now think of it… you
are doing it to improve your chakras; When you get honey then your
attention gets enlightened; Now you give rice to the Devi… rice should
be put in her lap… now, what is a little rice to a Devi… is that by put-
ting rice… in you the satisfaction… of getting food that gives satis-
faction is enlightened; But it should be done with dignity & under-
standing… it is for you to get the advantage (800927)   

Now in Sahaja Yoga, it is proved now… when you rub my Feet,
'you' feel better, not me… you rub my hands, 'you' feel better… when
you fall at my Feet 'you' feel better. So when you do for God, the
blessings come to you… you are blessed.  Whatever is  the problem
with you, you give to God to solve… also whatever satisfies you, you
give to God… the satisfaction comes to you; Then other things are
used… ghee is used, for… Shri Krishna is very fond of ghee or butter…
so when you rub my Feet with say butter,  your Vishuddhi  will  im-
prove… 'you' know that… not mine… I have no problem… I have only
one problem… that you are within me, and when you have a problem, I
have a problem… because these vibrations have to go to you… so I
prepare  vibrations  here  as  an  antidote…  and  they  have  to  flow
(800927)    

It's a very subtle thing to understand… to move from gross to
Spirit… this is the thing by which you move… because first, you en-
lighten your chakras… then by enlightening your chakras, your Deities
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get happy, Prasanna… by making the Deities happy, you get a passage
for the Kundalini to pass through… and by making the passage for the
Kundalini, the Kundalini goes up… and then your attention starts be-
coming one with the Spirit. It is step by step you move, from matter
to subtler matter, from subtler matter to your chakras, from chakras
to Deities, from Deities to… the Spirit. Then Spirit enjoys itself… so
there, you do not have to do anything. That's why these things were
prescribed…  people  could  not  see  this  linkage…  they  thought  why
should we give anything to God… after all it is all his own - you have
reached  a  stage  where  you  have  to  detach  yourself  from matter
(800927)    

Before Puja, you must take your bath… in the morning don't
talk to anyone… be in hushed condition… you are in for opening out to
the great power which is going to solve the problems of the world… so
you cleanse yourself… you wash yourself. You cleanse yourself so that
you get your chakras evolved. It doesn't mean that you take to San-
yasa or anything… you should live like normal people… like dignified
people… nothing of indignity,  childishness or joker-like,  clownish or
outstandingly funny… all these dresses should not be worn. You should
be properly dressed, in a way that you have a 'presence' (800927)   

You know that after Puja, I get a little tired, because if you
cannot receive it, that force… I want to sleep and get rid of that ad-
ditional  vibrations…  into  Sushupti…  by  entering  into  the  Infinite
state. That means that when you are doing Puja, receive it also - be in
thoughtless awareness when you are doing Puja, completely concen-
trated and receiving. But people are talking, are moving about - that
is the time the nectar is oozing out… you just receive it at that time,
with full devotion. If you feel the vibrations of my chakras at that
time… you will realise that even the minute small little wheels in my
body are moving at different speeds… and different dimensions… and
I don't know how to explain… but it creates a melody… and you have
to receive it… and it is a melody individually suitable for every indi-
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vidual… and when you receive it… it triggers in you that state of infin-
ity. So at that time of Puja, you must know that… all your attention
should be in reception (760330)  

Now we must meditate also after Puja, because my vibrations
you do not suck in without meditation, I have seen. If you have sin-
cerity about it, really… you will suck all my vibrations. Tell your mind
not to  ask questions  or  to  misbehave… but to  suck the vibrations
clearly. This is for your own nourishment… for your own growth… for
your own enjoyment (800505)  

Ch 2.8.6 – Sankoch RTI
Shri Rama… is the embodiment of all the good qualities in a

man… like Sankoch… you see there is a Sankoch… like not… sort of… to
go to somebody's house… and then… to start demanding… this and
that… rather…you should be… worried… how far to go with a person…
how far to talk to a person… how far to go with your wife… with your
children… you see… all that is Sankoch. Sankoch means… restraint… in
a  wise way… enlightened restraint… how far  to  go  is  the question
(0.0012)   Shri Rama being Sankochi… means he's a man full of Grace
(850000.2);  Shri  Rama  was  known  to  be  a  very  formal  person…
Sankoch… that he would go to any extent to bear upon himself the
problems, than to tell  others to do something… this is one of the
greatest qualities of Shri Rama… that he would not order anyone to
do  anything  for  him.  The  softness  of  Shri  Rama  goes  to  the
extremes… which I call the Sankoch (871004; 861223)  

Rama was on the right side of the heart… means the heart put
to activity… do you understand that? When you are in the left heart
that's your sincerity… your heartfelt thing… but the heartfelt thing…
what's the use you see. There are many Sahaja Yogis who really feel
this world is horrible and something must be done… Sahaja Yoga must
be brought in… but how many of you are really putting that to action…
absolutely into action. Without that your Rama's tattwa cannot be
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improved. Rama's tattwa is only improved when you put all the things
into action… that's exactly what Shri Rama did (820402)  

There's  no  word  in  English  language…  because  you  have
'formality'…  which  is  a  very  insipid  word  to  describe  Sankoch…
because there is no 'integration’ between your ‘heart’ and ‘formality'…
but if you can think of a 'formality of the heart', what do you call
that… sweet formality… it's an action… formality of the heart… in
action you see. Not to say something in such a way that you touch the
wrong side of a person… is Sankoch. The delicacy of understanding.
You see… this arrogance and rudeness comes to us because we have
no  Sankoch.  That  Sankoch,  that  understanding  comes  if  you  love
someone and understand (820402) 

 Now you have to love all the seekers of the world… they have
done wrong… they have done all kinds of ego trips… they have done all
kinds of mistakes… but your Mother loves them… and you have to love
them. If they have to be corrected, I'll do that… you just don't do
that way that they feel hurt. So we have a Sahaja Yoga tradition also
in which when we speak to each other, we have that Sankoch within us
of  Shri  Ram… and  if  you  don't  have  that  Sankoch  you  get  right
Heart… and that right heart is a very dangerous thing in the country
like England where the climate is so bad… because it gives you the
horrible thing called Asthma. You get Asthma if your right heart is
caught… not necessarily that asthma will come only from right heart…
can also come from centre heart… but if  you get right heart,  you
definitely  get  asthma.  So  this  Sankoch  one  has  to  learn…  the
Mariadas… means the boundaries of your relationships. Shri Rama is
known for his boundaries… he doesn't cross the limit… in everything…
discretion of the heart should be there. Now there is no word for
discretion  of  the  heart  in  English  language…  which  is  Mariada…
discretion of the heart is… how far to go (820402) 

Those people who are obedient to me are very powerful Sahaja
Yogis… you know that… and those who are not, go down very fast. I
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have seen those who are disobedient, who don’t listen to me, who are
rude to me, who do not understand the protocol… go down very much
in Sahaja Yoga… because what is lacking in you is the discretion, the
Mariada… how far  to  go.  You have  to  be  powerful  people  and the
power of a person increases by putting Mariadas - supposing you have
wheat, and you spread it, it will spread all over and anybody, birds will
come and eat it up… it will be finished. But if you put it in a sack, it
will have a weight… it will have a size… it will rise in height… is useful…
and it will have respect. But the thing that is all spread all over will
never be respected. Nothing works out without Mariadas… you have
to keep your Mariadas. All our ideas of freedom are to be bound by
Mariadas… if the freedom has no Mariadas, it is abandonment… it is a
nonsense… it is not going to help (820402)

Ch 2.8.7 - Collectivity RTI
It  is  necessary  to  meet  collectively  every  day  to  avoid

problems… only in collectivity maturity starts - it is a living process.
If we are not collective, we will disappear one day. It is like a tree,
where everything belonging to that tree grows - if a leaf separates
off, it dies - we have to stick onto the tree. In winter, leaves fall,
because a little bark forms a barrier in between, and they fall off.
The same thing happens in Sahaja Yoga, when we do not accept the
principles of Sahaja Yoga -  we put a barrier.  So we have to open
ourselves  up  to  suck  the sap -  give up  the ego and superego,  our
conditionings, and ideas of before… and so we surrender. This does
not help the tree, but it helps you. Pure intelligence gives you that
sense, to do this. Then all the blessings start to come (871016); We
must come to  the Collective,  otherwise there is  the possibility  of
getting lost (900811.2) 
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Today is the day to make a big determination… that you will
start enjoying your collective spirit… which was opened on 5th May
1970… everything for the collectivity… then the enjoyment will  be
maximum… you will never feel that you have sacrificed anything. But
still, you are more identified with your own enjoyments… and your own
ideas of enjoyment… you still do not enjoy that collective spirit… you
still like… in companionship… in company with each other… you enjoy it
more like people who are not in Sahaja Yoga… very low grade… just
want to take advantage… and have a nice time… and all that… that
type of people are not going to make much mark for us. You all must
be connected to God individually… so that you are all connected among
yourselves (800505)  

The best way to strengthen yourself is… to be together as
Sahaja  Yogis…  you  must  attend  the  programs,  when  there  is  a
collective Aarti… or Puja… or Meditation. When you collect together…
something happens to you… if you sit at home, and do something…
nothing  works  out  much.  Anywhere  when  there  are  people  sitting
together in meditation, Sahaja Yoga itself manifests… because it is a
collective phenomenon. There is a mathematics about it… and Sahaja
Yoga  works  out  after  actually  there  are  more  than  seven  people
(770126.1)  

You have to be the whole, you have to be in the centre. Tell
your mind 'be humble'… and all this relativity will go away, that you
have to be unique, that you are some higher soul or something - all
that is nonsense. Try to keep to the centripetal force, where you are
in  the  centre…  moving  along  in  the  centre.  But,  there  is  also  a
centrifugal  force  acting,  and  once  you  try  to  go  to  anything
extraordinary, try to do something better, or something exceptional
and try to show off, or in any way you try to come out from the whole,
then you just go like a tangent, and in such a big way that you are
amazed how you are left out… and such people go out of circulation
(800907); Not to be collective, itself is a negativity (890617.1) 
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Now, in 'collectivity', the Krishna Principle plus the principle of
Guru  are  mixed.  So,  when  he  becomes  the  Guru,  then  collectivity
starts… when the principles of these two get integrated, then the
collectivity starts… and as a result of that you get Discretion. Now
Shri Krishna is very fond of butter… so to improve the discretion
part… we take vibrated ghee or butter, which is heated up… and put it
in the nose. But before that we gargle… with salt… which represents
the Guru principle (850502) 

Collectivity is not to 'force' people to come to Sahaja Yoga…
once they come to Sahaja Yoga they will know the joy of life… and you
don't  have  to  tell  them anything…  nothing  has  to  be  told…  just…
silently it  will  work… and they will  feel  your love… you see love is
something  so  great…  it  not  only  helps  others…  it  also  helps  you
(970823.1); Collectivity is the beginning of Sahaja Yoga - Sahaja Yoga
is not meant for individuals (801116);  If there is a problem in one
part, or in one individual, then there is a problem for the whole, for
the collectivity. If there is a problem for the collectivity, for the
whole,  then  it  will  reflect  on  you  (890611);  When  collectivity  is
disturbed, the centres that catch are Vishuddhi and Sahastrara, and
if it goes beyond a certain level, then you catch on the heart, and if
Agnya,  left  or  right  join  in,  then  you  develop  Ekadesha  Rudra
(801116); The greatest law of Sahaja Yoga is that it is a collective
happening (880103) 

Collectivity is the work of Adi Shakti only, because it exists at
Sahastrara.  If  we cannot be  collective,  or  enjoy  collectivity,  then
there  is  something  wrong  with  us.  Avoid  criticising  each  other
(900923); We are cells in the Mother's body - Mother has awakened
us.  If  we  are  sick,  then  Mother  is  sick…  in  the  sense  that  She
liberates more vibrations and She feels sick with that, if we cannot
take those vibrations - 'when you take vibrations I feel very happy'
(801116) 
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We have to be in the collective… at the slightest provocation,
people become non-collective… if they cannot have rapport with other
Sahaja Yogis… cannot talk to other Sahaja Yogis… cannot live with
other Sahaja Yogis… then there is something wrong with them… they
must  understand  that  there's  something  wrong  with  them,  and
nothing wrong with others. I know of a Sahaja Yogi who came and told
me  that…  'Mother  they  are  very  unkind  to  me…  they  are  very
suspicious of me… they do this and do that'… nothing of the kind… it
was his  own mind that was  working like that,  and giving him ideas
against  other  Sahaja  Yogis.  So,  never  criticise  your  brothers  and
sisters… if you have to criticise, criticise yourself. Best is to criticise
yourself, and see for yourself what's wrong with you that you cannot
fit into the collective (860818) 

The tongue is first of all… for saying things which are sweet
and beautiful… let us find out what sweet things we are going to say
to people… not expressing 'our' views, like 'I like it… I like that' or 'I
want that', but on the contrary… 'do you like this'… 'would you enjoy
this'… so the language should be directed towards others… showing
interest  and  concern.  The  voice  Should  be  melodious,  and  the
language should be controlled. If we can control our tongue, 80% of
collectivity we will achieve (850502) 
 Collectivity will make you grow… if we try to separate off, then
we may drop off; Our house may be separate, but each house must be
for all Sahaja Yogis - any visiting Sahaja Yogi must feel that he is the
owner of that house (871024); Nobody should arbitrarily decide, but
should  consult  the  collective,  especially  the  leader  to  find  out  if
whatever you have thought of is alright. One may commit lots of mis-
takes, if you start behaving arbitrarily (880103); The Spirit is the
collective being, is absolutely one with the collective (801116)  

You have to understand… how the collective phenomenon works
out. If there is a Realised Soul… then he is surrounded by… two or
three… Divine (word unclear)… but in certain cases, when there is a
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Realised Soul, and he is not yet say, that good… say for example if he
smokes… then there could be only one, following such a man… mostly
there's at least minimum of one. So every Realised Soul has got some
people with him. But… if somebody… for a short time… does some-
thing… mad… actually very bad… then all of them might depart for the
time being… but they again come back… to him. Now when such a man
is struggling to have an experience… if there is another positive per-
son… a very positive person comes in… and he may be having more
people with him… so he may be able to spare some of his people… to
prop up this man. Those people who just innocently commit mistakes,
or something like that… and they are very active in Sahaja Yoga, and
are good people - and they may also find it difficult, hard sometimes
to overcome their habits - so they must know at that time, that if
they go to another Sahaja Yogi,  who does not have this particular
habit… say, of… taking the snuff… then the other person's guides,
who are hovering on him, can help this man… much more so than the
another man, who is about to take a snuff - and if you go next to him…
and his have already departed… then they take away all  the three
that you had. But… they do not enter into your psyche… but… they
bring about a cosmic change around (770126.1) 

But supposing a person is suffering from bhoota-baddha… or
he has been to some gurus… so the guru will also fix some entities
with that fellow… into his psyche. Now when this one is trying to do
something bad… then he will be supported by another… bhootawalla…
the fraternity works very fast… there will be no freedom in him… he
will just go like a magnet… he will be attracted towards that person
who  has  a  bhoota-baddha  immediately…  &  he'll  become  weak
(770126.1) 

Now, what is the difference… the difference is very great… in
the first case… you have to choose to be in the company of a Sahaja
Yogi who does not have these habits… for example a hot-tempered
fellow… when he gets into hot temper… can think of somebody who is
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very silent by temperament… or, a man who is… so silent that he…
can't say anything… though he is mad about it… when his Mother is
insulted… then, if he thinks of someone who would not tolerate this
stuff… then immediately he will get the power (770126.1)  

But  you  find  that  so  many  Sahaja  Yogis  get  attracted  to
negativity just like that… they don't know how they get interested
into that - but to positivity… they have to exert themselves. That's
why I tell people… do not keep combination with people who have the
same weakness… but you will  find always, friendship is there - say
there are two Sahaja Yogis who talk ill of Sahaja Yoga, morning til
evening…  finding  faults  with  Sahaja  Yoga…  they  will  combine
together… they make good company you see.  It  is  better  to  have
diverse company, so that you supplement each other better… than to
be  attracted  towards  people  who  are  of  the  same  nature.  Like
somebody who is a show-off… you see he must say something to show
off all the time… now another show-off should run away from him… he
should sit with a person who is a shy person - this is very different
style from that of the negative people… because in negativity, two
negatives must join together… nicely… to become real negative. But in
Sahaja Yoga, two opposites must meet… to be good Sahaja Yogis - but
this must be done in complete freedom… in complete understanding
(770126.1) 

What is the knack, then of being a good Sahaja Yogi… in one
word,  that  you  can  understand…  one  small  thing…  is  to  be
responsible… if you are a responsible Sahaja Yogi… you will find your
own way… if you are not,  you will  go to doom… because if you are
responsible… then only God is going to give you more (770126.1) 

Now the collectivity part of it is very important… anybody who
cannot be collective is not yet a Sahaja Yogi… collective in the sense
that anybody who cannot live with other Sahaja Yogis… who tries to
find fault with someone all the time… who wants to run away, with his
wife or with her husband… and stay somewhere else… who wants to
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get out… is not a person who is collective. You have to be collective…
and to be collective means… at every collective program you should be
there… you should always meet collectively… meditate collectively…
and find ways and methods of being collective (860823) 

There are so many evil forces which are all the time trying to
attack collectivity… first,  they will  attack the leaders… then they
have their sly methods… of going around and talking something here
and there… in the ears… to create some sort of a politics. All such
people will be thrown out of Sahaja Yoga… as there is a centrifugal
and a centripetal force… both acting equal and opposite. Anybody who
goes  against  collectivity…  who  sticks  to  their  bhoots…  to  their
negativity… will have to get out of Sahaja Yoga (860823)  

It is to be remembered that to be collective, is to be joyous…
is  to  be  progressive…  to  be  going  further.  You  have  got  your
Realisation… remember this… now you have entered into the Kingdom
of God… into the Kingdom of Virat… where you are part and parcel of
a Collective Being… you are not alone… you cannot be singled out… you
cannot separate yourself… you have become part and parcel of that
collectivity…  and  that  Virat  is  going  to  look  after  you…  going  to
nourish  you…  going  to  do  everything  that  is  necessary  for  your
spiritual, physical, mental, emotional, even financial development. But
if you try to cut it short… if you try to block the collectivity… or try
to  make  problems  for,  or  even  if  you  try  just  to  get  out  of  the
collectivity… then that is not our work. This is to be understood fully,
in every way possible… you should know that collectivity is not only
for your advancement… not only for your development… not only for
'your' achievements… it's the achievement of the whole humanity…
the purpose of your creation is fulfilled by that (860823) 

Those people who live in the ashrams are better off always
than the people who live alone… always… they will always have better
results than the people who live alone. Maybe they live alone because
they want to have a little private life… but their privacy is not going
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to help them at all… the more you live together… reside together…
enjoy together… there will be greater chances of your advancement…
the more you will try to make yourself private… or try to get out of
it… whatever explanation you may give… God understands very well…
and there's a big problem for you. You should enjoy more the company
of Sahaja Yogis, than your own private company in the dingy room of
yours. That is one thing you can judge yourself… the judgement is
your own (860823) 

Ch 2.8.8 - Breathing RTI
Best  way  to  balance  the  Nadis  at  Hamsa,  is  by  breathing

exercise: breath in through one nostril, hold the breath for a while,
then let it  go out through the other.  Now breath in  through that
nostril, hold for a while, then let it go through the first one again. Do
this three times only, & very slowly (800517.2) 

In meditation… you pay attention to your heart or emotions…
try  thinking  of  your  Mother…  watch  your  breathing,  slowing  it,
reducing by pausing at the end of each in & out breath, as if stopping
it, but no exertion about it… & then raise your Kundalini. Finally, say
Sahastrara Mantra 3 times, & go into meditation. Once this has been
done,  you  go  into  meditation  (791118;  0.0001);  Quieten  yourselves
within - you can stop your thoughts through controlling the breathing
(811103) 

If the centre of security… if it is blocked you get problems…
like breast problems & things like that… & also breathing sometimes -
is the sense of security. There is a Deity there… the Deity which is
the  Mother  of  the  Universe… you  have  to  awaken  her… if  she  is
awakened, you don’t have these problems… it's very simple (810511) 

A problem that people who are in the 'centre' may develop, is
low  breathing,  &  low  blood  pressure,  because  of  parasympathetic
activity… & when they are fighting the anti-God activities, they might
feel tired… but again they improve, & they feel alright (830209) 
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A new idea has come, that you should not eat any salt & sugar…
just imagine… salt is so important for our breathing, & sugar is so
important for our combustion (871213) 
Ch 2.9.1 - The Chakra chart RTI
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Ch 2.9.2 - Chakras on the Head… RTI

Ch 2.9.3 - Chakras on the Hands… RTI
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Ch 2.9.2 - Chakras on the Feet RTI

[This space is kept for when we discover the drawing made by
Shri Mataji of the feet with all  the special positioning of the
various chakras. They are different to the Hands. An example is
the Nabhi which is represented on the hands as on the 3rd or
middle finger on each of the hands, whilst on the feet, the Nabhi
is the large toe on either of the feet.

In some texts, the authority that is taken is from some
‘non Sahaja’ sources – so beware.

see note Howlers     esp     Vikrut     &     Gossip  .  RTI
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PART THREE  G  iving it to   the   W  orld  

Ch 3.0     Thinking of Others RTI

           Maybe here, it is an appropriate time to discuss the concept of
the ‘Halfway house'. It was described to this Nick long long before
he ever heard of Sahaja Yoga, or even of Shri Mataji either. He was
told  of  it  way  back even  before his  trips  to  Africa,  by a  visiting
clairvoyant,  somebody who  talks  to  Spirits,  to  deal  souls  who  are
earthbound, who want only to interfere with the lives of those who
are left behind. But it is still relevant for all that.

Shri  Mataji  often  tells  us  that  we  are  involved  with  this
journey of ascent, that we need to ascend to reach our predestined
goal, this Kingdom of Heaven or Kingdom of God. But it seems that
not all of us are really interested so much in doing that. If you talk to
the crowd that often comes to our meetings you will hear all sorts of
explanations and experience all sorts of funny behaviours from those
who none the less claim to be Sahaja Yogis. Most of them, however,
do claim to be all very genuine Sahaja Yogis.

One thing they do all seem to have in common is the need to
socialise, to be together in some way. So is born this concept of the
Halfway House, where we all can get together, with the minimum of
the Self Realisation required to be accepted as Sahaja Yogis. There
is  or  should  be  no discord,  no  disagreements  existing  between  all
those who are gathered there. But still, it is not the full journey. It is
still only as its name implies, only the Half Way House – halfway to
where? Why of course… halfway to the full destiny, The Kingdom of
God. So where, if you still need to ask is this Half Way House? The
best answer is I suppose that it probably exists somewhere slightly
different for Sahaja Yogis in each of the various countries around
the world, but in England, it must surely be near the river, along the
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Thames. There is always a nearly full hall on Saturday evenings, & so
many yogis all or mostly enjoying the whole evening together.

Here is what our Beloved Mother has to say about the climbing
part that some of us have to do, to reach that Pinnacle.. that Peak of
the Mountain, from where everything flows.

"- You'll be surprised… it's like climbing a big… you can say a
mountain…  but,  when  you  have  reached  the  peak…  you  can  see
everything very well… and you feel so satisfied that you are at the
peak. So that climbing part… even… some of you have to do it… it is
alright… there is no problem… you can do it. You must have respect for
yourself… love yourself… and understanding… that you have to reach
the peak… peak of the mountain (000507)

And once you have reached the peak of the mountain… you will
know you are  there… and then  you  start  showering  all  your  love  &
affection - everything… flows down the mountain. If that is the life
for you, it's the greatest type of life… forget all other people who are
supposed to be great… forget them… you are much higher than them…
because you are already chiselled like a diamond… with the Sahaj style
of life… which is very satisfying… also which is very much absolutely
peace-giving.  It gives  you joy… peace… capabilities… so many things
that you cannot count… like the thousand petals of your Sahastrara
which are enlightened. This is such a tremendous area… once you are in
the thousand petals. From there people have gained all the knowledge
about science… all the great discoveries are from there (000507)" 

But still, it is only the halfway house. This Nick is intent on
making  the  whole  journey,  to  the  final,  the  ultimate  of  all
destinations. How many, one wonders will be this much interested.

Now the other concern, when thinking of others is in which
direction  are  we  thinking.  Are  we  thinking…  ‘Giving’  or  are  we
thinking...  ‘Taking’?   Helping  or  Being  Helped?  It  is  at  first  quite
natural to start off being in that mode of Taking or Receiving – that
would seem to be perfectly normal and natural, but later on, as we
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grow and mature this should change, should transform into Giving…
giving to others. 

A truly matured Sahaja Yogi would appear to be one who only
wants to give, to share whatever he has, with others for the benefit
of the whole.  At the present moment in  time, it  seems that most
people are attending events in order still to receive – they are still
the Takers, those who are still in need of a boost from the Collective.
In time it will be the Givers who take over, and then WOW what can
we expect from Sahaja Yoga when that happens. The whole society
will suddenly change and be transformed, like no other.

Ch 3.1                How to give to another   RTI

The whole  process  is  becoming  simpler  &  simpler  each  day,
simply because we are now many more existing Sahaja Yogis, & the
more we are, the stronger becomes Shri Mataji Herself. It is not we
who are doing anything, we are just the channels through which Shri
Mataji can & does achieve these very greatest of miracles, every day
and all around the world. We are Her many children, and we incredible
as it may seem, we just reap the Joy of being used in this way.

So to start it off, we have I am sure been practising going
deeper in ourselves, into meditation in all and every opportunity that
we can achieve, both at home and also at each and every Sahaja Yoga
meeting that we attend.

The  first  steps  are  to  always  make  sure  that  we  are  in
Bandhan, & that we have raised our own Kundalini. Then we also need
to be sure that we are in meditation properly, meaning that we have
already achieved the state of Thoughtless Awareness. Now we may
approach another Sahaja Yogi first to little bit practice on him or her
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a few times before trying on someone who is totally new. Sometimes
the new person will  already be in a quiet peaceful  resting pose,  in
which case it is not always necessary to talk to that person first. At
other times it may be necessary to first ask if it is ok to work on the
individual.  In any case, it is best not to engage that person in any
conversion. 

So  now  you  will  go  through  the  recognised  procedures  for
raising the Kundalini, whilst standing behind the new person, & then
immediately  applying  the  Bandhan,  also  from  behind,  followed  by
holding your both hands towards him or her without any thinking, &
just see if you are feeling anything on your own hands. This could be
tingling or pins & needles, possibly mixed in with other sensations like
the coolness that we have by now hopefully become used to.

We  then  register  where  we  are  feeling  these  catches,  on
which parts of the hands or on which fingers. We might feel that
there is an imbalance, meaning that the person is either more left-
sided or perhaps more right-sided. At first, we need to remember to
take it easy, & get used to relating what we feel to the charts that
are available to see what it all translates as. We don’t need to tell
what we have felt, but just continue to give the vibrations which are
flowing through you to the patient. Continue for a while, again raising
the Kundalini & again applying the Bandhan at intervals, til you are
satisfied that you have done all you can. If one hand feels cool & the
other does not feel quite so cool, you can raise the cool side, & take it
over to the warm side to bring that person into the centre.

Remember, it's not really you who is doing all this… it is the
Divine who is the doer, not we. If you can master this concept, you
will really start to enjoy to the absolute maximum.
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Ch 3.2 Some basic Quick Access Links   RTI
Each of these numbered links will, if clicked upon, lead you to a

different location on this web site where you will find quite a lot of
relevant information.  There is much advanced information, all derived
from our Mother’s recorded talks.

1 Sahajvidya HomePage
 This is the main Home Page for the whole of the Web site.

Each time that you log on, you will be presented with a different Main
Picture, which you can if you wish to refresh by clicking on the Green
tab at the bottom centre of the screen. 

2 Index
If you click here, you will be taken to the Main Index for the

“pdf” topic files, which contain, in the main, the complete set of Shri
Mataji’s Advices.  

Near to the top of the screen is the “A to Z” alphabet, Select
your choice of Letter and the list will appear on the left side of the
screen. Insert the cursor into this list & then, Ctrl F followed by typing
the word of your choice.

3 Nirmala   Pics  
Clicking here will take you to the “NirmalaPics” Home Page of this

site, where you will find the collection of Galleries from A through to L.
Any Photograph may be saved to your PC and can also be printed off if
that is your wish.

4 Mp3’s
This link leads you to the collection of mp3 Audio clips, which are

all arranged into groups for your convenience.
5 Charts

Here you will find a wide range of charts and listings that all can
be printed off quite easily. First, choose from the A B or C groupings in
the  top  right  corner  of  the  screen,  then  select  from  the  range
presented to you. 
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6 Literature
Again, here is a wide collection of charts and other literature,

arranged in Basic, Intermediate and more Advanced categories, as well
as  some  more  suitable  for  Teaching  for  example  in  Universities  or
Colleges.

7 MP4's
Here is a special video clip where Shri Mataji is showing us all

the correct way to Raise the Kundalini  as well  as how to apply the
Bandhan correctly.

8 ABC   for Newcomers  
This section is devoted to a number of Guided Tours to take a

new person through the learning process. It also has the link for this
Autobiography.

9 L  eft &   R  ight   Balancin  g  
A special link to bring together all Mother’s different ways of

explaining the various methods used in understanding how to use the
Hands to correct the different L and R side problems, without running
the risk of using the incorrect techniques.

10 Sankoch
Another link to explain a very special quality of Shri Rama, on the

right side of the Heart chakra, of putting the quality of Nirvaj or Pure
Love into action mode, much needed in this England, being the Heart of
the Universe.

11 Miracles
Another very special link, where the so many Miraculous stories

are told.
12 Pitfalls 

 In this section, the very many mistakes are explained in some
detail,  hopefully  with  a  view  to  their  ultimate  correction,  for  the
benefit of all concerned.
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There are so many other links all over this whole site, which it is
impossible to list them all here. One cannot, of course, oblige anyone to
make the necessary or the required effort to study and absorb all that is
presented  here,  available  to  everyone…  it  is  simply  all  there  to
whomsoever  feels  the  need  or  the  desire  to  acquire  it  for  himself  or
herself.

One can only repeat the proverb, already mentioned elsewhere, that
you can only take a horse to water, but you cannot make it drink. One
hopes  that  simple  common  sense  will  prevail…  and  that  we  all  will
survive and achieve our ultimate dream…. and will enter in large numbers
into that abode… which we are told…. Has many mansions

One final thought… go to the Main Index, click on the ‘S’ letter
and search for the topic “Sweetness”, or also you can, of course, look
for “Madhuria”.

Ch 3.3 Spreading it to the Entire World    RTI 
(Including: Trouncing evil;  War of Divine versus Satanic forces)

Ch 3.3.1 - Spreading Sahaja Yoga  RTI
Those who are humble… who are kind… will attract more Sahaja

Yogis… so it is important to change your temperament. If you try to
show off, nobody is going to be impressed by you… if you think you
are something very great,  nobody is  going to  look at  you.  Be very
humble,  kind,  generous…  also  very  joyous.  If  you  are  really  doing
Sahaja Yoga,  no  sickness  can  come… no trouble  can  come… it  is  a
fact… try to understand (001231) 
 You  should  never  go  to  extremes  in  anything  -  only  in  the
middle or centre can Sahaja Yoga be worked out (830131); If Sahaja
Yoga has to spread collectively… it is only Love that is going to work it
out… no other way we can do it. Love is a source of energy that makes
things grow… is a living energy (910728); Sahaja Yoga is not going to
work  by  advertisement,  by  the  Photo…  but  by  your  work,  your
responsibility in shouldering Sahaja Yoga to spread and establish it.
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Dynamism is  going  to  impress;  Running  courses,  knowledge without
love, is not going to work - rather it should be love, with knowledge
(890611)      

What I have seen… that we are very shy… shy about Sahaja
Yoga… we are little shy to talk about Sahaja Yoga - you have to do it…
you should start talking openly about it… if I was shy like you, Sahaja
Yoga would not have spread. One should not feel shy about Sahaja
Yoga… otherwise what happens… that it just melts away with you…
don't feel shy… you should talk about it… wear the badge… with the
badge, people will ask you questions… 'who is this one'… then you talk
to them… any way you like, you should expose yourself… and that will
work out better (000507); You should not show interest in people who
have no interest in the photograph… if they are not interested in the
photograph… just forget that person… you see that's the best way
(791202.3) 

 If new people are not coming, maybe there is something wrong
with you - we have to be smart people, and Spartan. We have to be
deep  and  impressive  -  change  your  lifestyles  (890611);  A  great
understanding  has  to  be  within  us,  that  we  are  growing  within
ourselves… but if we do not manifest, if we do not show our qualities,
if we do not express it in our lives, in our doing, in the meaning of our
life, then Sahaja Yoga is not going to spread… nor is it going to help
you much (890423)   

We must behave in a very gentle way - to attract others, have
patience (830725); You have to get more and more people - you won't
enjoy  unless  and  until  you  get  more  people  into  it.  But  keep  your
dignity, your poise (801116); When the magnetism of Shri Ganesha is
awakened in you, you will be amazed, that people will  start running
towards your ashrams, instead of running away (860907); We have all
kinds of problems in Sahaja Yoga, especially when we find that people
are not so much attracted to Sahaja Yoga, they are few in number…
then you feel very bad about it. But have you tried to meditate on
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this point, and have you tried to put this problem to the Divine Power
(980510) 

You have to do Sahaja Yoga, you have to spread it. You have to
venture, without any fear, collectively and individually, forgetting as
to what will happen - you won't go to jails… you will not be crucified.
This  is  your  work…  you  have  to  do  this  and  nothing  else…  it  is
important (890423); You'll have to go to churches… to Universities,
and to all  such congregations, where they have no idea about what
they can achieve, and tell them without any fear, without any malice.
You can talk to them… you should tell them how we are here to help,
for your good… not for our good, but for your good… the Kundalini
within you will be very happy to help you, and do the needful for the
emancipation of the whole world (970525); But supposing there are
people from one family… so you don't discuss Sahaja Yoga with them -
either they will fight… or they will combine to be against Sahaja Yoga
(770126.1) 

The ladies  should  try…  they  have  to  stand  up  in  their  own
freedom… they have to be independent, and should have right ideas
about everything… if the ladies come up in that way, Sahaja Yoga will
spread very much. Men are working much more for Sahaja Yoga than
women are… I can understand, because they have family, they have
children… but  the  most  important  thing  is  that  once  you  take  to
active  Sahaja  Yoga,  then  your  children  also  come  up  well…  the
family's also looked after. After all, there is this Divine Power which
looks after all of you… you must believe in this Divine Power (980712)

The women have to go about to give Realisation to others… but
men are more active that way, and women are not. Men are active, but
don't meditate… women meditate and men do outside work… it's not
going to work out… so one has to meditate, and one has to go out to
spread Sahaja Yoga… both things have to be done. Supposing now you
meditate, and you don't spread Sahaja Yoga… you'll never ascend… so
if you're not helping to the collective, the Kundalini says 'alright… you
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are alright as you are'. The main activity should be… have we given
Realisation to others (970525); You don't know what joy you get when
you give Realisation to somebody… the most joyful moment is when
you give Realisation to somebody… just try it… try once and you'll
enjoy it… and then you'll want more and more and more (970525) 

A new century is starting, and so many things have to happen,
and all of you must decide that you will do this or that… whatever is
your understanding is, about spreading Sahaja Yoga, you should try to
do… all of you should put your mind to it. If women can't go out, they
can  write  down  something…  they  can  write  about  their  spiritual
ascent, or about whatever their experiences are (980712) - Jai Shri
Mataji - 

Ch 3.3.2 - Universal Personalities  RTI
One has to understand that now we have come out of all man-

made things… like man-made countries - we do not belong to America…
or to England… or to India… we belong to the Kingdom of God. In the
Universal Country, we have come… now we have become Universal Be-
ings… and as that, we don't have any of these dividing factors, which
divide human beings… such as race, or any higher or lower caste… this
is no more there. We have entered into the Universal Pure Religion,
and we should be proud of it; We have certain powers… and these
powers increase, when we humble down - they do not increase with ar-
rogance… with arrogance, one can only become stupid… that's the only
end of arrogance. So with humility, one should know that now you be-
long to Sahaja Culture, and Sahaja Culture is that of humility… if you
are not humble,  then you have not yet achieved your Sahaja Yoga
(880921);  You are all  universal  personalities… you have to be that
great. You don't belong to any country - just to make it convenient
you see, Shri Mataji uses the name of the country (881221) 

Global Personality Which develops when you start seeing the
problem of every country, of every Nation… but when you see, you
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don't see like other people, who might like to use it for their own
purpose… maybe for media, for something - what you want is to see
that the problems are solved. Your powers are so great with this kind
of a mind, which is dominated completely by the Divine Power. Many
problems can be solved on a universal level, if you are a global person.
What happens is,  you become a vehicle,  or like a  channel  for  this
Divine Power to act, because you are a purely global personality, not
attached to this,  attached to that,  but a pure Sahaja personality,
which can be used by the Divine Power very easily (980510) 

- Jai Shri Mataji - 

Ch 3.3.3 - Giving Realisation  RTI
Can only happen in the body, and only in humans, not animals

(810921);  Is beyond the mind (970600);  After Realisation,  nothing
against Christ or Ganesha will be tolerated (860907) 

'What is to be done… to be Realised?' was the first question
people  asked… when  they  were  not  Realised… 'what  should  we  do
Mother,  to get Realised'… and I had to tell  them… 'nothing… just
spread your hands towards me… and it will  work out'… it does… it
works out that way. Now after Realisation, you have to do something…
again the question comes in… 'what should we do… for this… what is
the technique'. The trouble with Sahaja Yogis, as they are today, is
they  are  all  technocrats…  it  is  better  they  should  forget  about
techniques, and worry more about spontaneity (0.0011) 

So how to give it to others:
Put the Photo with light (a candle) before it (790000.2), re-

move shoes, so no pressure is on the feet and nothing between feet
and Mother Earth, and also as a sign of respect. Put both hands to
the Photo [or to Shri Mataji - Ed]… close the eyes, feet straight on
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the  ground,  and  apart,  sit  comfortably  with  hands  on  the  lap
(830127); You have to keep your eyes shut… if you keep your eyes
open the Kundalini won't rise above this centre (Agnya - Ed). This is
absolutely the other way round… in hypnosis, they hypnotise through
your eyes… so keep your eyes shut and just be relaxed… and don't
worry about others (821008; 821007); Before closing your eyes… see
that there's nothing hanging on your neck… very heavy… or something
tight here… or you can little bit loosen your knots would be better…
because Kundalini has to rise (821007); Let the attention go loose,
leave it alone, you don't have to do anything - then it will work out
(791009.1);  Raise the Kundalini  from behind,  and from down below
(790000.2) - left hand steady, and right hand rotating around it, up,
forward, down, back, and repeat, as move upwards, and tie knot above
the head. Do this 3 times, and on the last time tie 3 knots. Start
feeling the Cool Breeze (830127) 

There is no hard and fast rule - but you should be comfortable
so that the attention does not go on this or that thing… on a chair or
on the ground, both are alright. It is the simplest of all things… is the
easiest thing - you are born to get it, it is your right - something has
to happen. It is the living work of God (790416) 

Remove your shoes, that is important (790530), and put the
feet straight on the ground, because we use Mother Earth to take
away some of the problems (791009.1);  The process takes just 10
minutes, the journey is very small, from sacrum bone to Fontanelle
bone, just 3 to 4 feet,  that's all  (871023);  Also… at the chakras,
starting at the heart… with left hand towards Shri Mataji, and the
right hand on the left side, at the respective chakras… you can say
the Affirmations (871116) 

You don't know what joy you get when you give Realisation to
somebody… the most joyful moment is when you give Realisation to
somebody… just try it… try once and you'll enjoy it… and then you'll
want more and more and more (970525); Even when you say 'Mother
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are  you  the  Holy  Ghost',  it  works  out…  it  gives  you  Realisation
(800927); When you are giving Realisation to another person… 'your'
Kundalini is doing the job… poor thing, she is raising… this fellow's
Kundalini,  you  see…  whatever  it  is  (0.0012);  If  you  raise  their
Kundalini… gradually they’ll come… but you see… they have to be aware
of their Realisation… that is a compulsion (791202.3) 

 Jai Shri Mataji – 

Ch 3.3.4 - Vishwa Nirmala Dharma  RTI
Innate, spontaneous, natural, human religion, with no hypocrisy

(860823.2);  First  registered  as  a  Religion  in  America  (960929);
Innate Pure religion (941105.2); The establishment of dharma, which
is  the  pure  religion  that  gives  you  ascent,  joy,  peace,  and  the
blessings of God - that is what Vishwa Nirmala Dharma is (850000.2) 

 Jai Shri Mataji - 

Ch 3.3.5 – The Brave & Courageous people RTI

o Courageous
We are the people. We are not to be afraid of any society… we

have to come out of it… we have to teach them… 'whatever is good,
we are going to do… whether you like it or not'… that's the sign of a
Saint. For Sahaja Yogis,  it is very important to have that courage
within themselves (880710) 

Shivaji Maharaj… was a very brave person… and once you have
this, you will not deter from doing anything that is important… you will
not go round and round… but you will know how to find the solution,
and how to work it out. This will happen to you, if you really know
yourself…  you  will  have  such  powers  of  courage  -  you  will  not  be
daredevil, but with wisdom. Courage and wisdom you will have… your
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Spirit will give you lots of wisdom and lots of courage. There's no
struggle…  and  no  fight…  just  standing  with  courage  and  doing
whatever is  right… and that is  possible  because you have now the
connection  with  the  Almighty…  you  have  the  connection  with  the
Paramchaitanya… and that will work out everything (010321).

God  is  Almighty…  he  can  do  anything…  and  now  you  have
become  the  messenger  of  that.  God  Almighty  gives  you  all  the
strength,  all  the courage… and also,  his  compassion… his  love… his
attention, and his understanding (920719)

o   Brave People    RTI
But  then,  I  must  say  that,  Sahaja  Yoga  when  it  started

working out… I was given very great workers, tools of Sahaja Yoga…
who  took  it  upon  themselves,  as  their  own  responsibility…  &  they
really worked very hard with me… very few… but they did. The rest
of them… can be divided into many categories… but the ones who took
it up as their own responsibility, that this is what they have to do,
this is their life, this is what their complete meaning is… they put
entirely  their  attention  to  it…  they  worked  it  out,  whatever  was
possible on their own level (800505). 

So today we have to understand… that we really need those
brave  people…  &  those  people  who  feel  responsible.  It  is  a  very
important virtue of Sahaja Yogis. The main thing is… what are you
doing for Sahaja Yoga… what you can do… how far you can go… how
you are going to work it out. In every walk of life… those who really
work it out as a great responsibility upon themselves are the ones who
will be given more & more powers, & chances (800505) 

- Jai Shri Mataji -
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Ch 3.3.6 – The Warpath  RTI
There is a war going on between the Divine, and the Satanic

Forces (known as Devils,  Rakshasas, Asuras) who have come in the
garb of religion, as the false gurus, the so-called God-men and God-
women,  to  demolish  the  Kingdom  of  God  in  the  hearts  of  human
beings.  And  this  at  the  time  when  we  are  about  to  achieve  our
ultimate goal - to enter the Kingdom of God. These Satanic forces
have gone into the minds of the seekers. We cannot see them, or
understand just how dangerous they are. But we have to fight them,
and for this, we must be courageous and cheerful, wise and centred,
without feelings of guilt - full of enthusiasm and valour (800630); We
are on a warpath. There is no time to waste on holidays, family etc. -
ask  for  wisdom (850408);  We fight  not  with  a  sword,  but  with  a
shield (860305); Today the war is within ourselves, not without… we
are not realising how it is building up within ourselves… for example
cancer is the physical war within ourselves (800809)  

Because of the atom bomb, which is very protective, nobody
can think of having a big war now. Even the cold war will gradually
stop,  when  they  are  fed  up  (830113);  War  does  one  good  thing
sometimes… that people get out of the materialistic attitude. Lots of
bad things are there… but this one thing I have seen… when the war
shakes a man… he thinks 'what's the value of all these things I've
been fighting for'. But if you get Niraananda… after that, you don't
want to have any joy from material gains… from material things… you
just do not want (850502)  

In a prediction from an astrologer Bhrigumuni, it is said that
there might be a  third world war… and it  is  linked with (a  named
country's - Ed) aggressive policies… but that the great incarnation
who is  also predicted, will  interfere;  There is a danger of a third
world war, and it is inevitable, but it may be avoided, if people develop
love for each other with this Mahayoga (820130) 
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War is absolutely like madness… even animals won't fight like
that… you are even worse than animals when you think of war and
killing each other… this should not be done, and it has to be stopped
completely. Nobody has the right to kill anybody unless and until he is
attacked (000423) - Jai Shri Mataji -  

Ch 3.3.7 – Negativity  RTI
That which causes great problems to the seeker, and can be in

the form of 'Dead Souls', which can be seen in the sky as 7 loops. If
these dead souls were, in their lives, attached to material things…
they  hang  around,  attempting  to  express  their  desires  within  the
Seeker. Best way to get rid of these troublesome souls is complete
detachment (950625); The negative forces are very strong, and are
working at you all the time (870408); Even not to be collective, itself
is a negativity (890617.1)  

There are so many evil forces which are all the time trying to
attack collectivity… first,  they will  attack the leaders… then they
have their sly methods… of going around and talking something here
and there… in the ears… to create some sort of a politics. All such
people will be thrown out of Sahaja Yoga… as there is a centrifugal
and a centripetal force… both acting equal and opposite. Anybody who
goes  against  collectivity…  who  sticks  to  their  bhoots…  to  their
negativity… will have to get out of Sahaja Yoga (860823) 

- Jai Shri Mataji -

Ch 3.3.8 - Possession (Negativity)  RTI

Which  comes  from  following  wrong  gurus  (830129);  Dead
spirits existing within a person, such as a dead male spirit existing
within  a  girl  who  all  the  time  wants  to  dress  as  a  man,  or  a  big
drunkard spirit  in  a  young person who wants  all  the time to drink
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whisky neat. These types come from the Subconscious areas. Then
from the Supraconscious areas come the Hitler types, the despots
(820711); When I tell to some people, they'll say 'I know Mother… I
know  I  do  that'.  Then  why  do  you  do  it…  that  means  you  are
possessed… you are a possessed person. That you know this is wrong…
still,  you are doing it… then you are a possessed person. Then it's
better you beat yourself with shoes (800927)  

Left side people… might have some sort of a baddha in them, in
the sense that they are possessed by someone. Of course, some are
possessed  by  right  side  also…  not  that  only  the  left  side  is
possessed… but from the right side also they are possessed.  Left
side possessions are of a peculiar type, because they give you pains in
the body. The right-sided person doesn't get pains himself, he gives
pains to others (880921)  

The proteins 58 and 52… which come from this 'unknown area
within  us'…  the  Collective  Subconscious…  they  enter  into  us…  and
trigger cancer. Now whatever is dead, is on the left-hand side… so
what they are actually talking about… is possession… that such a thing
enters our being and triggers cancer (821007)  
 Now supposing  you  are  too much  trying… 'oh,  God… help  me… do
this'… then you can get possessed, because you are not yet connected
with God… and once you get possessed… that means that some other
spirit can come in… and such a spirit, when it comes into you, it can
really make you mad. This kind of thing happens to people who go on
the left-hand side (821007)   

When you enter into the Collective Subconscious… any one of
these spirits can catch hold of you… and once they catch hold of you,
you are liable for any of these diseases. Especially, I have seen… if
there's a possessed person of course… they become mad… they get
epilepsy… all these are possessed people. Epilepsy can be cured… all
such mental problems, depression… can be cured… it's not difficult at
all… but one must know that if you are possessed, you must really
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work  it  out… and  see  to  it  that  it  goes  away  from you… and  you
become your 'Self'. Multiple Sclerosis…a disease of the left side… so
far I have seen three cases in England, which have been cured by
Sahaja  Yoga…  and  all  of  them  had  either  the  wife  or  husband
possessed (821008) 

Then the right side is the Collective Supraconscious… is the
future… where we indulge too much into the future and plan too much,
and we are aggressive about it… then… all the ambitious people, who
'lived  in  the  future'  are  there.  Hitler  used  this  power  to  entice
people… to influence the people… and he used those who are dead on
the right-hand  side… means  the  Supraconscious  people… and  when
these Supraconscious people jumped onto them, they also started to
become ambitious… and  absolutely  heartless  people… they  were  so
heartless you can't imagine. If you read the lives of some of these
people, they were not so heartless to begin with, they were not… they
were  good,  free,  affectionate  people.  So  suddenly,  how  did  they
become so devilish, and so destructive… the thing is, they are no more
there…  there  is  something  else  acting…  such  people  can  become
dynamic for the time being… may look dynamic… but afterwards, it is
too much a load to carry… and they become like cabbages like the
other side people (821007)  

When the Supraconscious spirits come in… you become over-
ambitious… you start getting ideas… how to organise… how to do this…
how to (790609.3)… there are some scientists who have died… and
who never were satisfied with the progress that they made… so they
come and give you ideas… it's all Supraconscious (790609.3)  

If there is a possession, then this can be corrected by sitting
in the Sun - bhoots do not like the Sun, and will run away. If there is
ego problem it is better to sit in the moonlight, but if there is a
problem of crying, better not to look at Moon, but better to see the
Sun (800517.2) 
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People who are possessed get exposed in my Presence, because
there is light, and in the light negativity gets exposed. That is the
danger… that going in the light you get exposed. Some people who are
otherwise normal in Sahaja Yoga also… but once they come before me,
they just stand, and something goes wrong with them - because there
is lot of negativity within them (871230.1) 

- Jai Shri Mataji - 

Ch 3.3.7 - Bhoot or BADDHA  RTI
There is a difference between a Baddha & a Bhoot… a Baddha…

is an obstruction… which can prevent us from feeling the vibrations
(790616), & if present, can be seen as doubled up loops in the cells,
under the microscope (890725); A Baddha is a 'hindrance' & is always
on an organ or a centre, & if it moves, does so in response to the
Kundalini or to your fingers. 

Bhoots move arbitrarily, here & there, to left & to right, & are
not  controlled  by  the  movement  of  your  fingers.  One  moves
arbitrarily… moves on its own, whilst the other is in your control… you
are taking it out yourself (800517.2) 

Baddhas can be burned off by the fire, by the flame, & are to
be seen as the flickering of the flame (781005)… while bhoots are
also burned with the candle… & may go pop, pop, pop - & that's why
the candle has to be put (920209)

- Jai Shri Mataji – 

Bhoots  RTI

The dead… people who have died, who hang around and cause
problems (810829;  900811.1),  and can  cause lunacy (890806);  Who
exist around the churches, because of the dead bodies buried there
(820711); The dead Souls who are still attached to something… maybe
to children… to the house… to drinking habits… maybe to something
nonsensical… that still hang around, and they are the ones who trouble
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us… who bother us too much. They can be in groups… they can be
many…  of  different  types…  they  could  be  with  a  very  bad
Subconscious  activity…  or  could  be  with  Supraconscious  also;  Now
some difficulties  that  you  face,  which  cannot  be  solved,  could  be
coming from these dead Souls. So the best way to get rid of them is
to develop a detached attitude towards life (950625)   

There  is  a  difference  between  a  Baddha  and  a  Bhoot…  a
Baddha… is an obstruction… which can prevent us from feeling the
vibrations (790616), and if present, can be seen as doubled up loops in
the cells, under the microscope (890725); A Baddha is a 'hindrance'
and is always on an organ or a centre, and if it moves, does so in
response to the Kundalini or to your fingers. Bhoots move arbitrarily,
here and there, to left and to right, and are not controlled by the
movement of your fingers. One moves arbitrarily… moves on its own,
whilst the other is in your control… you are taking it out yourself
(800517.2) Baddhas can be burned off by the fire, by the flame, and
are to be seen as the flickering of the flame (781005)… while bhoots
are  also  burned with  the candle… and may go pop,  pop,  pop -  and
that's why the candle has to be put (920209) 

To remove a bhoot without getting it into yourself, firstly, of
course,  put  yourself  into  Bandhan.  Then there  are  different  ways
according to the different bhoots. When dealing with someone who is
possessed,  you  should  take  an  aggressive  stance,  take  a  higher
position,  go  with  great  force  on  that  person.  There  should  be  no
compromise. Tell him to "Sit Down…!". Then ask questions to ascertain
the nature of the problem (800517.2)  
 1. Guru Bhoots - After putting yourself in Bandhan, ask if he
has gone to any guru… find out which one. Ask if he still ‘believes' in
that guru. If he does, do not say 'sorry', but say 'we cannot help you,
go away'. But if he says 'yes I have a problem, I am in trouble, I am
possessed etc.',  then you can continue,  by asking the name of his
guru, what is his mantra, how many years he has been with his guru
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etc.… then you will know what is the mantra to use. If it is a guru
problem, then say the Adi Guru mantra for the Void. Tell him to say
the mantra, or to ask the question of the Photo… the Kundalini will
respond. Keep the Photo in front of your face like a mask - don't allow
yourself to be exposed. If you know the name of the guru… you know
the  mantra  to  be  used…  like  Narakasura  Mardini,  Mahishasura
Mardini, or Sarva Asura Mardini. Then best is to give vibrated salt
with water to drink. Tell him that it is very difficult, that it is one of
the most horrible ones we have ever known, that it is going to take
time, that it is necessary to work hard to get rid of it, but that it will
be alright -  and do not hurry it  up… it will  take time. These guru
bhoots can be very dangerous (800517.2) 

2.  Another type is the one that makes a person blind,  even
though their eyes are open and normal to look at. The left Swadisthan
will be catching. There are 2 types of blindness here - it could be a
bhoot, or it could be diabetes, or it could be a combination of both.
Ask  if  he  has  diabetes.  If  he  does  not  have  diabetes,  then  it  is
definitely a bhoot. To cure this, take a Photo of the Hands, and put a
candle in front of that, and ask the person to see if he can see the
light - you will be amazed, gradually he will be able to see the light,
and then gradually he will  see the Hand. The candle alone will  not
work,  but  if  you  can  see  the  Hands  with  the  light,  then  this  is
extremely good for the eyes. It is possible that when frightened, as
when a house is on fire for example, that at that time a bhoot may
jump in, causing the blindness - but eyes burned out by a fire cannot
remain open, whereas the eyes in a blindness caused by a bhoot, can
(800517.2)

Bhoots get  up to  all  sorts  of tricks.  Even you might find a
garland coming out of the Goddess (a statue - Ed), and you think 'Oh
what a miracle' - but it is a bhoot (790530); If you feel attracted for
any man… think that 'that man' has a bhoot, and I also have a bhoot…
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only the bhoots attract bhoots… it's as simple as that… it's only the
bhoots that attract (810904) 

If  you  start  putting  your  eyes  onto  something  and
concentrating on it, your eyes might become mesmeric… means bhoots
will start coming out of your eyes. First of all, you catch bhoots in
your eyes… they settle down there… and then they will be falling on
other people as bhoots… it's a very very dangerous thing to go on
looking at something continuously with concentration (860823)  
 It would be a good idea… to start using a little oil  for the
head… in the night… as Sahaja Yogis, you should… better use some
nice coconut oil, and rub on your head nicely, in the night… and in the
morning… after all, it doesn't show much… and comb your hair in a
proper way. If your dresses… and your hair are… like bhoots… then
the bhoots will take over, thinking… 'oh, this is a bhoot sitting down
here… better take hold of that bhoot'… so dress up in a way… that
you shouldn't have hair on your forehead at all… keep it straight…
make it nice… and have absolutely clean foreheads (860504)  

 Those who do not meditate will  become superficial… they'll
not achieve… they'll create problems… if they are right sided, they'll
become  Supraconscious,  they'll  become  bhoots…  if  they  are  left
sided, they'll be thrown out (850629); Sometimes our Mother shouts
at us… just once She shouts - immediately all the bhoots run away
(830113);  We  accept  correction…  because  we  want  our  ascent
(871016) 

- Jai Shri Mataji - 

Ch 3.3.8 – Destruction  RTI
 Will  come  from  inside,  not  from  outside  (810928);  In  any
construction, there has also to be destruction. If there is something
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that is trying to destroy your construction, then you have to destroy
that. We should desire to destroy that which obstructs our ascent -
be prepared to destroy. When a flower becomes a fruit, the flower is
destroyed.  Fix  your  goal,  and  do  not  be  distracted,  or  deviated,
otherwise you will not arrive. Our destination and our desire should be
to ascend (890619) 

Kalki  is  devoid  of  any  compassion.  There  are  11  Rudras,  11
destructive, destroying powers absolutely settled in him… which are
guarding  the  beauty  of  Sahaja  Yoga.  Anybody  who  tries  to  play
around with Sahaja Yoga is harmed very badly. Don't try to trouble
anybody who is a Saintly person, a good person… nor to play tricks
with  the  Divine.  Because  Kalki  is  already  on!  Be  careful  about  it
because once this power comes on you, you will not know how to hide
yourself. Not only to Sahaja Yogis, but this I am telling to the whole
world today - be careful! Don't take it easy, and do not compromise
with nonsensical people - stick onto the 'Right'. The day is very near
when Kalki is going to come. Be careful. Do not try to harm others, or
take  advantage  of  others,  and  do  not  show off  your  own  powers,
because once this destruction will start in your life, you won't know
how to stop it (790928) 

The coming Incarnation is Shri Kalki, who is blemishless, who
cannot be blemished - anyone who tries to, will be destroyed. He will
come to do the last sorting out. There will be no-one to talk to you…
or to listen to you… nothing of the sort. He is coming for the harvest,
the  last  cutting.  The  time  remaining  is  very  short,  so  better  get
yourself in the proper shape - and then let him come. He is coming
with 11 powers known as Ekadesha Rudra, all placed in the head of the
Primordial  Being,  and  he  will  be  manifesting  all  these  in  such  a
tremendous  manner,  that  you  would  not  know  how  people  will  be
destroyed, and the destruction will  be of the worst type you have
ever seen. So that's why you try to mature, become the fruits, and be
in the Kingdom of God… alright (790530)
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This  destruction  has  already started,  and is  going with  full
speed  I  think  all  over…  through  the  so  many  things  that  are
happening.  We  have  got  hurricanes…  storms…  earthquakes…  many
accidents… and so many destructive things are working out… which
are the outcome of Kalki Incarnation. But at the same time, there is
another work going on, of the same incarnation… is the resurrection
of the people… such people can never be hurt… nothing can happen to
them…  they  will  always  be  saved…  because  they  are  under  the
protection of their Mother (000206) 

- Jai Shri Mataji -

Ch 3.3.9  Kalki  RTI
Kalki  is  an  abbreviation  of  Nishkalanka,  and  has  the  same

meaning as Mother's name, Nirmala, and means 'spotlessly clean' -
without any spots on it. This Incarnation has been described in the
Puranas, as coming on this Earth on a 'white horse' in a place called
Shambhalkul. Bhala means 'forehead', and 'shambhala' means 'at that
stage',  so  it  means  that  Kalki  is  situated  on  your  Bhala,  your
forehead. Here he is going to be born. This is the real meaning of
Shambhalkul; In between Jesus Christ, and his destroying incarnation
of Mahavishnu, called as Kalki, there is a time given to human beings
to rectify themselves, for them to enter into the Kingdom of God,
and which is called in the Bible the 'Last Judgement'. All those who
have an aspiration to enter into the Kingdom of God are born in these
modern times. This is the most important time, because Sahaja Yoga
is the 'Last Judgement'. It is fantastic to hear this, but it is a fact
and it is the truth (790928) 
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Between getting our Realisation and getting into the Kingdom
of God, we can falter very much. Sahaja Yoga gives all the freedom
whether to fall or to come up. If you try to impress on others, after
coming to Sahaja Yoga,  that you are very great,  or that you have
achieved this, you have achieved that, then all this nonsense is a very
great offence, and you are punished for that. This is the power of
Kalki, which is working secretly behind Sahaja Yoga… Kalki is devoid
of any compassion (790928) 

There  are  11  Rudras,  11  destructive,  destroying  powers
absolutely settled in him, which are guarding the beauty of Sahaja
Yoga. Anybody who tries to play around with Sahaja Yoga is harmed
very badly. Don't try to trouble anybody who is a Saintly person, a
good  person,  nor  to  play  tricks  with  the  Divine.  Because  Kalki  is
already on! Be careful about it because once this power comes on you,
you will not know how to hide yourself. Not only to Sahaja Yogis, but
this I am telling to the whole world today - be careful! Don't take it
easy, and do not compromise with nonsensical people - stick onto the
'Right'. The day is very near when Kalki is going to come. Be careful.
Do not try to harm others, or take advantage of others, and do not
show off your own powers, because once this destruction will start in
your life, you won't know how to stop it (790928) 

This  is  the  time  of  cleansing  -  that  is  why  I  am  here,  as
Nirmala, to cleanse you; Whatever is wrong is wrong - whether today,
tomorrow, yesterday or a 1000 years back. Whatever is wrong for
your  dharma,  for  your  sustainance,  is  wrong.  'What's  wrong  with
this… with that…' - this question will be answered by Kalki only! Then
you  will  have  no  time  to  repent,  or  to  ask  the  question,  'what's
wrong'… you will be chopped off - that is what Kalki Incarnation is
(790928) 

He  is  going  to  come on  a  white  horse  as  they  say.  It  is  a
tremendous  thing  that  is  going to  work out.  Every human being is
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going to be sorted out. Nobody can then claim - everything is being
advertised, is being published (790928) 

There are so many who have come to misguide you. They are
taking money for misguiding you, for giving you sins - they are nicely
booking you up for a trip to hell. They themselves are nicely booked
there, and when I say about them, people feel very hurt, that why
should Mataji talk against these gurus - they are not gurus, they are
Rakshasas. The Rakshasas which the Devi killed thousands of years
back, are back in the seat again, but the problem is very different at
the present moment.  Try  to  understand.  The problem of  this  Kali
Yuga is that there is no hard and fast rule, as to say who is a purely
negative and who is a purely positive person (790928) 

So many Rakshasas have entered into  your  brain -  you side
with so many people who are wrong, who are doing wrong things, in the
name of politics, religion, in the name of progress or education etc.
Once you  have  sided  with  them,  they  are  in  your  brain,  they  are
within you, and when they are within you, how to destroy them? You
may be a good person, but you may be destroyed, because of having
them within your heads (790928) 

So it is essential to take to Sahaja Yoga, in the most dedicated
manner. And this is the only thing that we can give to our friends and
relatives, and to all the world around. I am here to help you, to work
for you day and night, and I'll spare no effort to help you… and do
everything  that  is  possible  to  make  you  alright,  to  pass  this
examination of Last Judgement. But you have to co-operate with me,
and have to go headlong about it, and devote most of your time for
Sahaja Yoga, and for imbibing all that is great and noble (790928) 

Kalki stays on our forehead, and when the chakra of Kalki is
caught up, the whole of Moordha, on top goes out of order, the whole
head becomes a blocket. Such people do not allow Kundalini to rise
above Hamsa. If you put your forehead before wrong gurus, or also, if
there is  too much thinking,  both can create a problem.  The whole
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forehead, if it is covered by bumps, then you must know that the
Kalki chakra is out of order, and if the Kalki chakra is out of order,
then all the fingers start burning, on the hands and on the palms, and
sometimes even in the body, you get terrible burning. A person's Kalki
chakra catching means he might be down with a horrible disease like
cancer or leprosy etc. or he may be about to collapse into some sort
of a calamity (790928) 

To keep your Kalki alright, you must have that 'Awe' for God -
that He is a wrathful God, that if we do wrong… He is there with His
wrath…  that  He  is  'All  Pervading'…  He  is  'All  Powerful';  He  has
powers to raise us to this  stage of higher being… He is  the most
compassionate Father that we can think of… but in the same way, He
has a wrath, and that wrath when it falls on you… be very very careful
(790928) 

As a Mother, I have to warn you to be careful about the wrath
of  your  Father,  because  if  He  comes  upon  you  with  that  wrath,
nobody can stop it, nobody can stop it… and the compassion of the
Mother also will not be listened to. Please do not do anything that is
wrong; But, if you do anything 'for' Him, or for your own 'being' in
your Self Realisation you will be placed in the highest position. The
most important  thing… where are you,  as far  as  God is  concerned
(790928) 

The  Maitreya,  the  coming  Christ  who  will  come  on  a  white
horse  (820711);  The  coming  Incarnation  is  Shri  Kalki,  who  is
blemishless,  cannot  be  blemished  -  anyone  who  tries  to,  will  be
destroyed. He will come to do the last sorting out. There will be no-
one to talk to you,  or to listen to you,  nothing of the sort.  He is
coming for the harvest, the last cutting. The time remaining is very
short, so better get yourself in the proper shape - and then let him
come.  He  is  coming  with  11  powers  known  as  Ekadesha  Rudra,  all
placed in the head of the Primordial Being, and he will be manifesting
all these in such a tremendous manner, that you would not know how
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people will  be destroyed, and the destruction will  be of the worst
type you have ever seen. So that's why you try to mature, become the
fruits, and be in the Kingdom of God… alright (790530) 

This  destruction  has  already started,  and is  going with  full
speed  I  think  all  over…  through  the  so  many  things  that  are
happening.  We  have  got  hurricanes…  storms…  earthquakes…  many
accidents… and so many destructive things are working out… which
are the outcome of Kalki incarnation. But at the same time, there is
another work going on, of the same incarnation… is the resurrection
of the people… such people can never be hurt… nothing can happen to
them…  they  will  always  be  saved…  because  they  are  under  the
protection of their Mother (000206) 

- Jai Shri Mataji -

Ch 3.4 The Reward       RTI

The  reward  of  God  is  a  thousand-fold  more  than  any
enterprise can bestow upon you. When He blesses you, you wouldn't
even have words to thank Him -  to that  extent He goes… are we
depending on Him… or on our own old ways. We have to change very
much… we have to transform ourselves into a new style of thinking. It
is very very important (791015) 

It's  a  very  great  privilege  to  be  here… for  Puja… and  this
privilege  cannot  be  granted  to  every  person.  This  is  a  very  great
privilege that I am telling you all these things… that I am telling you
that 'sincerity is the key of your Self Realisation'… it's a privilege…
I'm giving you the key. Understand what a privilege it is for you to be
here… what  fortune… what reward,  for  what  you  have  done… how
many lives have been rewarded by being here. This will help you to do
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Puja in a more sincere manner. Now we must meditate also after Puja,
because my vibrations you do not suck in without meditation, I have
seen.  If  you  have  sincerity  about  it,  really…  you  will  suck  all  my
vibrations. Tell your mind not to ask questions or to misbehave… but
to suck the vibrations clearly. This is for your own nourishment… for
your own growth… for your own enjoyment (800505) 

      > > > But Beware < < <  
It is perhaps best to just look up a couple of topics first in the

Index section of the Quick Access Links bar, if you can remember
how to do that. Select first the letter ‘F’ followed by ‘S’. Now look for
‘Freedom’ and then ‘Surrender’. Once you have read these two topics,
now you can go on and read the following:

It's only the Sahaja Yogis who can blacken
or enlighten the name of God Almighty  RTI

You are the channels… you are the ones… who are going to
express me. I am just a potential energy… as the energy is coming
from somewhere which is stored… and if I asked you, you would not
even know where it is stored. 

It is through your behaviour, through your pure light, through
your fragrance, people are going to know God Almighty. 

There are some, which can blacken the face. They are lights no
doubt, but can blacken the face if there are impurities… blacken the
face of the Divine, blacken the face of your Creator and that is what
one has to be careful, that we are not blackening the name of God by
our misbehaviour. 

Now listen to me very carefully - if there is no light out of the
lamp… it does not blacken nor enlighten… but if there is a light, it can
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blacken as well  as enlightened.  It's only the Sahaja Yogis who can
blacken or enlighten the name of God Almighty. 

Say for example if you have a fake man… he doesn’t blacken
the name of God, because he is himself black, so nobody’s bothered
about that. If there is a person who is teaching about God, or talking
about God, about religion and making money out of it… he blackens his
own name. He does not blacken the name of God Almighty. 

The name of God cannot be blackened. It is ever shining. But
it’s only a Sahaja Yogi, which can form that cloud to cover it. They
can only finish the hope of this world. They can only bring the real
destruction of this world. 

They will be held responsible, and they should be punished in
time… so that the name of God should not be ruined. For they have
been given the right to enter into the Kingdom of God, others are
outside. They are the only ones who can abuse the right. Those who
are outside this building cannot spoil it. 

You  have  the  special  privilege  to  enter  into  this  beautiful
building. You have got this right, because of the great things you have
done in previous lives… and if you now want to spoil  it,  you better
understand that you will be very severely punished. 

The light, which can enlighten can also burn. But this light will
burn all those who try to burn the Kingdom of God. So on a Diwali day
let us know that we should have the lamp burnt in such a way that it
has purest of pure love in it.
 (851117 Diwali: Tivoli, ROME) 

- Jai Shri Mataji - 
    finis RTI
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	So here we have it. The site is complete in as far as it goes. We know that we have not been able to cover absolutely everything that our Beloved Mother has said to us.... but give us a break will you... we are only human after all. Well no that's not quite true... after all, We are Sahaja Yogis and that is what it is all about. The greatest gift that God, that the Divine can give to us all. And wouldn't we be crazy to pass it up? Actually, we have just learned of another project that is being currently written up by a good friend, living not far from here. In it, he is writing about some of the rewards that the Divine has at his or Her disposal for giving to anyone who surpasses all expectations. I don't want to give the game away in advance of publication, so it will have to await publication date... but it will be worth waiting for, believe you me.

